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GKAPTi^H I
liJTRODUGTICU
I. THE 3UBJ:^C1': "PHILOSOPHY 0? HI3T0RY"
Def inition , nistory is defined as
a systematic written account of events, particularly
of those affecting a nation, institution, science, or
art, and usually connected v/ith a philosophical ex-
planation of thjir causes.
Philosophy is "the science which investigates the raost
general facts ^nd ^jrinciples of re^^lity and of human
nature and conduct."^ philosophy of history ma^; be de-
fined as tnat brancr. of philosophical study Vi/hicn seeZs
to discover z..q body of principles or general concepts
underlying the events of history.
Baldwin defines philosophy of history as
the interpretation and explanation of events in
their succession in accordance v/ith general princi-
ples of science and philosophy, . . . j.'o denote the
explanation, from philosophical principles, of his-
torical phenomena at large or the entire course of
historical development.*^
5, j?roeltsch, concluding a discussion of empiricul
history, says:
,
Our concern v/ith history, however, is by no means ex-
hausted in causal interpretation and thj formation oi
aggregates. r'or, on the one hand, there arises the
problem regarding the relation of tho historical pro-
cess in the v/orld to th? fundamental forces of the
1. V/ebster, LilD, Second Edition.
2. ibi£.
3. Baldwin, DPP, /ol. I, 47 7.

2universe, and, on the other, the problem regarding
tha significanoe o±' that iDrooesa for the living and
operative v/ill of each particular age--the will v/hich
ia nurtured b;' the events of history, and yet mani-
fests at every instant a creative power of its ov/n,^
Approaching the subject from the philosophical
point of view Andrew 3eth pringle -Patt i son says:
Lloreover, if philosophy is to complete its con-
structive work, it must bring the course of human
history v;ithin its survey, and exhibit the seq.uence
of events as an evolution in v/hich the purposive
action of reason is traceable. This is the task of
the philosophy of history, a peculiarly modern study,
due to the grov/th of a humanistic and historical
point of view. , . .The philosophy of history differs
. . .
from the purely scientific or descriptive
studies covered by the general title of sociology.
Sociology conceives itself as a natural science
elucidating a factual se.iuence. The philosophy of
history is essentially teleological ; tnat is to say,
it seeks to interpret the process as the realization
of an i;:imanent end. It may be said, therefore, to
involve a complete metaphysical theory.^
p urve y of the Study . In the earlier part of the
last century, John ituart uill, diiscussing the idea of
progress, argued tnat from the reciprocal action of men
and circumstance, "there oust necessarily result either
a cycle or a trajectory." {The resultant movement must
be either an orbit or a course returning not unto itself.)
One or the othor of these must be the tyrje to v/hicj. human
affairs must conform. Examining the philosophies of his-
tory down the ages reveals that all may be classified in
the one category or the othor or in an attempted combi-
nation.
4. Troeltsch, ^.U, Vol.71, 721.
5. Pringle-Batt ison
,
J3, 13th j]d.
,
Vols. 21-22, 444.
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iJoing bad: to ths early philosophsrs reveals that
the Greel-is v/ere impressed b.y tho fact that cultures dif-
fered from one country to another, and that even in a
givei] country chan^-es in the culture could be noted over
a period oi" time. xuey assumed that all ciian^^e followed
the pattern of natural biolOi;^ical arowth, i3ut they also
realized that often "natural" growtn and process v/as in-
terrupted by "accidents," i'hese "accidents" prevented
the "natural" course of history from tailing place. Ac-
cordingly they separated the "natural" course of change
from the study of histor2/--a distinction that remains
with us today.
The Ore9}:s and .{omans were dominated in tao ir nis-
torical thinking by this biological analog^/ and the con-
sequential theory of cycles. rlato in the tnird Book of
ths Laws set forth a remarkable picture of the "natural"
course of the development of culture. Aristotle believed
that both parts of the earth and the cultures of men v;ere
subject to change and that this change must follov; some
order or cycle. Both of these great philosophers imagined
that the cultures v/ould come to an end in a "great winter"
of a "groat year," I'x.is idea of tne "great year' had been
imported into the Classical v/orld from ^sia. It was
adopted b;/ the Stoics and became a central feature of
their philosophy. Polybius, following ^lato, described
the cycle of political revolution. iTlorus periodized
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Roman history in terms of infancy, youth, manhood, and
old age.
Passing to those other people whose thought has so
influenced modern life, the Hebrews, discloses that they,
contrary to the ureeks, had littlo interest in "natural"
science. Their ov/n history haii had all too little of
"natural" development bu'u was ratner fraught v/ith "acci-
dents,"' These tney explained by tne deus ex machina of
Jahovan who in his dealings with Israel was the occasion
of t n e s e events.
The early Churon i'athers were faced v/itn a problem
in regard to these contrary views, ^iS iu many other prob-
lems tney reacned a solution in compromise. The two
points of view were reconciled and combined in Augustine,
He declared that, as the events of sacred history
were unique, recurrences were impossible, and hence
the theory of cycles was inadmi ssable . . , . (But)
he conceived of this "unique" history of mankind as
falling into divisions represented by youth, manhood,
and old age of the human race, , . , ne retained the
idea of developraem; ... envisaged ... as taking
place but onca,^
^ugustine's view remained dominant for centuries,
but in the seventeenth century it was modified by the idea
of indefinite progress into the future. The eighteenth
century witnessed the elaboratiOii of sche'ies of natural
develi-pment on the model of Tlato v/it;. tne speciiffic re-
|int roduc'b i on of cycles as in the case of ^ico or v;itn
6, Taggart, .iev. 1, 59 8,

the ir omission as was general in England and ji^x*anc9. iiow-
ever, even in these lei st-ment i oned countries it was as-
sumed that the same series of sta^^es was repeated in each
culture. In the nineteenth century/ there v/as a definite I
opposition betwjen "natural" history and nisuory, 'jlhe
social scientists accepted and emphasized the former, but
the national historians put a renewed emphasis upon the
uniq.ueness of eacn event. On the one side v/as presented
the theoretical series of stages in the development of
mankind and on the other v/as stressed the factual series
of historical "happenings,"
F, J, Teggart summarizes the contemporary view.
Historical scholarship, for a century/, has emphasized
the view that all events are unique, and has verbally
maintained the principle that the business of the
writer of history is to narrate just what it was that
actually happened, wit::out attempting to give any
explanation in regard to the course of the events, ,
, . ihis policy involves an i ipossib . li ty , A nar-
rative comnot be composed without selection of
materials, and v;ithout some interest or guiding idea
in the mind of the author. The writing of history
is an art.V
Jirecuin^ att.ention to the more specific background
of Spengler we turn to Germany v/here "a favorite intel-
lectual exercise • , , has always been the erection of
towering philosophies of .li story in v/iiich a vast mound of
data is, willy-nilly, systematized iijto a design, "8 'i!o
answer the "why" of history was the aim of atterfipts by
7, Teggart, dQY. 1, 598,
8. Chant and Joyce, .^rt, 1, 765.
.. .
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both iiGSSin^ and Herdar, Ilant broUj^'ht in a transcendental
note in his Idaa of a i^ew U nivers al .-istor^ on a Gosrao-
^
politan plan. jj^icnta followed x^ant with anothe^r attempt,
x_ant's interest in the a pri o ri v/as applied to t ne realm
of history by Hegel
, . . who conceiving uistory as the history of ido*-- .
-
litical forms alone, imagined some spirit as contin-
uously moving from one people to another, breathing
the breath of life into each culture before it
passed.
9
Spengler's treatment of all the attributes of cul-
ture expressions of Spirit and as subjective strongly
suggests tj:e influence of Hegelian or IZantian idealism,
Allen Tate compares Spengler and Hegel who both saw the
world as h i s t o ry
,
Hegel portrayed his h is t ory -world as dialectic,
while 3pengler subsumes dialectic, along with paint-
ing, music, architecture, under the concept of his-
tory; all are expression-forms in the quite homo-
geneous cultures in which they arise. His viewpoint
is not iiegel's world-as-dialectic, v/hich he rejects
as being identical in form v/ith the wor Id -as-nat ure
of science, but the v/ o rl d-as - his t ory
, as organism, 10
Garl Joachim ii'riedrich sees Jpengler's political
tneory, especially from its empirical and pragmatic
starting point as close to that of Liachiavelli who also
had a notion of the cyclical development of society.
ffaldo i'rank conceives anotner forebear of Spongier in
Leibni t z.
9. Chant and Joyce, Art. 1, 766,
10, Tate, .lev. 1, ij'dZ.
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7i?he notion of a Cult ura -orj^janism, indQj.) andent
,
impena trable
,
yet somehow mirroring the universe v/itnin its
autonomous self, and moved only by (lod in the mys-
terious shape of Destiny, is very close to Leibnitz
V/ i t h his i.lonads , 1
1
l.Iany aspects of jpene;lQi*'3 philosophy call to mind the
elan vitale of Jer^son, Q?heir conceptions ox t iae also
bear a marked resemblance,
The basic idea of Spen^-ler was not new, 'i?he notion
of youthful and aging civilizations, as shown above, was
familiar centuries ago, Darwin's philosophy of evolution
and the foundation of tho scienco 0'~ archeology gave the
idea ci.uite a boost. x^'unck-iirentano ' s La Qiv i lisat i on et
aes xiois published in 16 76 snows ideas parallel to those
of opengler, Disraeli's novel x'ancre d r-^ seia u s oao oasic
idea in the purely imaginative realm. Dr. Charles Pearson
in his jjational Life a nd Character v;.aich appeared in lc}9 3
saw State Socialism as the infallible sign of a decaying
civilization, Satire and journalism in place of the epic
and pastoral as forms of literary art were indicative of
the approach to X uq limits of development, i'linders
Petrie's -devolutions of Civilization ax^pearing in 1911
covered much of tne same ground as was later done by
Spengler
,
11. i»'rank. -tev. 1, 59 5,
fc
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II. TEE PROBLEM
The purpose of this thesis was to investigate the
philosophy of history of ipenglar, to examine this philos-
ophy and pass upon it ti-oso crLuicxj.uo \Ji.^Gu it seomed to
warrant, and to attempt to place ipangler in the history
of b uongLit and to assert his permanent worth,
III. TH^ MAii
Jiographical iiietch. The man whose ideas assumed
sucir: i^itanio proportions in Jhe jecline of the ./est v/as
quite modest when submitting a biographical note:
Born uay 29, 1880, at BlanLenburg in the Harz, son
of a mining engineer, Attended t. e Classical ij-ym-
nasium at xialle, and the Universities of Halle,
l.Iu.iich, and Jarlin. Specialized in mathematics and
philosophy. i'aught in a secondary school- Since
1911, engaged in private study at Munich. -^^
Spengler took his doctorate in 1904 at Halle University
with a dissertation entitled "The i..3taphys ical ii'oundation
of the Philosophy of rio racl i tus , " This was his sole
publication before his magnum opus which catapulted him
t 0 f am e ,
The main ideas of The "Decline of the V/est wore
formulated in 1911 v/hen Spengler was but an obscure
school-t eacner
.
Contrary to i;iuch oxDinion, the volume was
not the result of a defeatism ocoasionod by the vanquish-
ment of the Central Powers. It received its germinal
12. iirttt zmach ar , A-.v, 1, 20.
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impulse when- in 1911 the Agadir crisis turned spengler's
-
atuention to current issues, nis iirst instinct i.as oo
write on some political pxienomena of the age and the
conclusions to wnich tney poinood, ^aer ; openglor, him-
self, can take up i^ho narrative,
I then discQvered that I must go much further back
in order to understand the present, but that a po-*
litical problem, cannot be understood on the purely
political plane, and, indeed, that no fragment of
history could be understood till we penetrate the
secret of v;or Id-his t ory , which no one had ever
achieved, x'hen all the connections began to come
*clear, and I envisaged the approaching war as a type
of a historical occurence v/hich had its predetermined
place within a great historical framework. At last
I saw the solution plainly before me in immense out-
lines and in all its logical necessity, i,.y book
contains the irrefutable formulation of an idea which
cannot be contested. Its narrower theme is an anal-
ysis of the d.ecline of the culture of t ne V/est; but
the goal is nothing less than thi problemof civili-
zat i on , 1^
'j?he jJecline of the V/est existed in essence before the
>
War--in fact, the first volume was finished by 1914.
lievision of the work Y;as acconplisaed under the most
difficult of
,
c ondi t i Oii 3 : candle-light; a Gram_i.ea, sunless
and heatless back room tenement; and a xjaucity of refer-
ence books. Jhese conditions take on even deeper signifi-
cance when it is re-ulizod that Spengler (like a true
5'austian} had a great craving for light, air, and un-
trarameled vistas,
Lor were open^ler's difficulties at an end once
i
13, Cited by Gooch, G, 329.
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the book v/as written. A x^^olisher in u-erinany durin^^ those
fears of 1915-17 v;as impossible to find. In 1918 Speng-
ler's wor> first sav: print in Vienna. Hot until the
third idition (1919) was the book taken over by its pres-
ent publisher, G. H. 3eci: of ^..unich, i'he notoriety of the
book, largely because of its title, inmediately b caine
widesjpread. Jut almcGt at once tr. e deeper q.ualities of
the boo.:, basea on its vj,st learning ana inquiring
theories, gave it a more las^^ing fame. flood of con-
troversy poured out, from all source 3--eve r^ possible shade
1
of opinion but neutrality was represented. as i-ewis kum-
ford expresses it, tiie book' "makes religious converts or
cold, impassive enemies," It is "esteemed as a gospel or
hastily dismissed as a superstition.""^'^
In 1921 Spongier permitted The Decline of the V/est
to pass out of T)riiit, It was revised, re./ritten, ampli-
fied, and reissued in 19k33. In the meantime the second
volume had appeared in 19>!i2. 3y January, 1925, more than
97,000 copies of the first volume had been sold and 81,000
of the second. It secured world-wide notice and comment,
editions appearing in many foreign language's.
'jthe published likenesses of Spengler give one the
impression of aloofn'jss and austerity which may be ac-
counted for by the fact that xJ^QKi3cLi'>ja''ted
,
organized
14, i.iumford, i-tev. 2, 14u,

11
piiotot^rapny r^x^QH'^^ him. ilio inatinctivvi need of gener-
ous spaces has been me nti i oned. iiis immense jph^'dical vit^or
gave this nsed vent in lon^- walkinc^ trips in the Brocken,
Harz i.iOUfjtai n 3 , and in Switzerland. lie v/ould Gli.ib for
hours v/ithout tirin^, despite fover and occasional vio-
lent head-aches, and was apparently immune to the effects
of heat an 1 cold, ^.ong conversations with the peasants
and the collection and repetition of their lore was an-
other of his diversions.
Before his ascent t fame Spengler v;as obliged to
live in rsstricted conditions, taking care of his ov/n
needs, and eating in restaurants frequented by laborers,
ilnopf, 3p3ngler's American publisher, tells that
one of his first personal uses of his success was to
provide hiiaS^lf with a long suite of rooms in wiiich
he could stride back and forth in a way v;hich, it
would appear, frees his thou^^r.ts as notning else
does.l^
iUhis later residence was a suite of rooms along t ne facadii
of an apartment on the V/i denmay erst ras se . It v;as decora-
ted with paintings of the old Italian masters, a few
valuable 5'rench paintings, and representations of impor-
tant j-erraan work. Indian, Persian, and Turkish weapons
collected by the proprietor occupiod comspiciious places
on the wall.
Though a great lover of art, Jpengler declined to
15. Iln opf, BiVmH, 4.
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aoGuraulate its objtiGts tnrouji;h colaectors but onjo^'Od
ferretting tnam out himself. nQ loved museums and art-
galle^iQs. i'-is grasp of music was beyond tne orainary.
Appreciative of all music, he vjla^-edi and preferred
eighteenth century compositions. In drama he enjoyed
mosj the comedies of I.Iolilre and Shakespeare. _:e liked
Italy among coui. tries most and felt that he had a deep
and sympathetic understanding of it, Ilnopf portrays him
as a "modern and intensely civilized man who wholly es-
capes the double curse of being ultra-uodern and over-
civili zod, "-^^ Spengler was without personal r^olitical
ambition and, as an occasional 'public speaker, without
artifice or deliberate oratory,
A revealing anecdote concerning Spengler is nar-
rated by his philosophic contemporary, Goui.t Ileyserling:
It may amuse you to hear about my first meetin^' v/it/i
Spengler, the author of I'he jecline of the J^esjj. It
was in Liuaicn soon after the war and, I believe,
I'hoLias Liann introduced us to each other, spengler
was very pompous amd every inch the author of a
book of twelve hundred pages, ^t a certain moment
during dinner he turned toward me as tnough ne had
just solved the crucial problem of life and said;
"Bo you know why the G-erman business ;.ian is suxjerior
to nis -^nglish oojileague? Because, instead of
picking up his golf clubs after his work, he sits
do'^ to read his x'acitus." V/hat a knowledge of
jjngland and Jermanyi Cannot you see all the millions
of German business men rushing home in order to
settle down to their I'acitus? How typical of
Spenglerl ^'
16, Ibid . . 13,
17, i,andau, SLIA, 294,
1•
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At i.iU:iich, in addition to research and writing,
'spengler was a univorsit;/ professor and a speaker at
Nationalist rallies, r.is distrust of JoniMuriism and non-
Aryan races qualified him as a ^v,od x.azi, .-^s a public
speaker he demonstrated the effectiveness of nationalism
and doubtlessly helped prepare the way for i.ational
Socialism. ..0Y/3ver, the pi:enomena att-enda:it upon tne
iiazis' rise to power shocked and disgusted aim. lie soon
alienated party leaders by his Suron^ independence of
spirit and his refusal to turn his talants to Jew-baiting,
In 1934 his ;jhe ..our of Decision sold E00,000 copies. In
this book he took the ilazi leaders to task for pandering
to the mob and c onten t uous ly disiaissed their racial
doctrines, i-e in turn was denounced for these heresies
but remained a monumental fi_^ure in J-erraan life until his
dea.th of a ho' ax' t -at t ack at the a^^e of fifty-five in Llay,
1936.
Cirttent and Influence of 'Jork, A philosopher who
can write "best-sellers" is ui'doubtedly a great influen-
tial force in his age, Spengler has been translated into
many foreign languages including the Japanese, It is
interesting to note tr.au a ..ussian edition w/cis destroyed
shortly before it was due to be released. Philosophical
journals and scholasoic publications in all lands have
contained lengthy reviews and articles, Jpengldr was and
still i3 of immense popularity in Germany wnere he has
had the greatest influence, I'wo movements at least in

14
oontem^orary Germany appear to have been vitally affected
by him. nia relation to the liazi revolution has b-3en
discussed. ',/hat optiuiisiu tx^ere could be I'o und in :jjj-jni£lQX
for the promise of a new Grermany certainly has had a part
in the mouldine; of tne nationalist philosophy. x'hen too,
3pengler nas exerted so-.e influence upon the Barthian
theology of crisis. Just what the nature of this is I am
Uiiabla to say. R, 3irch xioyle mentions Spen^ler along
v/ith Jrooltsch, Otto, and the ;Yorld './ar as forces that
played upon 3arth, particularly in the writin^^ of his
Romans 0 Oirjaen tary , Spongier has probably modified to
some degree the philosophy and history of the future.
\'ia are yet too, close to hi;/: to assert with an-y certainty
the depth and width of his influence. Certainly he is one
of the greatest of contemporary ph i 1 o sopher s --a man with
a breadth of outlooz and a prophetic insight. But
whether he is to be seen as but an eddy in tne philosophic
stream or as a stron^ current only tii.y can decide.
x.iterature by and aoout Him
.
cipengler's pnilosoph-
ic productions include Uni^er^ang d es ^bendlandes
,
191d and
19<dS, translated as i.'ne Jecli ie of tne jest ; preusseatum
und Sozialismus, 19 20; I^eubau des Deutschen Reiches
,
19<^4:;
Politiscne Pflichten der deutscnen Ju^ond, 19::i4; .lensch
und Jachnik, 1932, translated as Llan and x'echnics; Jahre
der j]nt schei dun^, 1933, translated as 'i'he ..our of Decision
In addition 3pengler has written a number oJ articles some
i1 « r
f
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fev; of which have been translated into English. Those
trans:iated hava largely been in the nature of summaries
of his various books,
-leally significant literature about Spengler in
English is scarce, xl flood of reviews greeted the trans-
lation of each of his four volumes, but much of this was
of a repetitious nature and of little i:aportance. On the
occasion of the translation of the first volume of The
D e cl in e of t h q \i 3 s t llnopf published a small pamphlet
concerning Spengler which is still the most adeq.uate
biographical account, i'he only treatment of his phi-*
losophy as a v/hole is th^t of (ioddard and G-iboons wao in
19 Eu published a volume C ivili zat io n o r Jivili zat ions
which ai.ned at a concise statement of his philosophy
couched in popular lan^u-.ga, jJhe best criticism of
Spangler appears in the latter half of Hale's Challenge
to ' Def e at subtitled "modern man in (J-oethe's world and
opengler's century," To th» author's knowledge tnese
two books are the only two extensive treatments of Speng-
ler in the jinglish language, i.Iention of Spengler is made
in a number of volumes, the most rewarding of which is
Gooch's 'Germany in which Spengler is placed in the his-
torical scene and briefly/ analyzed. Some fev/ articles
have appeared in the philosophical and technical journals
which have dei.lt with specific phases of Spengler'
s
phi lo3 ophy
,
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IV. PLAIT OF THE THIilSIS
In the following chapter Spengler ' s metaphysics
will be examined. V/ith an understanding of his hasic
principles, two chapters will "be devoted to an analysis
-J
of world history. One will be concerned v/holly with an
analysis and interpretation up to the present era. The
other v/ill daal specifically with prosdent history and a
prophecy of the future of '.Vestern civilization. The
presentation of Spengler'a philosoxDhy of history accom-
plished in these three chapters, the thesis will proceed
with an examination and criticism of Spengler. The final ,
chapter will be in the nature of a summary of Spengler' s '
philosophy, a statement of its faults, an account of its '
abiding elements, and an attempt to place Spengler in the
history of thought.

CHAP Till :^ II
LI]i;i?APHY3IC.i: "LIC 3P rlOLOGY Oii' V/OHLjJ EISTOHY"
I. A iJj^^V PHILOSOPHY
That Spengler regards his philosophy of history as
naw and to a mari:ed dQsr3e ori^^inal is ovident from the
opening paragraph of his magnum opus which plays the role
of the Prologue to his entire v/ork.
In this book is attempted for the first time the
venture of pre -de termining history, of following the
still untravelled stages in the destiny of a Culture,
and specifically of the only Culture of our tiiue and
on our planet which is actually in tae phase of ful-
filment --tne We s t-Jur opean-Aiiierican , 1
Conventional Schem e of V/orld History, i.i o s t great
contributions to tne thought-progre js of the v/orld have
grovra out of a criticism of what iias previously been ex-
pressed and held to be the truth. S^engler, in the pres-
entation of his own philcsophy of history, is no exception,
He censors those historical thinkers v/ho hold to that
"incredibly jejune and meaningless scheme, which has, how-
ever, entirely dominated our historical thinking"2--
namely, that history can be divided into "Ancient",
"Lie dieval , " and "l.lodern,"
Origin
. The idea of history from v/hich Spengler
1, Spongier, j./, Vol. I, 3.
2. Ibid., 16.
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revolts is well illus :.rat sd b;' the v/orl: of i, G. V/ells who
Gonceives of histur;; as almost a strai^^ht line i^rogressing
from savagery to raodernit;/, Jhis scheme of history is
seen first appearing in Persian and Jewish religion after
Gyrus, receiving an apocalyptic sense in the teaching of
the BooZ of Daniel with its four v/orld-eras, and being
developed into a world history by tne religions of the
liJast after the first century, particularly the gnostic
systems, .iere history was believed to be a dualistic
process of world-creation and world-decay. nistory was at
a standstill. "It presented a self-contained antithesis,
v/ith equilibrium as its outcome and a unique divine act
as its turning point, "3
This conception of history v/as adopted ojr ot;.er
cultures than the Uagian, as Spongier calls the Arabian,
in which it had originated, and a third epoch v/as added--
raodern tii^s. ;.ere begins the idea of progress and the
notion of history as linear development. History v/as seen
as having a fulfillment and culmination in modern times,
»7e stern consciousness felt a sort of finality to oe in-
herent in its own appearance. Jorae formula arrived at in
recent t imes , --" ' ^ige of .ieason,' numanity, tiiJ ^reatest
happiness of the great'jst number, enli^.itenment , economic
progress, national freedom, the conquest of nature, or
3. Ibid. , 19.
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world peace, — v;a3 adoptod as a critorion by v/iiicn all
history was to be judged. Such a procedure v/ould of na-
cesiity make modern tiiaos ths Grov/nin^; evant of zhe uni-
verse, m the light of such conceptions v/e have Architec-
ture discussed from "Rameses to .tockefel lor ; Painting,
from the Egyptians to the Impressionists; ...usic, from
homer to Jayreuth; and Social organization, from Lake
Dwellings to Socialism. lilverything was seen in terms of
progress,
i'his was the great catchword of last century, lien
saw history "before them like a street on which,
bravely and ever forward, marched "manki nd" --me anin
g
by that term the white races, or more exactly/ the
inhabitants of tneir great cities, or more exactly
still the "educated amongst them.
aiut whither? j'or how long? ^nd v/; n?'
'Jeakne s
s
, Spengler declares such a scheme to be
utterly meaningless and artificial, it has served ius
purpose as a skeleton uijon Wxiich historical data could be
hung but has nov/ at last exhausted its usefulness. It is
an altogether too li.iited idea of history and can no lon-
er be stretched to encompass the fast unreeling centuries
or to embrace t.e vast volume of nistorical material. xO
Still cling to this adumbrated scheme of things necessi-
tates ignoring with xaegel those peoples v/nici. do not lit
4. ibid
. ,
20.
5. Gharle 3 Harris '.Vliltaker, The Story of Architec -
ture: grom l-iameses to TTockafeller . Hev/ York:
Halycon House, 1924.
6. Spengler, LIT, IE.
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into the plan, and with rianko of determining with scien-
tific tact which historical developments shali "be talien
into accouDt.
A logical difficulty is obvious in the conventional
view of world history. It is assumed that universals
exist for all mankind. On such a basis it v;ould bo iquite
possible as well as plausible to trace the d-3velopment of
ideas and concepuS throu^n the course of c^^iuouries, 3ut
such universals do not exist.
i'here are no "men-in-themselve s, " . , , i:>ut only men
of a time, of a locality, of a race, of a personal
cast, who con'^end in ^ battle v/ith a given world and
win through or fail, wnile the u;ii verse around them
moves slowly on with a g> dlike unconcern,"^
Universal categories of thought do not even exist. Wostorjii
categories of thought are as incomprehensible to the .-Rus-
sian as are those of the modern Jhinaman or ancient ;ireek
to the V/e st erno r , _ho typical V/e stern thinker lac.:s "in-
sight into the r. i s t ori o al ly relative character of his data
which are expressions of one specific e xistence and on e
only.
A second difficulty is oncountered v/hen one shifts
from abstract thought to actual existence. Summarily
stated it is this: ^jurope is not the center of gravity.
What significance can iJietzsche's Superman h^^ve for Islam,
Dante for x'olstoi, Parsifal for a Japanese peasant, Ibsen
7. ibid , , li.f
,
a, opengler, DV/, Vol. I, ^3.
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for a Turkish v/oman? All of these are local and temporary
values limited to a passing or transient group. Wnat nas
hitherto h^en thought and said in the V/est is of necessity
narrow and dubious. i-ien have sought for the answer to the
question, failing to realize that many questioners imply
many ansv/ers,
. . • Any philc sophical question is really a veiled
desire to get an explicit affirmation of what is
i:np licit in the question itself, that the great
questions of any period are fluid bey/ond all concep-
tion, and that therefore it is only by obtaining a
group of historically/ limited solutions and neasuring
it by utterly iL;personal criteria that the final
secrets can be roacrod.^
Goet.'ie's r-istorical Method, In the preface to the
revision of his masterpiece, Spengler refers to "those to
whom I owe prac t i c ly jverything. "-^^ One of the tv;o
named is ioet;ie, to whom .3pengler givos credit for nis
method. In oppositioxi to "these arbitrary and narrow
schemes," 3pengler puts forward the "natural" as cou-
oaived by 'i-oe^he, "^hat whica u-oethe called giving i.ature
is exactly that which we are calling here world-history,
wor 1 d-as -h i 3 1 0 ry . " ^1 As an artist, O-oe .he portrayea life
and development, the thing becoming rather than the thing-
become. In his mind the world-as-mechani sm stood opposed
to the world-as-organi sm, dead nature to living nature,
law to form. ioethe hated mathematics, "^s naturalist,
9. ibid., Zi
,
10. Ibid,
, xiv,
11. Ibid,
, 25.
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QYeTiJ line he wrote vras rnaant to display the image of a
thin^-beoomin^, the 'i.^prassed form' living- and develop-
ing,""^^ The metiiods used by ioethe for such research v/ere
sympathy, observation, Gompasison, ii-iaedi at e and inward
certainty, intellectual flair. x'hese and no others,
echoes Spengler, are the methods of historical research.
As youth, gro\/th, maturity and decay are inherent
in anir commonly recognized biological or botanical organ-
ism, so also are they inherent in the nature of any ^iven
Culture, ^he tas> of the historian i3 to see the Destiny
in nature and not the Causality. 2o understand world-
nistory it is necessary to set forth each culture as a
se If -c on'Gai ne d phenomenon embodying and ezTsressing its
soul. ^ coiai^arison of tnose inner expressions ("a group
of Historically liL:ited solutions" J on the basis of ob-
jective descriptions: youth, grov/th, maturity, and decay
("utterly i..ipersonal criteria") should yiexd an uader-
s tan ding of v/orld-nist cry
.
Ptolemaic and ^opernican Systems, It will be well
to contrast the two historical schemes advanced. The
first Jpengler classifies as the Ptolemaic system which
sees the V/e3t-Juroi:)ean Culture as the center about y/xiich
revolve all the other Cultures, The second system, fol-
lowing the figure, is the Copernican discovery which
1 , Ibid., 25,
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adnits no privileged position to any other Culture but
sees them ail as separate worlds of dynaiiic beings.
Spengler portrays each lyricaHl^/:
I see, in place of that empty figament tigment] of
one linear history v/hich can only be kept by shutting
one's eyes to tha o ve rv/he Irain g multitude of the facts
the drama of a number of mighty cultures, each ST)ringj[-
ing v/ith primitive strength from the soil of a moth-
er-region to v/hich it remains firmly bound throughout
its Y/hole life-cycle; each stamping its material, its
mankind, iu its o^vm ima^^e; each having its ov/n idea,
its ov/n passion, iTs ov/n life, will and feeling, its
ov/n death, ... Jach Culture has its ov/n new possi-
bilities of self-expression whicn arise, ripen, de-
cay, and never return, . , , I see v;o rld-his t ory as
a picture of endless formations and transformations,
of the marvelous waxing and v/aning of organic forms,
ihe professional historian, on the conurary, sees it
as a sort of tapeworm industriously adding on to it-
self one epoch after another. 13
Basic Implications of t.is Ide a, Three basic impli
cations are inherent in this or_;anic or morphological con-
ception of history. ?irst, histor;; does not consist in a
single line of development but in a series of distinct
cultures. '2o phrase it poetically, history is not to be
thought of in terms of Tennyson's "one far-off divine
event" but rather in Brov/ning's "life after life in un-
liiiiitjd series," .Secondly, eacii culture goes through the
same pattern of grov/th and development and final decay.
Thirdly, a l.lorphology of .listory suggests a method for the
identification of uniq^ualy occurring events v/ithin chrono-
logically parallel forms. These basic implications v/ill
13, Ibid,. 21-a2.
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come uiD for oonsidsration again. ^'or tha moment attention
is directed to the task of history.
l^he Task of ::istory, History is faced v;ith a two-
fold problem: first, to predetermine the future; secondly
to reconstruct the past, Both aspects of this task may be
accomplished by the homologous method, a term borrov/ed
from biology to signify morphological equivalence. Cul-
tures conceived as organisns can be interpreted and com-
pared by the same means, historical data will be com-
pared by means of "contemporary" events. .This term refers
to two historical facts occurring in the same relative
positions in t::oir respective Cultures and possessing the
same equivalent importance. On the basis ox the fact that
all Cultures undergo the same period of development, ma-
turity, and decay; it follows tnat if one culture is
understood, others can be interpreted as tiiey have already
passed through or v/ill pass through the same stages of
existence
.
II. ms MiDAlJIliO Oij^ HUIvIBEH
A momentary return to the contrast of the tv/o
systems of world nistory presented in the previous section
v/ill recall the fact that one of the criticisms assed by
Spengler on the conventional scheme of world history v;as
its basis on the false assumption of the existence of
Ui, iv orsals . In Spengler' s positive presentation of the

25
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organic conception of history he emphasizes cntinually
that eacn Culture has its own image, idea, and new possi-
bilities of self expression. fhe nature of tae expression
depends on t ne ideas inherent v/ithin th-j soul of a Cul-
ture. 3asic in the self of any piven person of a Culture
is a concept of number. umber is the primary element on
which -all mathematics re3ts. ..athematics holds a peculiar
position among th^ creations oz the miind. It is a science,
an art, and a metaphysics. xhe world of numbers shows
forth the style of a Soul. i;ow if any universal exists
at all, it certainly should be that of number--an apparent
permanent and eternal concept. "iiit says Spengler:
Inhere is not, and cannot be, number as such. There
are several number worlds as tr.ere aro several Cul-
tures. We find an Indian, an Arabian, a Classical,
a .Western type of mathematical thought -n d , corre-
sponding with each, a type of number--each type
fundamentally peculiar and U:.ique, an expression of
a specific world-feeling, a symbol having a specific
validity v/i.ic;. is even capable of scientific defini-
tion, a principle of ordering ti^e aSecome v/hich re-
flects the essence of one and only one Soul, viz.,
the soul of that particular Culture, C onse q_uun t ly
,
thero ard more mathematics than one.-'-'^
We pass now to a discussion of the number-concepts of
three of the best Icnov/n Cultures,
Classical lju:.;ber. Classical nu;.;ber came about as
a new mat hematic v/hen the Pythagoreans arrived at the idea
that number is the essence of all thin.^'s. The Classical
14. :bid,, 59,
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natheraatic was fulfilled b:; the second century A.D, and so
vanished. Paramount in tho Classical Mathematic was the
proposition that number was the essence of all things ^er-
ceptible to tho senses. Uumber v/as seen as a measure.
. .
It contains tho whole world feeling of a soul pas-
sionately devoted to the 'here' and the 'now.' Lieasure-
rnent in this sense means the maasuroraent of sometiiing near
and corporeal." Llathematics for the Classical world was
seen only as the theory of relations of magnitude, dimen-
sion, and form between bodies. ^:.t bottom t^ij Jla^sicai
rnathematic was solid geometry, ijumbers were conceived as
units of measure, as magnitude, lengths, or surfaces. oj^or
the Classical mind no other sort of extension wa^ i..iagi-
nablQ, Classical number, seen as a t nought-pr oce ss deal-
ing solely with vioibly li;..itabl9 and tangible uuits, knew
only positive and Wi.ole numbers, iiegative numbers and
decimals were not part of their system, I'nese ideas,
thoiigh in e::istonce in Classical times and known to tue
Creeks, v/are not accepted,
Arabian iJumber, V/ith Diophantus about E50 j^,D,
came a new number-fooling, or new 1 imi t -f e j 1 in g in regard
to the actual, iVr.ile Uiophantus did not create algebra
(the scijnco of undefined magnitudes), he did bring it
into expression within tho Classical framework.
lu, ibid., 6^,
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He did not widen the id-:a of numoer as magnitude, but
.
'
( unv;i 1 0 ingly ) elir.iinatod it. L' o Jreei: could have
stated anything about an undefined number a or an un-
denominated number 3--vvhich are neither magnitudes
nor line o--whereas tne nev/ lii.^i t-fee ling sensibly ex-
pressed by numbers of this sort at least underlay, if
it did not. constitute, Jiophantine treatment.
I'he Llagian or Arabian Culture conceived of an absolute
number v/ith out -he unit, an algebraic figure x wxiich
leaves both u.iit and number undefined. Contrasted v/ith
the Classical Culture, the Llagian Culture contained both
negative ani imaginary numbers.
'.Vestern x;u:viber. Descartes in his geometry wr.ich
appeared in 1637 conceived a nev/ num.ber idea which emanci-
pated geometry from optically-realizable constructions and
from measured and measurable lines generally. • i^umber came
to play the r^le of function and pure relation. 3y virtue
1 7
of this number concept the ',Ve stern or -'austian v/brld-
picture "is an actualizing of an indefinite space in v/hich
things visible appear very nearly as realities of a lower
order, li::ited in t :e presence of the illimitable."-^^
<<rjile Olais^ical matuouiaoic v/ae limited to a con-
sideration of trie properties of individual bodies and
their boundary surfaces, V/estern matnemaoic i:no\;3 "only
the abstract space -e lemeno of tae point xjuici. cun nei'Dner
be seen, nor measured, nor yet named, but represents
16. Ibid., 71.
17. Jo called because ^oethe's i'aust ideally repre-
sents the infinite striving and yearning of the V/estern
soul.
18. Spengler, D W, Vol. I, 75.
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simply a cantre of re f q rt^uce . " 1 ^ ^ 3trai,^i.ti line for the
Grr98iC3 v/as a raeaaureal) lo ad^o; for V/a stern thought it is
an indefinitie serios of points. fhe Classical mathei.iatic
was liiuited to v/hat could be seen and grasped, 'fhe ex-
pression of this forir. feeling took its artistic exprossioii
in marble and bronze. Tae Western mathema':ic goes into a
region of n di:nensions. Its artistic e:xpires3ion is the
bodiless music that brings pictures impossible to define
visually/, The Classical nind v/as lirnited to the visible,
ihe gods of the Iccalit'/ in which the individual m.ight be
were always v/orshipped. The G-reeli language possessed no
word for space. none v/as wnat could be seen from the town
citadel. The Gity-otate v/as the smallest of political
entities; the Classical temple, the small;ist of all first-
rate architectural forms,
III. PllYSIUGiiOlilG ^A) ,iYJTijii«.Tia
We have seen in our previous discussion of uoaone
that ha portrayed life, development, becoiaing. To the
v/orld-as-mechanism he opposed the v;or Id-as-organism; to
dead nature, living nature; to law, form, Jhat _;-oet'ie
meant by Living l.ature is eirpresoad by S^onsler in tne
term wo rl d-as -hi s t o ry , '.'hat ioetne rebelled against as
dead, mechanical nature is adopted by Spenglar under the
19. Ibid.. 82.
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torm vvorld-as-natura . Throughout all of opengler'
s
philosophy runs tnis fundamental dichotomy expressed in a
variety of forms. A raviev/ in tho London Time s on the
occasion of tho translation of the first volume of The
Decline of the V/est well summarizes this method of
approach
.
Dr. Spengler woriis out his ideas "by tho aid of a
series of antinomies, causality and destiny, space
and time, nature and historj, thought and will, all
of which he characteristically relates both to one
another and to the opposed personalities of Darwin
and vJoethe.
To Darwin--tha name is used as a symbol for the
nineteentii century scientific mind--the external
world appears as a multioude of facts systematized
by the law of cause and effect, j.'his Dr. ;Spengler
calls the piccure of th^j wor Id-as-nature , and the
reasoning which produces it is described as the logic
of space. It is objected tnat just because it oper-
ates by dissecticn this method knocks life out of the
universe. accordingly Dr. opengler sets over against
it another logic, the logic of tiine, functioning
psychologically by tho v/ill and not b;.. thought; an-
other picture, that of the v;orld-as-hist ory , and an-
other principle, that of destiny. Appreciated in its
time-setting, the external world is thus seen to be a
process moving towards its predestined end by a lav/
of internal ne ce ss it^/
.
To a more detailed account of some of these antinomies we
now turn,
ilature and ^ istor^/, i.lan may picture the world under
tv/o po3Sir;le viev/s. One is that of Ilature; the other is
that of History, That \;hich is knov/n through the senses
is liature. It is symbolized by mabhematical number, is
mechanically defined, and is brought under the rule of
20. Anon., o^ondon Times, Dec, 25, 192o. 942,
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law. iiatura is t i. elo 3 3 . History i3 charact 3 ri zod by
irreversi bilitv. ui story is pure becoming and as sucn
cannot bd subjoctod to thu domain o:. cause and ex'fect,
lav/ and measure, xO v/rits history scientif i cally is a
contradiction in terms, "liature is to be nandled
scientifically, iiistory p 0 e t ica lly , "'^l
In --.ex^r Spen^-ler's view V/orld ..istory is nothin,^ less
than a "Second Cosmos," \7ith a differenils content and
a different law of movement to that of the first
Cosmos, nature, which has hitherto absorbed the at-
tention of the -philoscphers. It has its own interna]
lav/--.-ichick3al or Destiny, as distinguished from the
law of Causality, which rulos the v/orld of nature.
T:at is to say, historical time is not merely numeri-'
cal succession, it is the registration of a life pro-
cess lilie tho years of a man's life. "Until the uni-
ties that lie behind the time cycles of history have
been grasped, it is useless to try and explain his-
torical change by secondary causes, Sut if it is
possible to attain an internal l.nov/ledge of history,
if we could grasp intuitively the principle th^t
gives unity to an age or to a culture, then history
will take an organic form, and we shall be able to
see in all historic phenomena tho eripression ofpa
iiioulding fo^ce behind the play of circumstance. ^
i.'h-s unifying principle is to be found in the spirit 01 the
great world cultures, but of that more will be said later,
d'orm and .uaYif . I'he two basic yrinciples io all
world-picturing are tnose of ij'orm ( Oe st alt ) and x.av>f
( Qe get 2 j . x'he first is characterized b^ mobility, be-
coming, and intuition; the latter b^ law and number,
r-istory is the ori ginal world-form while IJature is the
2 1 . 3p o n ilo r , D'.V , 7o 1 . 1 , 9 6.
22. Dawson, .lev. 1, 194f.
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late v/orld-form; for h becoming is always basic to a be con
iJature is a lata v/ay of possessing actuality txiat is only
reached in the late periods of great Cultures, history is
th - naive, youthful, instincoive way co:.i.uUii to all Lien
aliiis. "It is history that is the truly natural, and the
mech anioally-corre ct 'iJaturo' of the scientist that is the
artificial conception of the v/orld by soul. '"^3 -istory is
marked by Direction; Mature by liictension . Jo each view of
actuality certain nodes of apprehension are pr.oper. jor
History there is nan- 1:no v/ ledge and vital experience. ij^or
nature there is nature -knov/le d ^ e_ and scientific e:q)erienGe
All nodes of compr eh endin ,^ the world nay, in the
last analysis b3 described as Morphology. f he ; " or
-
phol w g
^
y of the mec/anical and the e'^.tonlod, a -
3 G 1 0 n c e v; h i
c
h d "Ts c o
v
e rs an'd ordors' 'na't u'r e'-TavJs a n d
c a : 3 a'l ' r 'e I a't i o u s , 'i-* lo "cal le d 3y'd t e'nat i c , jTTe
ITo rphoT o gy o?'~t h e"or gan i'c7~ c5T nTsVory and life an d
all that^oa rs the si'-^
caTT e d I- ny & i o gn onX c .
31.-^n 01 cTre c t ion and destiny is
3pen_ler illustrates t:.i3 id;a Yihici. is a furtner
development of ohe contrast between nxstory and i^iiture
,
j)'orm and Lavif, Becoming and Become by means of a paradigm?^
3oul Viorld
jizistence
Consciousness
j'poten tiali ty
1
V/orld-imac'
.
yf ulf i Ime n t
(
,
i^if e j
b e c 0
m
in ^ —
dire c t i on
or gan ic
symbol, portrait,
h i st or^
.:hythm, form,
Ph^/si ognomic
.
i'^ a c 1
3
—?ac ouali ty
4'
-» tl be c ome
extension
mech an i cal
number
,
not i ori
il ai; ure
^.^ension, law,
3y stematic.
Truths

Culturoa as Or-j-aniams. Whon one takes an histori-
cal view 01 actuality, hs is first strucl: b^^ tho "count-
less shapes that emerge and vanish, pile up and melt
again, a thousand-hued glittering tumuit, it seems, of
closes puro or prine forms underlying the process of
becoming, tae Phenom'enon of th-^ Gr eat Cultures
.
Through
a study of these Cultures v/e can arrive at a serious
philosophy of history. uistory will no longer be a series
of tangible facts and dates, a mere sum of tilings past
without inner necessity and destiny. Cultures are to be
viewed as organisms, and world-history is to be^seen as
the collective biograjhy of these organisms or Cultures,
In studying a Culture it is necessary to distinguish be-
tween the i de
a
of a Culture, seen as the sum total of its
inner possibilities o:/- as its soul, and the oh en omen on of
a Culture, its actual realization or body. History as
physiognomic will be reached only by living into the
Culture, by knowing its soul; not b;/ dissecting and ex-
amining it. 'fhe latter is the Dar inian method of sys-
tematic natural scionce based on causality, A pur i physi-
ognomic historical method has not yet ari3en--to this
great problem the present age should turn ios efforts.
n26
£L iii-ener glance dis-
The Jreat Cultures are as wavo -eye le s on the
26. Ibid
• »
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boundlesii stream of huLian Baing, Hare can be briafly
prssentad uho outline of a culture,
A wulture is born in the moment when a ^raat soul
av;al:ens out of the proto-spiri tuality of ever
childish humanity, and detaches itself, a form fro.i
the formless, a bounded and mortal thing from the
bouiidless and ondurin^-. It blooms on the soil of an
exactly definable landscape, to which pilsLntvvise it
remains bound. It dies when t ai s soul has actualizec
the full sum of its possibilities in the shape of
people, languages, dogmas, arts, states, sciences,
and reverts into tho proto-soul,
V/ithin the Culture itself are a series of epochs, succes-
sive stages in the realization and fulfillment of its in-
herent possibilities. When once the idea of a Culture is
made acoual in space, tho Culture, being realize!, hardenSi
and mortifitiS to become Civilization, Jhe f ulf il l...ent of
the Culture is botn its ciima:^ and decline, .ach Culture,
as the individual man, passes througa age-p.:ases: child-
hood, youth, manhood, and old age, ^-,aii., tne analogy of
the seasons is used: 3pring, Sumner, Autumn, Winter,
Inner ^ o rm, I'empo, Duration , By the inner fori.i oi
a Culture is meant its style, the way in v/hich it mani-
fests and appears, Thus a study of a Culture will entail
a knowledge of the particular art forms, costumes, ad-
ministration, nodes of transportation, etc, that that
Culture chose as a means of best expressing its joul, 3y
tempo is meant the rate of d'jvelopraent or rhythm of a
27, Ibid
. ,
106.
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Culture , 'Thus v/e can apeal: of the andante of the Classi-
.cal and th-j allegro con brio of the Jestern Culture. 3y
duration is meant the time span which a Culture -embraces,
ir^very Culture, every adolescence and maturing a' d
decay of a Oulturo
,
every one cf it- intrinsically
'necessary stages and periods, has a definite auratioi.
»
alv/a'ys tha sarae
,
alv/ays recurrin,.- with the OKiT}n^c;jij
. . •
— =-
-^-^ 2 — -—^^ — w_J=i ,
OX a s^ Liool
.
jj'rom .his fact by the principles of homology and contem-
29porary events the past and future of any given Guli»urs
can be derived,
17. DESl'IilY ^WD GAU3ALI JY
Logic, Organic and Inorganic. Destiny may be de-
fined as the loric of becoLiing. jhe Destiny idea can be
known only through life experience, not scientific ex-
perience; the power to see, not to calculate; depth
rather than intellect. As Sijengler states:
There is an organic logic, an instinctive, dreaip-
dure logic of all existence as opposed to the logic
of the inorganic, the logic of understanding and of
things under3tood--a logic of direction as against
a logic of extension. 20
Causality refers to that v/hich can be brought out by an
epis tei.iological or physical systen, b^^ numbers, and by
^reasoned classification. it is tne roasonaole, ti.-^j law-
bound, ti.e desoribable. In dealing v/ith it we distinguish
Zb, Ibid., 109f.
2^. oupra,
30. opengler,
,
/ol. I., 117.
f
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and so dissect and destroy. Causality is related to
death. Destiny refers to an inner certainty, an inner
feeling or intuition, that is indescribable. It is mani-
fest in the v/orl: of the artist. It is creative and so is
related to life.
?i]..3 and Destiny. l^ime is related to Space as is
liestiny to Causality, xi-ie is to be seen as a:, inner
certainty, as Destiny itself. Jhrou-^h its characteristics
of :iiroction, irreversibility, and livingness Time is seen
as the very meaning of the historical world-picture. As
the become was grounded on the becoming so is Causality
grounded on Destiny. "Caus . lity is , . . des in; bocomo,
destiny made inorganic and modelled in re as on-f orms , ""^^
Causality is a conception of the mind conceived as an
anti-?atG in an effort to overcome tne inevitability of
Destiny. x'eleolo^y ij to oj sj^n as a caricature of the
Destiny Idea, and attempt to inte llectuali ze it. In the
Causal the morphological ele;.ient is a rr in c iple v/hile in
Destiny it is an Idea ; an idea t..at cannot be defined or
described but can only be felt and inwardly livjd. Destir
is the " exi 3 tence -mode of the pri;ne -ohenomenon an d
dominates the world-picture of history. Jausality is the
axi 3 tence -mode of ob j e c t
s
and dominates the world of
31. Ibid
, . 119.
32. TFIJ. , 121,
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JSatura, Primitive man or the child does not possess the
causality world of things, properties, and relations.
They see actuality not systematically but phy s i o gnom i cal 1^
Symhols of gime . iiach Culture possesses its own
Destiny-Idea. Spengler calls the Glasjical form of the
Destiny-Idea Euclidean. It is illustrated by 0-^dipus
stumbling upon a situation. Desjjiag is limited to the
bodily, Euclidean existence, rhe Classical tragedy is
that of a situation and of a moment. On the other hand
is the Western De stini^-Idaa called by Spengler the "ana-
lytical" and illustrated by Lear v/ho matures inv/ardly
toward a tragedy/. Western tragody deals with the soul.
It is character drama and is infinitesimal in that it
stretches into infinite tin^e and space.
It is Time that is the tragic, and it is by the mean-f
ing that it intuitively attaches to Time that one
Culture is differentiated from another; and con-
sequently "tragedy" of the grand order has only
developed in the Culture which has most passionately
affirmed, and in that which has most passionately
denied. Time. The sentiment of the ahistoric soul
gives us a classical tragedy of the moment, and that
of the ultrahis t orical soul puts before us V/estern
tragedy that deals with the development of a whole
Ihll'
Many symbols of the varying conceptions of Time
are to be found in a study of the expressions of the Cul-
tures. Classical man had no device for telling tii„e
though such devices had been used previously by both
33. Ibid,, 130.
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iiu7i:tiai'i and jaby Ionian Jiilturcs, xiaither archeology or
asurology existed for the true Glaosical. uo attempt v/as
made to preserve the ruins of the past or to plan for tne
future, ..lamory, as a ^^r^serv-ar of t..e personal, national,
and v/orld-hist or ical past, and as a consciousness of oe-
coming, v;as licliing. Contrasted with t.^is is the West
in which the <:our, tho rainate, c.uvi t;.Q very second count.
In the Jest the clock and belfry-tower were intensified
to a marli-^d degree. Here also developed the pocke t-v/atch
that constantly accompanies the individual.
Another symbol of revelatory importance is that of
funeral customs. Jhe Classical man disposed of his dead
by burning--an act of destrojfing the body wliich no longer
possessed a present. Opposed to f.is practice was that of
the iilgyptians w'': - so preserved thoi^ '^^.ead that today
their exact feature o are recognizable. "73 of the ,<est not
only linow the exact date of tho birth and death of practi-
cally all great men since Dante, but also preserve in
museums all t .a.x, raiuains of tne past and collect data in
millions of books,
x'he primitive feeling of care dominates the physi-
ognomy of V/estern, Egyptian, and Chinese Cultures as
opposed to its lack in Classical and Indian Cultures. In
se:': this is anifosted by the emphasis on tne birth -pangs
and phallus symbols in the Demetar worship and Dionysiac
cults of tho Classical Culture which are both to be under-
ft
, ,
<
I
{'s
-
1S8
8t:od as a,_ stress on the noiaant. Opposad to this is t
mothar love of the 'Test symbolized by the Uary-cult v/i th
the child (representative of the future) at the breast of
the mothor. xhe highest of all time syubols is the State
seen as th4 inv/ard form of a nation. "l^he Woman as i-iother
;54
is, and the iian as .Varrior and rolitician malies
,
Hi s tor
^
y . "
The political organization of the 7/estarn, Egyptian, and
Chinese Culturos in regard to the element of care for the
future is vastly superior to the Classical and Indian Cul-
tures v/hicL gave little thought for the morrov/. The eco-
n)[^raic side jif the Culturos presents a siriilar picture. In
the former Cultures there as economic organization on a
grand scale, but in the latter Cultures men managed from
day to day without any ^._a.o for the iu'cure,
jestiny and Incident
.
ijestiny is tiiat lo-,iG of be-
coming that is felt behind tne comLionplace uniti^js of ex-
istence. Incident dials v/ith the less significant events
of the day seen as mere manifestations of surface exist-
ence, The classification of any ^iven event depends on
the man v;h c is i;..pressed b/ it. Only the spiritual expe-
riences of tr:e in iividual soul or of the Culture soul can
decide. Destiny cannot be known by any ordinary epistemol-
irogical node but only by an inv/ard Gertainty--a kind of
divinat i'on.
34. Ibid,, 1^37.
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A knov/ledge of the inner form of history is not to
ba found in a survey of its incidents. SucJ: a scrutiny of
caus£xl suGcessions \;ill make 'history appear as a "comedy
of burlesque inconsequence.''^^ D'Stiny does not need
particular men, instances, or situations. V/nile a given
epoch may be nece<>sary, while its inner for./i constitutjs
specific determination, the se If -actual! za'ui on in regard
to details may assume a great variety of forms, i'he soul
of a Culture must be ac tuali ze .^.--ni soory is the process of
this actualization. As tne soul of each Culture differs,
so also '.vill eacr: style of ei^istence differ as v/ell aa the
incidents of that l^ulture. In the fulfillment of the
inner lo^-ic of a Culture, the actualization of its ideas;
certain turning points marl: oif epochs. 'I'hose epochs may
be classed as impo r oonal or anonymous, and personal .
History and jcierice
.
Historians, especially those
j
of the past century, tried to interpret history o.i the
j scientific basis of cause and effect. Attempts were made
to understand the jecoming by principles of the Become.
History was put under tho inexorable chain of cause and
effect; and ideals of "v;orld peace," "enlightenment," 4nd
"humanity" v;ere set up to be realized by the "march of
progress." ^^.nother diagram^^ can best illustrate tne con-
trast of tne two as well as relating tnem to x^reviously
35. Ibid , . 144.
36. Ibid.
, 154,
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stated antinbraies,
soul » ./orld
w ^
,:_iie
,
^ir^iotion Jztension
De St iny-jlzperienoa Causal Ilnov/ledge
Jhe uniquely The constantly
-
occurx'in , and irrevocable possible
"^'act" "Truth"
physiognomic tacjM^^^^^^^^^c^ ijisn( reason )
Consci ousnt'ss C onTcl^ousne ss
as servant of Being as master of Being
The v/orl d-ir.ia ge of "History" The v/orld-ina^;e of "Mature"
j^if e -e::pe r ie nee Scientific methods
Image of the past -religion, l^atural Science
Constructive 0 nto^-.plation Theoretical: llyth and Dogma.
Hypothesis,
(Historian, jr-gic jramatist) Practical; Cult. Technique
to investigate Destiny
Direction into the Jj'uture
Constructive Action
( Statesman
)
to _be Destiny.
The Problem of philoso-phy . V/ith this bacii^round
it is now jOo. ible to re -e xiunc iat e tr.o tasli of pnilosophy
in regard to history.*^"^
Before my eyes there seems to emerge, as a vision,
a hitherto unimagined mode of superlaxiva histprical
research , , , a comprehensive pny siognomic of all
az^istence, a morphology of becoming for all humanity
that drives onv/ards to the highest and last idaas; a
duty of penetrating the world feeling not only of oui
proper soul but of all souls v/hatsoever that have
contain.'d grand possibilities and have ezpro.jsed tneir
in the field of actuality as grand Cultures, . ,' . Tc
bring up, out of tre web of v/orld-hap^-ening, a mil-
lennium of -organic cul ture -hi s tory as an entity and
person, and to grasp the conditions of itii inmost
spi r itual i ty --such is the aim, , . ,
, , . Jhere is a wondrous music of the spheres
which wills tc be heard and wnich f. fev/ of our
37, iupra.a.'f. The Tasl: of History.
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deepest spirits will hoar, Jhe physiognomic of world
happening will h come the last Paustian ;^hi losophy . 38
V. 3Y1I30LI3I.I AL'D SPACIil-TILIE PROBLEMS
2he :..acrocos.n 2.nd ioul-oymhol 3 , Historical re-
search entails the discovor-' of t-ie inner form and l^,jic
of the past OalturtiS. I'his discovery can only be mc;de on
the basis of assuming an all embracing symbolism. Hence
the method of inve s t i ^-at i on means the adDptiou oi a meta-
physics v;hic:i seas everything as symbolic. x'he historian
should no:, be interested in the v;orld as it is, but in
what it has signified to successive ages of men.
Ac tuali ty--tho world in relation to a soul--is for
every individual the projection of the jirocted upon
the domain of the 3:-:tend3d--th9 Proper mirroring it-
self on the Alien; one's actuality then si -nifies
itself. 39
There is, then, no single, independent, external world,
connon to all; but rather, as many worlds as there are
individuals or lihe-foeling groups of individuals. "jjhis
is the idea of the I.lacrocosm, actuality as the sura total
of all symbols in relation to one soul ill that is
symbol i ze s . "'^'^
opace and Death. Symbols are things actualized or
become and belong to t ..o roalra of the o::tendod or of
5d. opengier, j« , Vol. I, lb9f.
39. Ibid., 164. 3y tr.e terms "£ro;jor" ^...^ "^lien"
opengler means feeling and perceptioia respectively.
40 . ibid., 16 L .
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space, ^i. thin^" once realized ia already in t,a^j past. It
is passing-, transient. 'Jha,ti w-iici: enters the. realm of the
extendad has "be^^un and ended, r-once , the close relation
tnat exists between space and death,
I'p dQY9lopm?nt belongs fulfilment --eve ry evolution
has a beginning, and ever^^ fulfilment is an end . To
-'outh belongs age; to arising, passing; to life,
d3ath.41
In nan death comes when the body becomes v;holly matter,
completely/ in space, .^.ll higher thought including reli-
gion, science, and phil-scphy has or i gi u_.j e d as a i.iedita-
tion upon death. "^ver;/ thing-become is mortal, "^'^ This
includes people, languages, races, and Culture s --al 1 are
transient. Th-j ..h ing-be c orae ma;' e:xi3t in space, but its
true meaning is lost to iposterity,
. . .
Impermano nc9 , the birth and the passing, is the
form of all •: :.at is actual --from the stars, wnose
destiny i -or us incalculable, rigi.t dov;n to the
ephemeral concourses on our planet, Jfee life of the
indivi6.ual--v/he ther tr^is be animal or pj^ant or man--
is as perishable as that of peoples of Cultures,
^very creation is f ore doom. d to decay, every ti. ought,
every discovery, every deed to oblivion, '^^
2he '5;pace Prob l em . Space is to be understood
primarily as derived from ti-e notion oi' depth , jepth (i.e.
farnpco or distance) is a terra used to describe the shift
from the Proper to the Alien, from feeling to perception.
"Depth is a representation of e :c p r e s s i o n . of jjat ure , and
with it begins the 'world. '"'^^ .Jhe realm of tho extended.
41. Jpengler, LIT, liif.
42. Spengler, J\i , Vol. I, 157.
43. Spengler, LIT, 13f,
44. Spengler, DW, Vol, I, 16 8.
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Hatura, is, capable of infinita variety because it is the
expression of individuals. llature is "a function of the
particular culture. ""^^
Jepth as xine . Here, lest I misconstrue Spengler,
I quote hir; at some length,
oicomin^ is the foundaoion of the becoine, con-
tinuous living history that of fulfilled dead nature,
tne organic that of tae mu ohanical
,
destiny that of
causal lav/ and the causally settled, so too directio n
is the origi n of ei^tension. 2ae secret of j^ife a c
-
com:lishin, itjjl,. ..ic. io touci-eci upon b,. 'uL^ v;ord
irfi-
I
i-^i I I ,1 1 .
_i
. .
Jk.
, .. ±1
I'ime lorus tho xp undaoion o f taat •.v.,ic^. , a a acconiy -
plishei, is under s tood by Tor rather indicated do L.n
^ i/"^i^-^3r TTelin^- in ua by7 t»he word Space . Jvery ex-
tension that is act.ial has first bean accomplished in
and v/ith an experience of depth, and v/h.at is prima-
rily indicated by the v/ord Time is just this process
of extending, first sensuously (in the main, visual-
ly) and only l^,ter intellectually, into depth and
distance, i.e., the s to
p
from the planar semi-
impression to the macroGOsmicall2/ order -d world-
picture v/ith its ny storious-manif e St kinesis. ^°
Prime Symbols
. 3y the prime symbol of a Culture
is meant its conception of extension. i.'either the child
nor primitive man has a symbolic experience of depth or a
grasp of tho meaning of the external world, ]^ife for both
is a dreamlike c on t i iraiMn of sensations, ',7ith the av/akenin:^
of the soul, distance and direction bot;- r^'acr. living ix-
pression., x'ha nature of the expression depends upon tne
inner Destiny iaplicit in tho individual. x'his Jestiny
unites him vvitn a particular Culture, the members of which
^re united by a common wor Id-f e e lin^ and world-form. Con-
45. ibid
. , 169,
46, iDid,, 17^.
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comitant with the awakaning of ta^ soul cornea tas realiza-
tion 01 distance and time, iiid resultant birth ot tuQ
external .vorld tnro
-o"^- '^i-'- symbol of eiKtension. Jhe
symbol of extension fixes the style of a Oulture and is
the metaohysical medium or form through -.vhich the inner
possibilities of the soul are expressed and realized.
The pri:;;e symbol doas not actualize itself. Thougi-
operative in all forms of expression, it is not presented
by these. In its innermost essence it is presented only
to the feelings and not to the intellect, Words, them-
selvos being symbols, cannot express it, '.7e cannot, then,
penetrate into the soul of a Culture, i^iach culture has a
secret language, comprehensible only to hi born on t'-^at
Culture's native soil.
V/q have tr.en a plurality of prime symbols, eacn
Emblematic of tae dept h-expierie nee of a Culture through
^hich its particular v/orld becomes, fhese pr i o^. mbols
never recur and are not transferable, xne onij means we
have of insight into the soul of a Culture is through its
various expressions.
Culture, as the soul's total expressipn "become"
and perceptible in gestures and works, as its
mortal transient bod;;, obnoxious to law,
•numher and causality:
As the hisoori.cal drama, a picture in the v/hole
picture of wor Id-his t ory
:
As the sum of grand emblems of life, feeling,
and understanding:
--this is the language through v/i.icirj alone a soul car,
toll of what it undergoe s, '^'^
4 / , Ibid
,
, 18 0.
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'Te can describe the prii:;e symbols of some of the
better knovm Cultures though '-/e oa not r^enetrate to their
essences or have the sani^ feelings for them as did the
members of those Cultures. 3^or the Classical Culture the
conception of spac^-j or eictension, the prime symbol, v/as a
nothingness inttirvening between visible bodies, ghe
visible bodies v/ere li^iie unto tne lit-tie islands and pro-m-
^ifontories of the Aegean. j or the iirabian Culture space
was a cavern. a.'he world was seen as existing, u-der a
vaulted heaven. ^or the V/ost space was an infinity know-
ing no limits or bounds. 7 or .Russia, the dawning Culture,
Space is a plane. ^.-'or Egypt space is a corridor or avenue
like the I^ile. i'or the Chinese Culture it is a maze
v;andering zig-zag lil:e the Hv/ang-iio.
'2hQ Group of the .. igher cultures . It is ii-.posaible
to deal Y/ith all of the Cultures at length. Specific
features of several will be presented in the follov/ing
chapters. I'he following diagram, however, presents a
general picture. '^^
jate, riarly Locality. abater Exteijsioc
lersian Oulf.
De s i gnat i on
.
Sumerian 3200-1700
Akkadian,
.0.
Egypt. 2B00?-1100 B.C. Abydos.
IJorthwards to
3abyl onia.
u Oiiiphis, heli-
opolis and l^,
of ijile.
48. Groddard and iibuons, CC, 6,
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jQSi&nation. jate, Jarly Locality', i^ater nlxtenaior
nittite 1800-333 J.G. oO^az, L.QUoi, Aas^.ria, irsr-
Asa^/rian. *i.3ia liinor, sia, ^ab^lonia.
Ghinase. 1500? - 0 3.0. aoang-jo Valle^'. Yanj x'sa-^ian^
Valley.
Hindu. 1500-0 3.G. PunjalD. India.
Olasi^ical. 12003. G. -200 A.D. Peloponneso, ..oman Empire.
^sia i.iinor.
Arabian. A.D. 0-1400 Syria, A'3ia Spain to India
Li nor. including all
south coast of
He diterranean,
(the India of
the paranas ]
.
Maya A.D, 200-1500, Yucatan. Mexico, Gon-
Gj-vili zation. destroyed by tral America,
Spaniards. ' Perm.
West IHuropean. A.Ij. 900-2300? West Europe. The World.
Aussian. A.D. 1800 Aussia.
YI. SUiniAAY TIUIISITIOII
The Speii^lerian metaphysics is rnarlzo d by a return
to ^oetne's ^hil^sophy of nature as orj;iiniSLi. The con-
ventional idea of history is rejected as artificial. The
scientific historians have borrowed from natural sciince
the concept of causality and by means of iz conceive of
hist-ory as linear. Spongier revolts a^-ainst this super-
imposition i)f formal logic, of mathematical number, of
ideal possibility Ji-pon the organism of life, he proclaims
his ov/n philosophy as a Llorphology of .listory. It is,
Physiognomic (organic) as opposed to Systematic (mathe-
r
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niatical). I-istory as organic unfolds acGording to its
inharent proporties which are correctly viewed not as la\;s
but as forms. Hence, the 3:i uiry of history should he the
chr onol Oijical study of these forms appearing in cultures
as expression-media.
In the stream of history there appear certain pri ae
pnanoi.ienii , Cultures, Some ten have appearod tnus far in
the course of life, liacn Culture is distinct and uniq^ue,'
but each proceeds according to ^ d.efiniue cycle, x'he dis-
tinction of each culture lias in una uni q^ue nature of its
soul. Its ezistjnce consists in the actualization of itsi
inv/ard -possibilities. Jha general cycle or process of
actualization is the sai-ie in eacn case. i'he progressive
realization of fulfillment of the po ss i bi 1 i t i-j s of each
Culture is its cliaax and decline. In its progressive
realization the Culture pasaeft through a life t^.at oul-
m.inates in old age and death, a year that ends in Winter,
Insight into tho soul of a Culture may be gained by ana-
lyzing its varied expression forma and finding in them
all' a pri.^e symbol. This prime symbol ij synonomous v/ith
tha t Culture ' s idea of s ace or ez tensi on--the medium
through which it expresses and fulfills itself,
Spengler's philosophy is not exhausteu. a perusal
of his metaphysics, his metaphysical theory has a prac-
tical outcome and is formulated \/ith a pragmatic and in
mind, xhis has been touched upon already in I'ne Tasl: of
i
i
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b" i 3 1 0 ry and Jhe Problam of PhiloGojhy . History is to
4b
prede terrains the futuro and to reconstruct the past, ^his
taslr will be essayed in tho tv/o follov/in_, cha^-iters, one
devoted to an interpretation of past; history and tho oti:er
to a forecast of future history. Spen^^ler's ovrn a;proved
homolO£^"uou3 method v/ith its "contemporary" eveni-j je
used in conducting; the survey.
11
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7/e havQ discussed the li3 taph^/sical bac>^ir ound of
the Cultures and have found the world-feeling of each to
be represented by a Prime Symbol. In thi^ chapter we turn
to the expression of this wo r 1 d-f e e 1 in^^ in various aspects
of human activity. l^his realization will be viev/ed in
three forms: (l)Spiritual expre-jsion through religion and
philosophy, (2)Arti3tic espre^^sion, ( ^3 )Poli tical expres-
sion. Jach of these forms will be treated under a main
heading. V/ithin each heading the development of the form
of expression v/ill be traced, not of one Culture alone,
but of several simultaneously. The discussion will center
about "contemporaneous" events in the progressive realiza-
tion of the souls 01 several Cultures.
I. "GOiiTi^LPO.U-iY" SPIillTUAL iiPOCHS
Introduction. 'j?he basic feelings of relit^ion are
love and fear. ^he fear is of two types. une, the fear
of Space, gives rise to the nouaena of the wo rld-as-nature
and the cults of ^ods. x'he other, the fear of Time, pro-
duces the noumena of life, of sex and breed, of the State,
centering on ancestor-worship. These two aspects are
expressed in the difference between Taboo and Totem.
1
1
-
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freedom fron fear is a fundamental notion in every reli-
gion. This is sought by means of understanding causes.
"God is nan's refuge from the Destiny which he can feel
and livingly experience, but not think on, or figure, or
name . , . . " Causal knowledge in uhe wor Id-as-nat ure
establishes truths which give man an inward liberation,
consolation, and salvation from the facts of Destiny.
This triumph over nature talias the forms of t h e o ry and
technique or in religious language myth and cult . 'Jhe
form of control in religious technique is the precept,
in scientific technique, law, The first outcome of man's
will-to-Ui.der stand is f a ith . This is followed by knowU
^edge or rather the belief in knov/ledga, and the dominance
of the critical spirit. x'iie ain of beta faith and science
is not to experience life but to know the world-as-nature
.
The ultiaiate form of religious taciinique and power are
ethics and morals. "Lloral is a conscious and planned
2
causality of the conduct
. . .
." I.Iorals are contrary
to and see as evil the v;hole wor Id-as-his t ory
,
Vifith this preliminary survey of religion before us
we may turn to an attem_;ted morphology of religious his-
"^o^y* "Alles Yergangliche ist nur eiri lie i ch ni
s
.
"
^ This
holds good even for the eternal truths of religion. To a
study of the spiritual epochs in t:':e various Cultures we
1. Spongier, DW, Vol. II, 267.
2. Ibid
. .
272.
3. "All v/e see before us passing
Sign and symbol is alone." g au s t II (^aster tilj

^1
now turn.
Spring, This general period is characterized
the rural-intuitive spirit of great creations of the
"nawly-awakaned dream-heavy 3oul," ,Vithia this period
two distinct epochs may be distinguisxied, jJhG first is
one marked by a dominance of myth and legend; tae second,
by scholasticism which is an early metaphysical and mysti-
cal shaping of the nev/ world-outlcok. Jhe i)re-(jultural
age is religiously characterized by throngs of primitive
population living in foar and awe of a chaotic environment
which no man can logically master. All the v/orld is dark
and unresolved, i?he primitive religiousness is of an
organic nature--it penetrates everything. Later religions
did not develop from it but are something different, Jhe
Cultural religions are clearer and more intellectual being
•
marlced by problems and ideas, theories and techniques.
Primitive religions are homeless; they are not linked to
any locality.
i^iyth and Legend, .{eligion of every Culture ap-
pears as a sudden mutation.
It begins, in every case, like a great cry. The
dull confusedness of terror and defence suddenly
passes into a pure awakening of inv/ardneos txiat
blossoms up, wholly plantwise, from mother earth,
and sees and comprehends the depth of the light-
world v/itr: one outl.-ok,^
1
=^
j
4. Spengler, i>V/, Vol, II, 279,
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This earl7 expression springs in all the Cultures from a
townless country-side, out tf villages, hovels, sanctua-
ries, solitary cloisters, and hermitages.
The Indian expression dv^ring this early stage v;as the
Vedic religion and the Aryan hero-tales. Contemporary in
the Classical Culture was iiomer and the heroules and
'fheseus legends, jhe god-head revealed by this latter
Culture v/as the human-formod bod.^;" of a hero as a mediator
between man and god. The religion of the people is re-
vealed in the myths, i'-nages, and figures about the person
of Demeter, the bearing-mother; about Persephone and j-aia;
about Dionysius, the begetter; chthonian and phallic
cults, festivals and mysteries of life and death, Urgy
and sacred prostitution were for this juioure v/xiat asceti-
cism and oelibacy v/ere to the v/est. In harmony with the
Prime Symbol of the Classica.1 uulture the religion was
"based about the veneration of the body,
The first premonition of the Arabian Culture came
%bout 700 3,0, with the prophetic religions of the Per-
sians, Jev/s, and Chaldeans. A socond great v/ave came v/i tt
the Apocalyptic religions after 300 3,G, The actual rise
of the Arabian Culture came ab,ut the tii.ie of Caesar with
the birth of the groat religions of salvation. The Grand
I.lyth was also an item in this Culture, .'leligious and
national heroism v/ere not separated.
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The prophet merges with the fighter, and the story od
the great Sufferer rises to the rani: of a national
epic. The powers of light and darkness, fabulous
beings, angels and devils, Satan and tho good spirits
wrestle together; all nature is a bat tle-grour.d from
the beginning of the world to its annihilation,
Down below in the world of mankind are enacted the
adventures and sufferings of the heralds, the heroes,
and the martyrs of religion,^
j]ach nation connected with this Culture had its heroic
saga, Zarathustra, the Persian prophet, inspired an epic
poetry of grand outlines. The suffering of Jesus became
the veritable epic of tne Christian nation, xVith it grew
up a chain of legends concerning his childhood. The
figure of the ^..other of God and the deeds of oae apostles
became the subjects for v/idesproad romances, Tho Jewish
Kaggada and the Targums brought together a great number
of legends about 3aul, David, and the patriarchs. Cult-
legends and fou!ider-st ories (lives of Pythagoras, Hermes,
Apollonius of Tyana) were also seized upon by the imagi-
nation of this Culture,
The './estern Culture which came into being about
900 A,D, had its beginning when "there appeared on the
unpromising soil of 'ranee, suddenly and swiftly mounting,
Germanic-Catholic Christianity,"^ l^eflecting its inner
soul the .Vestern Culture conceived of God as infinite, as
eternal, as ever-present activity, as c ausal i ty-- ne ve r in
terms that would be comprehensible by human eyes, ji^^pres-
5, Ibid,, 350,
6. Ibid,. Z36,
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aions of tne i/aateru Soul are the uod-legends oi the
iiddas; ths German hero-tales oi diegdried and uudrun,
Dietrich and Way land; the chivalry -tale 3 ox a.ing ^^rti.ur
and the Hound Jable, the Holy Grail, Tristan, peroival,
and -^olaiid. Central in the mythology and legendary mate-
rial of the early V/estern world '^ore the i..ary-my t hs and
the Devil-myths. The De vi 1 . pe ne trat e s the whole realm of
nature in an army of goblins, night spirits, witches,
yerev/olves. 31acl; magic, devils' masses and witches'
sabbaths, night feasts on mountain-tops, magic draughts
and charm -f orraulae were all property of this Culture,
x'o-day we simply no longer know v/hat a myth is; for
it is no mere aesthetically pleasing mode of repre-
senting something to oneself, but a piece of the most
lively actuality that mines every corner of th g
v/aking-c onsc i ous nes s and shakes tho innermost
strucoure of being.
3 c no las tic i sm . Still in the Spring piQ^iocL of the
Culture comes Sdli lasticiso marked by a sy s t emat i zat i on of
thw v/orld-ouijl ^0-1. Spengler gives little information in
regard to this phase in Indian Culture beyond stating that
such an epoch is preserved in the oldest parts of the
Vedas. ..nowledge of the contemporary period in Classical
Culture is also fragmentary, The reason for t.-.is paucity,
Spengler suggests, is that the Homeric religion persisted
because it was dominated b,' a knightly and not a priestly
7. ibid. , 29 0.
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religion. The priestly or earliest Classical relif^ion is
hidden behind such names as Galchas, Tiresias, Orpheus,
and (probably) liuma. i'his earliest religion was not
written down but v/as preserved by an oral tradition.
A3 the songs of Achillas and Odysseus were dying
down everywhere,^ a grand, strict, doctrine arose at
the famous old cult-places, a mysticism and scholas-
ticism with developed educational methods and a se*-
cret oral tradition as in India, But all that is
buried, and the relics of later ti es barely suffice
to prove that it once existed,
8
Of Arabian Scholasticism Spengler says:
x'he flowering of epic poetry is past, and the mysti-
cal penetration ana dogmatic analysis of the reli-
gious material begin, Jhe doctrines of the new
churches are brought into theological sycitems,
xieroism yields to Jcriolas tic ism, poetrv to thought,
the seer and the seeicer to the priest.
9
The early Scholasticism includes the author of the G-ospiel
of John, Valentinus, Bardesanes, and Larcion, the Apolo-
gists and the early leathers up to Irenaeus and I'ertullian,
the last x'axinaim up to .tabbi Jehuda, the completer of the
Llishna, and the 11 e opt^thagoreaiis and li-jrmetics of ^ilo^iand-
ria. 'fhe full Scholasticism came v/ith xie oplat onism, with
Clement and Origen, the first AmoraLm, and the creators
of the newer ^ivesta. x'his v/as also the time for
, . . the fixation of canon and text for the Hew
Testament by Christian, for the iiebrew Old Testament
by Jewish, and for the Avesta by iorsi' m, scholars.
At this same tine there began a separation botwjen this
8. Ibi d. , 2B2f
9 . TbTd . , 2o0.
10. ibid
.
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1
higher religiousness and the pietj^ of the countryside
peasant that persisted through the Culture's entire j.ife,
Spengler devoteft few words to .western dcholasti^-
':ism. That identity of theology and philosophy character-
istic of the period and well known to tho student of
philosopny is clearly desorioed.
At the beginning of every springtime period, philoso-
a<Tphy, intimately related to great architecture and
i religion, is the intellectual echo of a mighty meta-
physical living, and its task is to establish criti-
cally the sacred causality in the v/orld-image seen
with the eye of faith, , . , In this springtime,
thinkers are, not merely in spirit but actually in
status, priests, Such were tae Schoolmen and the
Llystics of "he iothic , , . . H
Important names of this era include Thomas Acauinas ( d.
1274), Duns Scotus ( d. 1308), Dante ( d. lo^l), and
3ckhart ( d. 1329). The last name beings to mind ...ysti--
cism, a dominant force in this epoch. The age v/as one of
deep and painful meditation, of in-looking and resultant
sense of guilt. llysticism's great longing v/as to "lose
created form (as Heinrich Seuse [[suso]] said), to be rid
of self and all things (lleister :lckhart ) , to abandon
selfness (Theologie deut sci. ) . " "^^
iumuor. The summer of a Culture is a time of
ripening consciousness and the earliesjj urban and criti-
cal stirrings. It can be discussed under four epochs:
(1) -ief ormation, (2) Purs Thilosophy, (3) i^ew iJumber
11, Spen.ler, DV/, Vol. I, 365,
12, Spengler, DW, Vol. II, 29 2.
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Concept, ( 4 )pur i tani sm,
-i3f 0 rmati o n . 3y .-reformation is to be unde ra tood
internal popular opposition to the great springtime forms
and attempts to -restore religion to its imagined original
pu.ri t27.
In all Cultures, .Reformation has the 'same meaning
—
f
the bringing back of the religion to the purity of
its original idea as this manifested itself in the
great centuries of the beginning. In no Culture is
this movement missing. , , , It means, further, that
the city and 'jvith it the city-spirit are gradually
themselves from the soul of the countryside,
up in opposition to the letter's all-power
f rea mg
sett in;-:
and reconsidering the feelings arid thoughts of the
primitive pre-urban
present self.
time with reference to its
Iref ormat i ons of the various
amongst themselves, the purijoae
uowever widely the
Cultures may differ
is the SciJiie for all--to bring the fiiith, v/hich had
stra^^^ed all too far into the v;or Id-as-his tory and
tiiae-secularism ... baci: into the realm of ilature,
clean v/aizing-consciousaess , and x^^^^ cause-controlled
and cause-pervaded Space; out of the world of ecu«
-nomics ("wealth") into tnat of science ("poverty"),
out of patrician and cavalier society (v/aich was
also that of -Renaissance and Humanism) into that of
spirituals and ascetics; and lastly (as significant
as it is impossible) out of the political ambitions
of vestmented human thoroughbreds into the realm of
holy Causality that is not of this world. '-^
In tho Classical Culture the Dionysiac movement is
analogous to v/hat is called the .-Reformation in .Vestern
Culture. ipengler illustrates with tr:e account of illeis-
thenes of Sikyon "v/ho forbade the cult of the town's hero
Adrastos and the realing of the Homeric poems
. . .
,
" -^^
13. I^b i
d
. ,
295-297,
14. Spongier, DV/, Vol. I, 33.
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In the Classical Culture is found also the Orphic movement
of the seventh century B.C. designed as a reformation
attempt. Its traces, however, have hoen lost. 1-^eforma-
tion v/as secured often by the aid of a tyrannical state.
The^ i'yrannis
... bac^fced the Dionysiac and Orphic cults against
the Apollinian; thus in Attica Pisi stratus forced
the worship of Jionysus on tha peasantry , , , and
in xiome it was almost certainly in the time of the
Tarquins that the trinity Dameter ( Cere s ) -ji onysus
-
ilore was introduced. 15
In the Arabian Culture the role of the xieformation
was taken by such man and groups as ^iUgustine ( d, 430),
the i<estorians (about 420), the Uonophysites (about 450)
and llazdax (about 500). This was the time of the council^
of iilphasus and Ghaloedon--att empt s to purify tha faith
and lead it back to its origins.
In the V/ost Luther v/as the last of a series of
great reformers that led from the ascetics of the open
land to the city priests, Ihe stream of reformers flow
through Gluny, Arnold of Brescia, Joachim of Ploris, the
Franciscans, Jacopone da Todi, V/yclif, Hus, Savonarola,
Luther, ITarlstadt, Zwingli, Calvin, and Loyola. They all
fought the Church because it asked too little; they wante^
'to bring it to inv/ard fulfillment. They signify not a
new beginning but an ending. Luther completely liberated
the j'austian personality by removing the priest wno had
15. Spenglar, DV/, Vol. II, 386.
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formerly stood between it ana tne Infinite, o te at ant i sn,
thus destroyed the visible link with the Infinite that al]
men had had. Some strong souls could still win through
to Grod, but the weaker ^'radually lost out, i?'or ^^uther
everyone who fought the battle of life against the Devil
fought alone. The Reformation abolished the whole of the
bright side of the i^othic myth --the cult of i.Iary, the
veneration of the saints, the relics, tne pilgr iiaage s , th€
mass, The other side, the Devil-myth, remained to rise
to its supreme horror. In place of the abolished ilary-
rayth there v/as a return to elements of anciont German
myth. It was manifest in belief in dv/arfs, bogies, nixie
house -sprite s , and sweeping clouds of the disembodied.
Its cultic manifestations are seen in rites, off wrings,
and conjurings. In ^iermany the saga took the place of
the ...ary-mytn, i.iary v/as now i''rau uoldo; in place of the
saints a^^peared iiiokhart. In England arose "jible-
fetichism,
"
Pure Philosophy. In the Classical Culture the be-
ginnings of a purely philosophical form of world feeling
dates from tne si:<th and fifth centuries 3,G, in the v/ork
of the Pre-oOcratiGS. Jhesj thinkers were not limited to
the intellectual realm out could grasp and command actu-
ality as merchants and politicians. In contemporary
Arabian Culture is the Byzantine, Jewish, .Syrian, Coptic,
and Persian literatiiro of the siisth and seventh centuries
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la tho V/e stern Culture of tho sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries the names of G-alileo, Bacon, jescartes,
Bruno, 33ehme, and "^eibnitz appear. This period is to be
seen as a breaking away from the age of Scholasticism and
of .Reformation. Here begins intellectual ere at i vo ne ss
,
'i?h9 most typical product is free science, Luther had
seen learning as the "handmaid of theology," and Galvin
had had the f rae -t hin^:ing doctor iervet burned. Ji^ring-
tirae tj-ought had had as its motive the justification of
faith by criticism, "if criticism did not succeed, the
critical method must be wrong, x^nowl^dga was faith justi-
fied, not faith co nver ted, " But in ohe lata period the
critical povvers had becoms so great that affirmation v/as
no longer suf f icien t--it was supplemented and even re-
placed by testing, Jha causality of human life, the
world-around, and the process and meaning of cognition
became problems, V/estern natural-sc io nee developed with-
in the framework of philosophy and became not '.ho "hand-
maid of t he 0 1 0 gy " but " the servant of the technical Wil l
-
t
o
-Powo r , "^'^ '.Vestern science was based on a practical
me chani c s symbolized b^/ the ma c h i n e and the w orki n g hy -
pothesis. Perpetual raotio;! became the great problem for
those early thinkers, these "Vikings of the mind."
16. Ibi d.
, 300.
17, Ibid,
,
;300.
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iiew x<um"ber Concapt . From t,Q development of pura
philv-soph^ came the formation of a nev; mathsraatic and a
conoeption ox number as copy and content of the v/orla-
form. iVe have already aurveyea thia epocn in tae previ-
ous chapter where v/e discussed Jhe i^eaning of iJumber. -^^
The OlaSssical mind understood number as ma^-nitude mani-
fested in proportion. geometry and arithmetic were known
to this Culture. Jhe Pythagoreans dating from 540 3.0.
are important for the conception of classical number as
magnitude. In the iviagian Culture is encountered the in-
definite number manifested in algebra. '.Vestern culture
conceived of number as fui,ction understood through the
medium of analytics. Outstanding names here are jjescartesi,
Pascal, Fermat, Hev/ton, and Leibnitz.
Puritanism. Jhe relation of Puritanism to pure
Philosophy is clearly sta.ted by Spengler v/ho in discussing:
criticism says:
^very Late philosophy contains this critical pro-
test against the uncritical i ntui t ive ne 3 s of the
Spring. Jut this criticism of the intellect that is
sure of its ov/n superiority affects also faith it-
self and evokes the one great creation in the field
of religion txiat is the peculiarity of the x,ate
period--eve ry i^ate period--namely
,
pur i taui sm.
Puritanism in classical Julture is manifested in
the work of the Pythagoreans. ^he Pythagoreans were a
mystery cult. irythagoras, th^j founder, was not a
18. Supra
,
S4.
19. Spongier, JV/, Vi)l. II, 302.
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philosopher, but a saint, prophet, and founder of a fa-r
-IJfttic religious society/ that forood its truth on the people
about it by all concoivabla political and military means.
The Pythagoreans in the earnestness of their gospel of
duty destroyed the gay citir of Jybaris and branded it for
ever as the city without morals. ^'beir religion consis-
ted of a purified an i fortified myth united v;ith rigorous
ethical rrec^ipts. By this religion thoy war a assured
that they would attain salvati on • before all othar men,
"Happy and blessed one, thou shalt be no more a mortal
20but a G-od" --so roads one of their ancient tablets,
Puritanism in ^irabian Culture took the form o±"
iiohamme danism, j^ike the rytnagoreaus which preceded them
and L he Puritans that followed, t:.^ir teacxiin^s v/ere
"enthusiasms of a sober spirit, cold intensities, dry
mysticism, pedantic eostasy"^-^ yet v/ith a wild piety
springing up v/ithin them. Th.eirs was the assurance that
"The Llonasticisn of Islam is tho religious v;ar," Islam
arose as a new religion in the sense that it was a pro-
longation of the great earl^/ religions. In Islam the
Llagian Culture fou.d its true ei^pression,
Puritanism in V/estern Culture had two forms, one
manifestad itself in the Jible-firm, psalm singing ranks
of Cromwell's Independents as they roiie at ilaseby and
20. Ibid
. ,
^Oo.
21, i'bid.
, 302.
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Liarston i.Ioor against the "Ph i 1 i 3 1 i no s " n.nd "Amalekit 3,"
It v;as the;^' v/ho put an end to "I.lerr^^ o. jLa::e'^-
kpeare'3 ti;„es. ji?he 'other v/as the Jansenist movement of
Port .io;>'al Ut.der Loyola. Both were characterized by dead-
ly earnestness and joyless and sour ethios.
Autumn, This third major period centers about the
intelligence of the city and marks the zenith of strict
intellectual creativene ss , It wiil be discussed under
three epochs: (1) xi^e of Ijlnli ght 9 nmen t , (2) Zenith of
Mathematical I'hought, (3) Great Conclusive Systems of
Thought.
.ige of i^lnlightenment , This age is one of belief
in the almightiness of reason, the cult of "iiature," and
rational religion. In Puritanism is hidden the seed of
Rationalism, and v/ithin a fev/ generations it springs
forth. It is but a step from Cromv/ell to humo . few
great cities become the centers of intellectual achieve-
ment--tho Athens of oocrates, the Bagdad of the Abassid
age, j^ondon and Paris of the eighteenth century. The
data of critical understanding al^no is believed. In the
iipringtime men could utter "Gredo ^uia absurdum," but now
the incomprehensible and therefore irrational is rejected
as valueless and is scorned as superstition or as meta-
physics. The old religion is necessary for the uneducated
but wisdom v/ith its priests, the philosophers, and its ad-
herents, the educated, is the only religion for the en-
-
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^lightened man. The cult of nature is characteristic of
this epoch. i.^en go "bad: to nature" but to a nature that
a
is incomprehensible to the peasant, to a n^ure that is
proved and is accessible only to the intellect. Heta-
physics becomes a comprehended mechanics and natural
religion, rational religion, and Deism appear, Philcsophj?
ordered by the sensibility of science, turns to epistemol-
^ogy and a critique of nature an i a criticiue of v^^lues.
iuyths wr: ic h haa once been so vital are explained away by
euhemeristic interpre tat io is . ^iuhemerius could tell the
Classical v/orld tnat the gods were but deified mortals
and that ohe mytns were but traditional accounts of his-
torical personages and events. The <<e3t, in like vein,
saw Hell as a juilty conscience, the Devil as evil desire,
and Jod as the beauty of nature,
Mature and Yi rt ue are the watchv/ords of this age--
liature is a reasonable mecrjanisiu, and Yir'Gue is knowledge.
The sage is the ideal of the educated, ne goes "back to
nature "--to Attic gardens or Indian groves--and proclaims
the v/ay of the (}olden kaan.
His askesis consists in a judicious depreciation
of the world in favor of meditation, Tiie wisdom
of the enlightenment never interferes viith comfort,
. • • Virtue v/ith V/isdom at its back is a sort of
secret enjoyment, a superfine intellectual egoisip?^
Besides this scholasticism of sane reason there v/as a
rationalistic mysticism of the o ^ucated. This is the
22. Ibid,
, 307.
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Pietism of lierinany and the uatnodism ot -Liingland. ^he
Pietists of Islam appeared in oufism, Piatistic also v/era
the India. J lay preachers before ^the time of Buddxia. In
China appeared o^ao-tse. The Classical world had the Cynic
mendicants and itinerant preachers, and the Stoic tutors,
domestic chaplains, and confessors.
Zenith o f Llathemat ical Jhou^'ht
.
x'''ollov/ing the Age
of linlightennent comes the high-point of mathematical
thought, 2ho significance of this T)'3^iocl for th:; age is
reraarkabl e
.
The brilliant period of the Baroque mathematic--
the counterpart of the ionian--lies subs tant iall;/ in
the IBth Century and extends from the decisive dis-
coveries of i^ewtcn and Leibnitz through Jular, La-
grange, Laplace, and D'Alerabert to ^-.uss. Once '"his
iiamense creation f oui d wings, its rise v;as miracu--
lous. i.en hardly dared to believj th^ir senses. The
age of refined, siiepticism witnessed the emergence of
one seemingly impossible truth after anotner. .Re-
garding the theory of the differential coefficient,
L'^lembert had to say; "i>o forward, and faith will
come to you," Logic itself seemed to raise objec-
tior^s -!.nd to prove foundations falli^cious. 3ut the
goal was re acne d.
This eentury was a very carnival of abstract and
immaterial thinking, in whioh the great masters of
analysis and, \;ith them. Bach, aiucl:, Haydn and
Uo2art--a small group of rare and deep inteliects--
revelled in the most refined discoveries and sj)eGu-
lations, from which Joe '.he and Ilant remained aloof;
a. id in point of context it is exactly paralleled by
the ripest century of the Ionic, the century of
Eudoiius and .^rchytas (440-350) and, v;e may add, of
Phidias, Polycletus, Alcamenes, and the Acropolis
building3--in which the form-world of Classical
mathematic and sculpture displayed tho whole fullnoos^
of its possibili ti'3 3
,
and so ended, '^'^
23, opangler, D\7, Vol. I, 7 7f.
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Oraat Conclusive Systems of Thought, V/e have seen
hov; v/itii the setting in of " : Late period that philosophj
becomes urban and worldly. It frees itself from religion
and even makes religion the object of epistemological
criticism. its prime problem is that of knowing.
The urban spirit turns to look at itself, in order
to establish the proposition that tr.ere is no hiijher
judgrae nt -seat of knowing beyond itself, and wioh
that thought drav;3 nearer to higher mathematics and
instead of priests v;e have men of the v/orld, states-
men and merchants and discoverers, tested in high
places and by high tasks, \/hose ideas about thought
rest upon deep experience of life. Of such are the
series of great thinkers from Thales to rrotagoras
and from Bacon to Hume, and "uhe series of pre-
Gonfucian and pre-uiuddha thinicers of wnom v/e hardly
know more than the fact that they eiiisted.^'^
These series of great thinkers are culminate a b^ sucri uea
as Ilant and a.ristotle. Jhese two mari the exhaustioa of
Scholasticism which after them degenerated into a routine
profession. The ^-ystical side of thought reached its
zenith in Plato and Joethe, In the Arabian Culture
Alfarabi ( d. 9.- 0) and Avicenna ( d. c^. 1000) represent
the conclusive systems of thought. In the ./est the great
systems continued beyond ilant and 'roethe to Schelling, '
Hegel, aid •''ichte.
It is now possible to secure a broad view o.. the
history of thought--a morphology of phil'.sophy.
In every Culture, txiought mounts to a cli:::a3:, settin^,
the questions at the outset and answering them v/ith
ever-increasing force oi intellectual expression
. . •
24. Ibid., 365.
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u.itil exhausted; then it passes into a decline in
which the problems of l:nov;iaii are in ever;/ respect
stale repetitions of no si g'nif icance , I'here is a
metaphysical period, ori j;j'inaily of a reli^^ious and
finally of a rationalistic ca3t--in which thought
and life still contain something- of chaos, an* unex-
ploited fund that enables them effectively to create-
and an ethical period in which life itself, now be-
corne megalopolitan, appe::rs to call for enq^uiry and
has to turn the still available remainder of philo-
sopnical creative-power onto its ov/n conduct and main-
tenance. In the one period life reveals itself, the
other has life as its object . The one is "theore+i-
l<tcal" ( contecplat i ve ) m the grand sense, the other
perforce practical,
^e have observed the end of metaphysical phil osophy--we
will later observe the end and fulfillment of ethical
philosophy. But before we come to that stage we must
pass over from Culture to Civilization and enter into the
final period of spiritual deve lopme nt--V/int3r
,
'./inter
. x'his final poriod is marked by the dawn
of Lie galopoli tan Civilization. The spiritual creative
foice has become extinct. j]ven life itself becomes prob-
lematical, xhQU£;nt is limijjed to etnicaj. and practical
texidencies of an irreligious and unme tajjay si cal cosmo-
politani sm,
uateriali st ic
^
'./Qrld- Uut loo k • Tw o c e n t u ^- i e s after
Puritanism the mechanistic and materialistic viev/ of the
world is at its hei^jht,
^very great Culture begins with a mighty theme that
rises out of the pre-urban country-side, is carried
through in the cities of art and intellect, and
closes v.'it. a finale of materialism in the v/orld-
25, Ibid,
, 365,
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cities. But even the last chords are strictly in
the key of the whole. There are Gljinese, Indian,
Classical, Arabian, v/estern materialisms, and each
is nothing but the original stock of ray th-3hai:ie s
,
cleared of the elements of experience and conten--
plative vision and viewed mechanically.
The irrational is done v/it/: for. good, and the knoY/ing and
acknowledgment of mysteries is despised, ijven the dogma
of the Catholic Church is an e:^planation of the physical
universe, Lliracle is seen as a physical occurence of a
higher order. It is suggested that eloctric pov/er and
the pov/er of prayer may originate in a cornrion source,
.-i
bishop suggests that physical tests could be appliod to
the miracle of Transubstant iat i on, The words "CJod" and
"world,-' "Providence" uxid "man" are retained, out the be-
lief is in force and matter. Under tne influence of
materialism Wastern technical outlook came to its fulfill-
ment,, knowledge \/as nere seen as Pov/er. A "return to
nature" for the V/ost meant the unity of practical intel-
ligence and nature in th^^ working hypothesis so tnat men
could use it. Other Cultures hud been content witii r^^ach-
ing a mechanical 'explanation of nature, but the V/est must
'utilize it.
Dominant in : is jpoch is the cult of science and
emphasis upon utility and prosperity. In the Classical
Culture representative of this tendency are the Cynics
26. opengler, DW, Vol. II, SOB-f.
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and Gyreniaca and the last oophists. In the Arabian Cul-
ture in AbbasGid times v/ero communistic, atheistic, 'Epi-
curean sects of the nature of the 'Brethren of oincerity.'
Outstanding Western names are jentham, ethics of pleasure;
Comte, positivism; jjarv;in, evolution; i'jirner, anarchism;
Mar>:, dialectical materialism; ^j'euerbach, illusionist in
religion.
Jo relieve the intellectual tension created by
this materialism there arises a mook-rel igion tnat is
characterized by moods of myth, by performing rites, by
enjoying the irrational, the ui;natural, the repulsive,
and the merely silly, x'his aspect appeared in the Clas-
sical Cul':ure in the Serapis-cult and tae Isis-cult. ^it
this ti.:e Chaldean astrology v/as also a fashion. it was
"re laxation" --a "iDt's pretend," through the countryside
wandered charlatans and fake prophets v/ho by pretentious
rites sought to persuade the half -e ducat e d to return to
religion, I'he same tendency is found in the V.estorn
world in occultism and theosophy, GThristian -jcience,
drav; i ng-r oom Juddhism, and sii.ilar movements.
-u^verywhere it is just a toying with myths that no
one reiilly bolioves, a tastin^ of cults that it is
hoped might fill the inuer void, l^he real belief is
always the belief in atoms and numbers, but it re-
quires this highbrow hoous-pocus to mai:e io bei.rable
in the long run, Liateriali sm is shallov/ ana honest,
mock-rQl igion shallov/ a. id dishonest,*^?
28. ibid. . 310
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athi oal-3oc ial ideala of Life . Jho close relation
between ^reat metaphysical x^^'^ilosop^y and insight into
mathematics has already/ been noted. Following the zenith
of mathematical thought had come the great conclusive
systems of metaphysical i^hilosophy. In ilant and Aristotl^
are to be found both tha cl ir:ia:<, a nd the beginning of the
decline. lieither ilant nor Aristotle made any great con-
tribution to the mathematical i' orm-vjorl d. The metaphysi-
cal period in which life v/as contemplatiisre
,
theoretical,
creative was e:xhaus':ed and came to an end in them. They
gave the final answers to the great problems of knov/ing,
i'hough in the V/est the great systems continued beyond Ilan
in iSchelling, Hegel, and ^ichte, the dominant emphasis in
philosophy came to be placed on othics. ^uought now
turned to life and sought to inquire into its conduct and
maintenance. ,Vith tne passing of toe f oriii-.; or 1 d of num-
bers, philosophy lost its structural strength, Schopen-
hauer and Jietzsche were weal: to the point of crudity in
the realm of mathematics, lience one might well accept
Sohcpe nhauar ' 3 philosophy and reject his metaphysics.
IJietzsche's phil'^sophy v/as an inner and very early expe-
rience which he later covered with a hurriedly cojaceivQd
and somewhat patched mantle of metaphysics. In jtoicism
and Epicurean philosophy the same procedure is found-- a
superfluous la^/er of metaphysics req^uired b^/ convention
surmounted by ethical t;^.ought applicable to trat season.
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The end of me tai^hysica.! philosophy signifies that
th3 world-city has completely overcome the land. xhe
theory of the city-v;orld is directed outv/ard and is con-
sequently soulless.
... In the '.Vestern ''brain" the will to power, tho
tyrannical set towards the or'uture and purpose to
oT^anizQ everybody and everything, demands practical
expression, ethics, as it loses touoh laore and more
v/ith its me tai)hysical past, steadily assumes a socia.!l
e t.r:i cal and s o c i a 1 - e c o n om i c character. i'he philos-
ophy of trie present that starts from negel and
icnopenxiauar is, so far as it repro oents >nQ sx^irit
of the age ... a criti lue of society .
The Classical non-metaphysical philosophy is tnat
of the Jtoics and Jpicureans v/ith tr.eir interest i a their
own individual bodies. x'he ;/e stern './orld devoted its
attention to the body social. here political economy
supplants mathematics as the basis of p/i i lo sopny . withies
is the 0 nly distinctive philosophy of the nineteenth cen-
tury, it ta.ies throe characteristic forms: the Socialism
of I.Lar::^ and iilngels, the Anarcr.isrr. of 3tirner, and the
social drama of lebbel, V/agner, Ibsen, and Shaw,
i'he actual and effective philosophy of the 19th
Gentury
. . . has as its one genuine theme the V/ill-
to -Power, It considers this Wil 1- to -power in civilitf
^ed-inte llectual
,
ethical, or social forms and pre-
sents it as will-to-life, as life-force, as practica:|:
dynamical ^^rinciple, as ideas, and as dramatic
figure
,
Ethical philosop-iy cam-;) to an e na v/ith ta-j won: of ueorgc
Bernard Shaw. As metaphysical philosophy exhausteo. itseli
2B. Spengler, DVi\ Vol. I, 56 7.
29
. Ibid. , 373.
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30 does tae ethical, ^thioal oooialiam began v/ith x^'ichte,
Hegel, and numboldt; reached its high x^oiat in the middle
of the last oentur^/; and by the end of the century had
reached the stage of repetition.
Inner Completion of Mathematical i' o rm-V/or ld. Mere
in a concise statement by Spengler we can get a complete
picture of Classical and './estern raathematics
,
... V/e stern mathematic, having e^ihausted every in-
v/ard possibility and fulfilled its destiny as the
copy and purest expression of
^
tho ide a of the
yaustiaTa soul , closes its de V3 lopmo nt in the same
v/ay as the mathematic of the Classical Culture con-
cluded in the third century. Joth these sciences ,
. , arose out of a wholly navi idea of number, in the
one oa^e Pythagoras ' s , in the other Descartes', 3oth,
expanding in all beauty, reached their maturity one
hundred years later; and both, after flourishing for
three centuries, completed the structure of their
ideas at tne same moment as the Cultures to which
they respectively belonged passed over into the
phase of megalopiolitan Civilization.
. . , j'or us
the ti...e of the great mathematicians is past. uur
tasi: to-day is t ha : of preserving, rounding off,
refining, se lec tion--in place Ox big dynamic crea-
tion, the same clever dt; tail-\/ork which characteriz-
ed t; e Ale::andrine mathematic of late x^ellenisrn.
Je gradat ion o f .abs trac t j.'hinl:ing. V/e have already
spoken of the close relation betv/een metaphysics and
mathematics, With the completion of tne latter, philos-
ophy^ becomes concerned primarily v/ith ethics. We have
observed also the fulfillment of .ethical socialism. a
further stage of decline is manifest in a professioaal
lecture-room philosophy and the rise of compendium litera-
30. ibid., 90.
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tur9. i.'h3 Classical world sav/ this phase in the 3toa,
tha pt^ripatos, and the Acadsm^/, Sao aquivaloat in tha
Llagian Gulture wero the schools of Bagdad and Basra. In
the 'Vast there are Lantians, "I.ogic ians , " and "Psycho-
logists.'' jpeaking of tha l^jctura -r corn philosophers and
sys teraat i zers of knowledge, Spenglor says:
^11 that these unimportant pedants have done for us
is, 30 to v/rite and rj write the history of philos-
ophy (and \/hat hi st ory i --c ol lee t i o na of dates and
"results") that no one to-day knows v/hat the history
of philosophy is or what it might be, 31
Schopenhauer's phrase, ";^ r ofe ss ors ' px.il^sophy by philos-
ophy T)r of e ss or s
,
" i-- -^uoz^^x. to furtaer illustrate the
I
dearth of real thought. The compendium literature of our
j
day is a plienomenon of th ^ age. V/e have produced "Out-
i
I lines" and "Stories" of everythin^j from Philosophy to
i
i.loney
.
Spread o:-^ a j'i n .il World Sent imo nt . Ba c n Gulture
has its own method of spiritual extinction. ^^'or the
Indian Gulture it was iuddhism. I'or the Arabian Culture
a practical fatalism was the x'Jsl-j out, Stoicism was the
final world sentiment for the Classical Culture, Social-
ism is the ..est's means of spiritual extinction. :"ate-
rialism and irreligion are the marks of eac. of these
final forms. ^11 are forms of nihilism and s^lf-
repudiation.
31 , Ibid , , 36ci
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Stoicism is direotad to individual s elf -mana^^erae at ,
to statuesque and purely present "being, without re-
gard to future or past or neighoor. Socialism is
the dynamic treatment of the same theme; it is de-
fensive like Stoicism, "but what it defends is not
the pose but the v/orking-out of the life; and more
it is offensive-defensive, for with a pov/erful thrusli
into distance it spreads itself into all future and
over all mankind, which shall be brought under one
single regime n,^^
A Second Religiousnes s appears in all fully-formed
Civilizations as the latter are beginning to pass into a
non-historical state. It consists in the adoption of
some of the forms of the old religion to a simple and un-
me taphys i cal system of philosophy that may serve ethical
and practical needs. Stoicism which began in the materi-
alism of the Sophists and Cynics and could explain all tho
myths allegor ically could yet produce in this epoch such
a devoutly religious work as Gleanthe's "Hymn to 2eus,"
Syncre'^^ism is another form of the second religiousness.
Starting on rationalist doctrines it secured thj motivat-
ing force of cults from Egypt, Syria, and Greece. in
Arabian Culture this same syncretism of the
, , folk-religion, with its images of purgatory,
Eell, Last Judgment, the heavenly Ilaaba, Logos-
i^ohammed, fairies, saints, and spooks drove pristine
Islam entirely into the background.
A still further retreat of religion is seen in the eleva-
tion of men to the position of deities, a phenomenon com-
parable to the springtime view of the gods as heroes. In
32. Ibid,
, 357.
33, Spenglor, DW, Vol, II, 313,
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Classical Culture there appeared emperor-worship and
oults of .lato and I^picurus. Al Ghazali { o, 1050) who in
Arabian Cuituro aided in bringin^^ about "l. h.' second reli-
giousness was hii^seli seen as a divine baia^j and beloved
as a saint and helper. In the end the second religious-
ness issues in the fellan religions. x'he li.^e of demarca-
tion between cosmopolitan and provincial giety disappears,
and religion becomes once more purely primitive,
II. "GOlimiPOlURY" CULTURE EPOCHS
Introduction. All art is expression language.
This expression is of two forms, ornament and imitation.
Imitation is widespread in the animal v/orld whereas orna-
ment is peculiar to man. Imitation grows out of the sec-
ret rhythm of all cosmic things. L.itation is religious
for it seeks to identify the inner activity of the soul
wi ^:h t:':e world-arou. d. Imitation is the assimilation of
the One with the Cther, It is characterized by contera--
^lation and feeling. ^1.3 oaly the living can be imitated,
imitation bel^n^s to Time and jjirection. Its highest
possibilities lie in tne co^yla^ of a destiny whetner it
be tones, verses, pictures, or stage-scene. ornament, on
the contrary, does not follow the stream of life, but
faces it. It is marked by established symb.:ls and motives
and stoci: forms. Ornament is related to Space and l!i:i:ten-
sion. It is pure e:-:ten3ion in settled and stable forms.
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I
presentable to tho senses, a finis]iai thing. Imitation
|
can present the destiny of an individual as Antigone or
Da sdemona whiie ornament or symbol can only represent the '
generalized destiny idea as in the joric column, Imita-
|
tion presupposes a talent; ornament demands an acq.uirable
knowledge in addition. .-ill of the strict ornamental arts
are governed by fixed rules and forms. I'hey are marked
by causality and system. An imitation is beautiful, while
an ornament has significance. Imitation is related to
life and the future; ornament to death and the past. Imi-
tation produces the peasant's cottage, the noble's hall,
the fenced tov/n, and the ea3tle--all ejipressio-is of life
and blood. Ornament develops^ tne urn, the sarcophagus,
the temple of the dead, the temples of the oOds, and
cathedrals, Cottage and cas'cle are the builainj^ii wnere
imitative art is made and done, but uhe cathedral is art.
The springtime oi every Culture is characterized
by tv/o ornamental and non-i.aitative arts, building and
decoration, Jhe pre-Gultural period is expressed largely
through arnamentation in its narrowed sense--fev/ buildingd
remain. With the dav/n of the julture, however, architac-
I
I
ture becomes the prime expression-form, and mere ornament
:
an^d decoration has no part with it. Until the beginning
of the late period architecture is lord and master, and
all the minor forms of or name nt at i o .j grou^ themselves
about it. But when the late period oi , j Culture epoch
••
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arrives architecture dissolves into a group of special
arts characterized by imitative and personal expression.
Ornament become more and more decorative and tends to de-
velop into iiiitations of the v/or Id -ar ouu d, ,/ith the set-
ting in of Civilization true art ends. Clasoicism, a
sentimental Lrnamentation, and .lomant iei sm , a sentimental
Imitation, illustrate the transition, Instc;ad of style
thQre is taste and fashion, Deep significance and inward
necessity are no longer present, ^rt becomes craft-art.
In the previous divisiori of our study we traced
the thought-life of those Cultures v/e know best from
their earliest beginning's through to t.^eir culminations,-
We attempt now to do the same with the artistic expres-
sions of the several Cultures. -his section of our study
will fall into three general epoci:S roughly comparable to
the four major divisions of tha spiritual cycle, The
first epoch is the Pre-Cultural period; secondly, the
period of Culture; and thirdly, Civilization, ./hat \.'e
will be doing in this section will be tracing the pheno^e-
jB^na of the great styles , a great style is "an emanation
from the essence of the Lacrocosm, from th'j prims-symbol
of a great culture, "^'i The above selected epochs are
synonymous to the pre -existence
,
existence, and post-
existence of a style.
34, opengler, J.l , Vol, I, aOO,
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Pra-Gulture Pariod . Of these earliest be ^^i uni a^-s
we have but little information. I'ho tii..e is one ^-eneralli/
of chaotic primitive exprossion-iorms. Llystical symbolisrij
j
and naSve imitation are the outstanding q^ualities of this
early age. The ..ycenean A-s^ (1600-1100 B.C.) embraces
this period in Classical Culture, The i.iycenean v/orld lay
"darkly groping, big v/ith hopes, drowsy with the intoi^i-
cation of deeds and sufferings, ripenin^ q^uietly toward
its future. "25 iJear it, in its final stage, lay the late
Egyptian world in Crete, This latter, more exactly desig-
nated the L.inoan v;orld, v/as "gay and satisfied, snugly
ensconced in the treasures of an ancient Culture, eleganjj,
light, v/ith all its great problems far behind it."^^ The
Liycenean v;orld v/as influenced by the pro:xi:nity of the peo-
ple of Crete and stole and coxDied their art objects, but
these expressions were not the recording of tneir soul.
Their true art thoug^i heavy and clumsy v/a3 yet grand and
deep and contained v/ithin it a forceful symbolism that
was moving towards the geometric stylo.
In the contemporary ^^raliian Culture v/as the Persian
Seleucid Period (500-Oj influenced in its early beginuings
by the Late-classical or Hellenistic v/orld and the Late-
Indian or Indo-lranian v/orld. The counterpart in V/estern
Culture \9 the ...erovingian-Carolingian j]ra ( bOO-900 A.x).)
35. S.engler, JW, Vol, II, 87.
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Jhis period is represented oaly by its ornament, as yet
it was between stales. It touohed u^^cn and explored
various forms, but nono of them sprang from an inwardly
necessary eiiipre ss i on. For the whole of V/ost :i;ur pe the
period 850-950 is almost a blanii.
O u J ture . In the period of Culture can be traced
the life -history of a style that is formative of th^j en-
tire inner bein^^, j.'wo 3ub-p;riodo are to be dist in^-uianed,
iha ^arly Period is one ia er.ica ornament and architecture
appear as elementary ei'ipre ss io ns of the yount-; v/orld foei-
iiiQ, it is tne period of the "Primitives." It is :.iarked
"by the birth and rise of the style in v/hich forms spring
up from the land, ui.co nsciously shaped. It sees also tha
completion cf this early form language, t.e exhaustion of
possibilities and the resultant contradiction. I'he ojate
Period sees the formation of a _:roup arts that, are ur-
ban and conscious, xhey are in the hands of individuals
or the "Great Llasters." j^his period embodies the forma-
tio;; 01 .1 mature artistry, the perfection of an intel-
lectualized form-language, and finally, the e:Khaustion of
strict creative ne 3S . With this last comes t:>e dissolution
of grand forms, the end of style, and tho onset of
PwOmanticism and Classicism,
^arly Period , i'he early period in the Classical
world v/ao th-j joric (1100-500 ...^.j.
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u?h9 GlaasiGal Culture begins • . • v/ith a graat
ranunciation
. a rich, pictorial, almost ovar-ripe
art 1^^: road.7 to its hand. _jUt this c ould. not be-
come thQ QXj., re sa i on of the youxi^ aoul, and so from
about 1100 3,G. the harsh, narrow, and to our e^-es
scanty and barbaric, earl;7-^oriG ^geometrical style
appears in the opposition to the i..inoan.36
JTor three centuries there was no architecture. jjarly
Classical reli ion had no cult-building but only a sacred
precinct staked off on the groui.d. Onl;/ about 700 3,C,
did the Classical soul begin to represent this idea in' the
sensible forn of a built body, ^^.bout 650 3.0. the ^oric
and "^Jtruscan temple-type arose. i'he joric soul rejected
all big and far-reaching creations. In harmony v/ith iis
concei^tion oi space, it attained to the eTrpression of the
Doric tC'.iple ./ith its i:..age-like quality, its purely/ out-
ward significance, and its disregard for the space within.
All of the o-ree.. culture is a masked cowardice in the face
of grave matters and responsibilities. Jhis is refloated
in the Classical architecture which is devoted to the
small, the easy, the simple. It avoidej. dii^xicult arcr.i-
tectural problems. It set itself smala tasks and then
ceased altogether. Contrasted with the oth^r cultures
the style was but feebly developed.,
A few variations of the Doric temple and it was ex-
hausted. It was already closed off about 400 when
the orinthian capital was invented, and everytning
subsequent to this was merely modification of v/hat
es i st ed , 37
36. Spongier, J'J, Vcl. I, 1)4,
37. Ibid
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Joward the end of the ea-ly period, at the same
tine that architecture had fulfilled its p oss i oil i t ie s
,
there arose a Dionysiac-mus ioal hostility to the Apollo-
nian Doric. I'hese musical beginnings were probably quite
i:..portant, but th':jy had to ive v/ay to th^ superior i^pol-
lonian arts of sculpture and fresco, Serious music for
the Classical soul was nothing but plastic for the ear.
i'hoir caordia ha..l a structural auu iiot au narLicnic Udaaing,
i.usic was single-voiced, rejected tone-color, and treated
melody quanti tat ively
.
iio single teria such as joric or ^cthic wij.1 su^iice
to express thii Arabian or Llagian early period. It speaks
often tj:rough borrowed, adopted, and inherited forms,
xerms such as iassanid, Byzantine, Armenia.], iyrian,
Sabaaan, "Late Classical, ' and "liarly Christian" serve
as e:Kx) re ss i 0 ns for this thwart ei culture.
'Jhis Culture, lil-:3 all others in their spring-
times, sought to express its spirituality in a nev/ orna-
mentation and particularly in religious ar ch i te c tu .^e
.
Despite this Culture's apparent heterogeneity, there was
a broad uniformity of artistic expression that out-weighs
conflicting details.
All these religions, the Christian, th'"! Jewish, the
x-ersian, the ^-anichaean, the Jyncretic, possessed
cult -buildings and (at any rate in their script) an
ornamentation of the first rank; and however dif-
ferent the items of the ir ' do gmas
,
t;.ey are all per-
vaded by an homogeneous symbolism of de^. th-experi
-
enoe. x'here is something ia the basilicas of
•
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Christianity, lie lleni at ic , nebrew and 3aal-sult3,
and in the Uithraeuin, the i.iazdaiat fire -tomijle and
the i,.03Q.ue, tnat tells of a like spirituality'; it is
the Cave rn-feeling.
Jhe parts of the ^-.rabian v/o-ld that v/ere influenced
by the Classical Culture and held in bondage to it devel-
oped t J architectural type of the Basilica. Liuch of the
same architecture v;as used but with entirely different
meaning. Jor the Classical beholder, solurans ranked be-^
fore a v/indov/le ss v/all v/ere a denial of space v/ithln.
But for the llagian, who transferred the coluians to the
inside, it was a denial of the space without. For that
portio'. of the Arabian world where the cavern f ueling was
free to develop its own form-language, the roof was empha-
sized rather than the mere development of an interior,
I'he dome, cupola, barrel -vaul ti ng
,
rib-vaulting v^ere all
used by this culture to symbolically ezpreds its new
World-feeling. _jastern builders introduced these forms
into all parts of the .toman ^mT)ire to please the taste of
the me galopoli tans . Hadrian rebuilt the Pantheon on the
design of Jastern cult -buildings
,
and, in so-doing, con-
structed the earliest mosque. Tne architec ure of the
central-dome, the purest expression of the Llagian world-
feeling, e --It ended in iJestorian Christianity from Arijienia
jto China. It v/as the sole expression-form also for the
u,nichean3 and i.lazdaists and even imx^ressed itself upon
4-»-* — —
38. Ibid, 209.
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the hasilica of the V/est, It was domesticated in i^^rance
wher^ sects of the Llanicheans existed until the Grusades,
Under Justinian the domed basilica entered Byzantium and
ilavenna, i'he pure basilica in the G-ermanic - . est was trans
formed into the cathedral. xhe domed basilica spread in-
to ...ussia from Byzantium and Armeaia,
^0 much for the architecture of this early period.
In ornamentation also the ^rabian world was much under
the influence of tne Classical world, but the uagian took
certain features and gave them a unique meaning, I'he
Euclidean mosaic Y;as taken by the ^^.rabian soul
, , , built up of pieces of glass and set in fused
gold and , . . covered the walls and roofs of the
domed basilica. Jhis Jar ly-^rab i an ..osaic -picturing
corresponds exactly, as to phase, with the glass
picturing of Gothic cathedrals, both being "early"
arts ancillary to religious architectures, Jhe one
by letting in the light enlarges the church-space
into world-space, while the other transforms it into
the magic, gold-shimmering sphere which bears men
away from earthly actuality into the visions of
Plctinus, Origan, the Llanichaeans, the Onostics and
the it^athers, and the Apocalyptic poems, 39
The other important forn of or nament ai; i o n \7nich came to
practically dominate architecture was the arabesque. Jhis
originated in t''^^. acanthus i.-iOtive of CJlassical Inl-^.^Trs,
111 ./jSG3rn Julturo tho early period covering tne
years 900-1500 is the iothic. Its birth and rise is mark-
ed by the springing of forms from the ground, uncwnscious-
ly snapea. ^ue graxid soyle began simultaneously Vi/ita the
3v, Ibid,
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Stirrings of a new piety (the Oluniao lieform, c. 1000]
and new thought (the ^ucharistic controversy between
Beren^ar of I'ours and .-anfranc l^^.^OJ,
• • • I'his awakening happened shortly before A.i).
1000, In one moment, the ."{omanesciue style v/as there.
Instead of the fluid organization of space on an
insecure ground plan, there v/as, suddenly, a strict
dynamic of space. ?rom the very beginning, inner
and outer construction were placed in a fixed rela-
tion, the v/all v/as penetrated bji the form-language
and the form, worked into the v/all in a way that no
other culture has ever i;..agined. From the very be-
ginning the windov/ and the belfry v/ere invested v/ith
their meani-igs. I'he form v/as irrevocably assigned.
Only its development rem.ained to be v/orked out,^0
Architecture proceeded on a grand scale--often the entire
populace of the town could not fill the cathedral, or else
it was impossible to complete the projected scheme, i?he
j?austian soul built high. Jhis culture's dream, images
took form in high-vaulted cathedrals, .:ib-vault ing v/ith
its lunettes and flying buttresses emancipated the con-
tained ST)ace from the 3ense-a^^_^. reciable surxacj t.:at
bou.id it in. x^he window in .jo stern arcni tec nure is very
Significant. through it the v/ill em.erges from tae inte-
rior to the boui.dless, 0 r name ntat x on played an important
part in the V/estern cathedral,
iO get rid a>f every trace of Classical c orp oreali "by
,
there v/as brought to bear the full force of a deeply
significant ornamentation, which defies t^he delimit-
ing pov/er of stone v/ith its weirdly impressive
transformations of vegetal, animal and human bodies
, , , v/hich dissolves all its lines into melodies
and variations on a theme, all its facades into many
40 T h i fi ?01
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voiosd fugues, and all the bodilinsss of its statuary
into a music of drapery folds, -11
The same purpose was also served "bj the glass painting of
the cathedral windows /ith their translucent and wholely
bodiless form,
i^he 'Ve stern i..usic of the tenth century is based
about tho names of nucbald aad Guide d'^rezzo who borrov/ed;
from other Cultures forms of irmsic but ia so doia^ trans-
formed tnem completely, Jhere is a duality of development
in .»estern music which probably existed in all cultures.
On the one r^a^d was ornamental music of the ^rand style
v/hich vms closely a^isociated with the cathedral and was a
veritable architecture of human voices. On tho other hand
was i nit at i ye music assooi-ted v/i tn tne bastle ana tne
villa^'e --t he music of the troubadours, kiune sin^-ers , and
minstrels, The former music b^zan with theory, the latter
impromptu
.
Imitation stands nearest to life and direction and
therefore begins v/ith melody, while the symbolism of
counterpoint belongs to ez^tension and through pol2/-
phony signifies infinite space,
The same contrast is nirrore.l in the opposition of the
-ienaissanco and .teformation, i^loronce, the heart of the
lie naissanca , had no use tor counterpoint, Jh3 development
of strict musical form from tho Llotot to tne four-vcice
iw.a3S through jjanstable, jinchois, and jjufa;/ tooii place
41. Ibid
.
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entiraly within the confines of iothic architecture. ii'rom
5*ra ^ngelico {163'?-l^bL ) to ...ichelangelo (147o-lo64) the
Iletherlands ruled supreme in tne rj^j.... of instrumental
music. Jhile Leonardo Ja. Vinci ( 1452-ltl9 ) and Raphael
(1483-1520) ware painting at .i'lorence, Okeghem { d. 149i^)
and Joaquin des Pres ( d. 15E1) brought the polyphony of
human voices to their highest fulfillment,
xhe Renaissance is to be understood as a revolt
against ^'austian counterpoint v/hicri Jus preparing to domi-
nate the expression language of the whole ./estern Culture.
It alter^'d so^ne of the surface manifestations but did not
touch the roots of life at all. The Renaissance in the
West has the same rola as did the Jionysiac ipovement in
the Classical .Jilture,
ia bota bases v.e have in reality an outbreaii of deep-
seated discordances in tne Culture, which physiogno-
mically dominates a whol^ ejpoch of its history and
esp>ecially of its artistic world , , . a stand that
the soul attempts to make against the jes^iny that at
1/ast it comprehends. The inwardly recalcitrant
forces , , , are striving uo deflect the sense of the
Gul'^ure, to repudiate, to get rid of or to evade its
ine>:orable necessity; it stciids anxious in presence
of the call to acfiiomplish ins historical fate in
Ionic and Bar o q^ue , '^'8
The form of tais Renaissance opposition was the tradition
of the antique with its cult of the bodily-plastic. In
i'lorence men practiced fresco and relief, and for a brief
period in V/a stern Culture sculpture ranked as the para-
43, Ibid. , 2o5f
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mount art. But during thiis same period counterpoint and
oil-painting, the tv/o arts that h^-d b'j e n created v/i th the
Sothic architecture, were bein^- introduced b^/ the jutoh
masters into Italy, and their influence was bound to over-
come the l^enaissance and make the transfer from (Gothic to
Bar 0 q^ue
.
Lat3 Period . I'he late period sav/ in the Classical
Culture a shift tt the center of gravity from joric,
architacturo alone, to the Ionic, and an emr)hasis upon
an iiidividual plastic art. i?hj shift in tho Arabian
world witnessed tae dissolution of "all the forms of
architecture painting and sculpture into style-ii^ipre ssions
that nowadays we should consider as crafo art . '•'^-'''^ In
V/astern Culture the style shifts into music.
In this period we havc; a jve loping various arts of
form. Spengler classifies music with t.:e arts of form,
dismissing "the disti miction between optical and acoustic
means as onl;/ a superficial one."'^^^ In fact the only
classification of thy arts that is possible is that made
from the historical viewpoint. Certain cultures choose
certain art3--this choico is in itself an eiipreoSion means
of the highost order. The choice of these arts is d^ter-
minad by the nature of the grjat arc h i t c tur o of the
early period. hence, tho Classical ar c::i tj c ture
,
being
44, Ibid., 2'Jo.
45. Ibid
. , ai'J.
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what it was,, it is only natural that the great form art of
that Culture sr.ould bs the statue.
i'ha Ionic or late x:)3riod in the Glaamical Cultur'e
covers tne three centuries from 6bO-oLU j.li. In aubstance
it saw the evolution oi a rigorous non-spatial art. It
dates from the completion of tho joric to the beginning of
the hellenistic age. Jhe Classical Culture produced a
group of greal arts linked together by the Uiiity of the
prime symbol mnderlying them. Jhay are vase-painting,
fresco relief, the architecture of the ranked columns,
the Attic drama and dance, and the naked statue. ^'he two
primar.; arts, however, ara the all-round statue and the
strictly planar fresco. Vase painting and fresco appeared
first, Both of these arts could reproduce the prime sym-
bol as illusions on a painted surface. 3ut though they
were able to denote and evoke the ideal, it was physically
impossible for then to roalize or fmlfill it. ..ith rOly-
gnotus (fl. 4u. ^.-..j the art of fresco paiatiii^ came to
its heights, and the grand style passed on to irolycletus
(fl. 4^30 j.C.) and free sculpture in the roind. Classical
painting continued, but it was markeu. by oleveruess and
human charm and lacked inner greatness. V/ith tho esit of
fresco, the great masters of absolute plastic appear;
Poly cle'cus, Phidias, Paeonius, ^Icamened, ocoxjas, pra::-
iteles, l^ysippus.
The late-Arabian form-world is described by the
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terms Persian-xisstorian, Byzantine-Armeaian
. , Islamic-
Lloorish, It covers tha throe centuries from 0OO-8OO A.D.
The Arabian Culture was carried to its fulfillment by the
Lioslems who in this sense are the heirs of iionophy site
and Ilestorian Christianity and of the Jews and Persians,
The L.oslems transformed th? -agia Sophia into a mosque,
follov/ed xiQStorian and Lazdaist to China and India marking
their v;ay v;ith domical buildings. . osquos appeared in
Sicily and Spain. l„uc.h of what the .lenaisaance bolieved
to be Classical was but xj.rabian, ..itn the rise of Islam,
the Arabian world, freed from servitude to nil other Cul-
tures, hurled itself upon the other lands. ^1. single sud-
den burst carried tne ^rabs to Spain, ii'rance, India and
Turkestan
,
This late p-jriod was the zenith of the ornamenta-
tion art of mosaic-painting. The iiagian world-feeling
was brought into expression by means of tho gold ground
of its mosaics and x^ictures.
The Llagian felt all happening as an expression of
mysterious pov/ers that filled tha v/orl d-cave r n with
their spiritual substanGe--and it snut off the de-
picted scene with a gold backgrouid, that is, by
something that stood beyond and outside all nature-
colours,
, , , The metallic gleam, which is practi-
cally never found in natural conditions, is unearth-
ly. • • • The gleaming gold takes av/ay from the
scene, the life and the body of their substantial
be ing,
The other art, that of arabesque, is
46 T h i I'l y /II
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• • , I'ho genuine luagian mot ivQ --ant i -plast ic to tha
last degree, hostile to the x^i^torial and to tno
bodily alike. itself bodiless, it disembodies ti.e
object over v;iiich its endless richness ox web is
Architecture completely opened out into crnamentation.
With the complete victory of featureless arabesque over
architecture the ^rabian style neared the completion of
its style and the end of its possibilities.
2he late period in ./estern art occupies the three
centuries 1500-1800, It is i:nov;n as the Baroque and
stands between the end ot Gctr.ic and the decay of Zlococo.
The era marks the end of the great .'austian style. As the
Classical Age sav/ 3culT)ture replace fresco-painting, so
the V/est sav/ instrumental music replace oil-painting.
"The period 15 50-16 50 belongs as completely to oil -point-
ing as freoco and vase-painting balv.ng to t'r.e 6th cou^ury
B.^.'^^Q Jut as v/ith fre sco -pai nt i ng
,
oil-painting could
only suggest the ideal.
In j'lorenc^ci - or a oi .ij duriii^ u:iQ ..e naissaiice
sculpture ranked as tha paramount art. _j.^t it ..as not
destined to play a art in Western Culture, Jhin^s could
be accomplisr.e
-L by otr^er ar t 3--pai nt ing and music-- U;.ab
could not be expressed by sculpture,
, . , rhis art, inc:-ipable of carrying the ij'austian
burden, has no lunger a raission--and therefore no
longer a soul or a life-history of specific style-
de ve loprao nt--in the i^'austian world, 4y
47. Ibid
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In the period of the Renaissance appeared the three great-
est men that Italy produced after Dante --Le onardo
,
Raphael
and. . ichslangelo, iiach failed in this period to "find
himself." They strivad to be Classical in their work,
"but the Classic ideal was impossible of their comprehen-
sion. In spite of thoir strivings, the ^^austian soul was
through them finding its way bad: to its starting place.
In all their v/ork one feels a secret music, in all
their forms the movement quality and the tending intc
distance and depth. 'jHhej are on their way, not to
Phidius but to Palestriaa, and tney have come thithei
nou from ^toman ruins but from tne still music of the
cathedral. Raphael thawed one Florentine fresco, and
..-ic::elan55elo the statu^. and :jeonardo dreamea already/
of Rembrandt and jach.^^
uichelangelo was drawn by half of nis nature toward
the Classical and sculpture. jy 1.10 axi o of fresco-paintings
created sculpturally he trie! to liberate t;.e high Renais-
sance paganism that was within him. ^s a sculptor he
tried to put his per^i 0 lali ty into the language ot stone,
but he was unable to fulfill the conditions for the high-
est sculpture. ..e could not cre;.'.te tne instantaneous
bodily po3tare--hi3 spiritual eye broke through tne imme-
diate sensual form and embraced past and future, V/ith
hira V/o stern 3cul;-!ture came to an end. In hiz old age
I^ic:.e lange lo turned to ar c ni te c t ure , r.ere an snattered
the -lenaissance architecture and created the Roman 3aroc^
cy*« in w h i c measure yielded to me 1 0 dy and 1 1: e static to
f
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the dynaijiic
ojQonardo in nis wori: bo.jan with not tha line but
with thG iiiside, the spirituaj. apace v;itiiia. nis product
wa3 something incorporeal and indeacribable, .la investi-
gated the life v/ithin ths body--it is no v/onder that it
was he who discovered the circulation of the blood,
Leonardo was the first a^\i>'- to set his mind to work upon
aviation, Durin^- this sane 3arocc[ue period cane also the
discovery of the Jopernican universe, the discovery of
the i^ew V/orld, the discovery of gun-pov/der (a Icng-range
weajponj, and printing (the long-range script )--all purely
Paustian phenomena,
Raphael is important at this period because he
brought 'Testarn art to t';:e joint of fulfillment in regard
to line. He achieved the utmost possibilities within the
form world, nis "oistine ..ado..na" is the very summation
of the .-ce nai ssance . Of it ipengler writes: ".{aphael
causes the outline to dra.v into itself the entire content
of the work. It is tne last grand line ot .-.stern art,"^-^
But oil-painting was incapable o^ o-._^r j 00 iii^ com-
pletely the Western soul. ^il-painting had reached the
limits of its possibilities in 1670 when ifewton and Leib-
nitz were discovari.ig the Differential Calculus, Its
last great masters in /alasquez (d.l660), Poussin (d.l665)
51, Ibid,, 280,
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Franz iials ( d. 1666), Hembrandt { d, 1669 ), Yeria^^QT (1675),
luurillo, .aiyadael, and Qlaude Lorrain ( d. 168Ej died v/ith-
in a brief spaa of years. .3inco that time there have boan
few successors oi; an;; ifiportance, and for all practical
purposes we can say that v;-^' r-ivo re ache -"^ f^-^- •'^ i-'' of an
ar t
,
The other great special-art in the late period of
the i-'austian Culture v/as music, ..t tr^e outset of the
iJarocLue period tne le^darahipi in vocal music passed to
Italy where the possibilities of the human voice were e:K-
hausted v/ith the a ca
_
ppe 1 la otyle of (jrlando Lasso 'and
Palestrina, both of whom died 1594.
Its powers oould no longer express the passionate
drive into the infinite, and it made way for the
chorus of instruments, v/ind and string. And. there-
upon /enioe produced Titian-music, the new madrigal
that in its flow and ebb follov/s tjiiQ sense of the
te^^t. The music of the ^oti-ic is architectural and
vocal, that of the Baroque pictorial and instrumental,
The one builds, the othe^r operates by means of mo-
tives, "or all the arts nave becoue urban and there-
fore secular. We pass from superpe rs o nal ?orm to
the personal ei^piression of the iiaster. , , .52
Juring the seventeenth century both arcnitecture
and music were rwled b;; painti.jg.
At the beginning, -in tho 17th century, music uses
the characteristic tone-colours of the i ns t ru;a^ nt s
,
and the contrasts of strings and wind, human voices
and instrumental voices, as means v/herev/itb to paint
.
Its ( (luite ui.conscious j ambition is to paralle l' the
great masters from Jitian to Velasc[U9s an"' .erabrundt.
It maiies pictures
. . , paints heroic landscapes . .
.. and draws a portrait in lines of melody. , . .53
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But oha last of the aavantaantji cantur^/ saw the expiration
of the great _o-"ms of piotor^a-i. u.u^kj, ^inal masters
of the cantata with its imarjQ thamao, variety of vocal and
instrumental color, and landscapa and la_endarv pictures
passed with neinricii ichutz ( d, 167Ej, Garissiui id.l674),
and Purcell ( d. 169b).
^arly Baroque music saw tho u:iion of n^lodv and em-
bellishment to form the motive. j.'his lead to tne robiroh
of counterpoint in the fugal style which "began v^ith ^I'resco
baldi and culminated in Jach. Instead of vocal masses and
motets there developed the oratorio (Garissimi), the can-
tata (Viadana), and the opera ( Llonte verde ) , Jhe "orches-
tra" also caL'ie into being at this time, C-'i ': of t'^-^ese
early 3aroq.ue forms proceeded, in the soventeenta century,
the sonata-forms of the suite, the symphony, and the con-
certo grosso, ^3 the century progressed, music cam 3 to be
marlied more and more by inner structure, 3eq.u-jnce of move-
ments, thematic working-out, and modulation. ..lUsic became
bodilesc, dynamic, to be with Bach, .laodal, and Oor/elli
•
the ruling art of tha V/est, otamitz and nis generation
in the eighteenth century discovered the four-part move-
ment, "the last and ripest form of musical ornamentation
, . . as vehicl B of pure and unlimited i:iO t i o n. " 54 v/ith
this last development, music became a woriiing-out , a
54. Ibid.. 231.
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cyclic succession, a draraa, uusic raaohQcL its greatest
8:-^P r J o s i 0 1 i a t ::e s o r i . i ^ ^
.
. , • iha violin is the noblest of all instruments
that the l-'austian soul has iii.agined and trained for
the ex]prQsaion of its last secrets, and certain it
is, too, that it is m string quartets and violin
sonatas that it has ai^perienced its most transcendent
and most holy moments of full ' illuuiination. Here,
in chambe r-music, V/ es t er.i art as a who l e re a ches its
highest point , "^"S
Y/ith the decline of oil-painting, music became
dominant ovor both it and arc.! ite c tur« , ..usic, freed froir
all bodiliness, v/as absolute, Jhj tiior.ie v/as no longer an
image but a f unc t i on as e:xemplified in the fugal style of
Bach, 'ollc'ing Bach carn° t. • ^, r-re"^:--^- n^"^ absolute
music; Handel, 'J-lucli, Jtamitz, t^]. younger Bachs, Haydn,
l.lozart, Beethoven, i.^uaic banished the plastic art of the
statue and tolerated only t--- minor art o-^ -^^ ^ ^ ^- '\in , It
ac dominated painting that v^e even now spea/. oi oone-
colors and color-tones, x'he painting ol tho eighteenth
century liice that o.^ e lata Clasjica.! . . . ±^ ..xarked
by cleverness and huuan ci^arm, but it ItiCiid inner great-
ness, x'he artists of thi^ era tried by viij^uosity to speaii
in terms of that j.rt v/hich had surpassed tu-j... a^ ^..o
single and final art of the Culture,
la the eighteenth century, too, architjcture died
. , , submerged and choired la u i.'^ u<.,^xc of liococo,
. , , Its origin 13 in the spirit of thet fugue and
, . , its evanescence and instability and sparlile,
its da 3 trmcti on of surface and visible order, are
5. I h i d.
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nothing else thu . . -ictory of tones and iSielodies
over lines and walls, the triumph of pure space over
material, of absolute boooraing ovor the become,
It is the final brilliant autumn with v/hich the
.73 stern soul completes the . expression of its hij^h
style. And in the Vi^jnna of the G o ngre as -t iiae it
faded and died,^'''
Civilisation, Tha wintry phase of Civilization
brin^,3 ./iu., it e:^i stance v;ithout 1 j r ^ orm, .:^^'alo-
politan art becomes commonplace. l^uxury, 3;^rort, aijd
nerve-e::G itene nt aro th^-; inter }3ts of the x^op^l^'Ce, jtrict
creative ne u^<i dx ija^.^isiare d, a.^u i -i its place comes a
style taat ^/ields to tastes and raxjidly chaogjing, fashions,
I'his is an era of revivals, of borrov/ings--true creative
power has died.
Civilization in the Classical Culture came in with
a senile and fl2.t Classicism to be found in the i.ellenis-
tic me:_alopolis
.
Apollonian art came to lin end in tne
theatrical sculpture of Pergamum, Another si^n of deca-
dence is to be found in the taste for the ^i^antic. Jhis
is not an expression of inward greatness but a specious
swaggering. It is manifest in the Classical Culture by
the 3eus altar at Porgarium, the Colossus of PJiodes, and
^
the arcjiit^c ture of the -:oman Imperial Ago with its Colos-
seum and triumphal arches. i'he conventions of Phidias and
Praxiteles were disregarded and trampled undorfcot.
5 6 . Ibid . , ,
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Ale:-:andr ia symbolizes tih' conylgto decli'i3 of _irt. j?hor3
ona could find
. . . a pursuit of illusions of artistic progress,
of personal peculiarity, of "the new style," of "un-
suspected possibilities," theoretical babble, pre-
tentious fashionable artists, weight lifters with
cardboard dumb-bel -l s-- the "xiiterary uan" in the Poet'
place, tha unabashed farce of jjjzpre ssioni sm which the
art-trade has organized as a "phase of art-history,"
thinking and feeling and forming as industrial art,
Alexandria, too, i:ad problem-dramatists and bo:^-
office artists whom it r)r .'f err- d to Sophocles, and'
painters who invented nev; tendencies and successfully
bluffed their i^ublic.58
j?he fashio.i at Home varied from ^iraeco-Asiatic to Oraeco-
l:]gyptian to neo-Attic. Jhe age was marked by changes, re-
vivals, and new combinations. jo impotent v/as creative
art that Gonstantine adorned his triumphal arch v/ith
sculpture taken from other buildings. Eventually even
the desire for change disappeared, and the final result
was an endless repetition of stock forms. io was all the
-.Oman portrait sculpture \'Jhich was based on a very few
r.ellenic types.
i^itole is said of the finale of ^rabian art, A
concj.udine, form of the ar Ci.itec uure is to be seen in the
gigantic buildings that were erected x u xa..xa Ui.der
influence of this Julture. Ornament lost all deep sig-
nificance and beoaiie mere or:xft-art in the form of orien-
tal rugs, arms, and i .plements.
5b. ibid.. 294.
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In V/estern Givilization frora Constable (1776-1837 )
to Uanet (1632-1883) is found Impressionism. '^he word
^lein-air designatss ito pjcuii^x- ox-aracter is oic . it re-
jects the noble green of '^rrunev/ald
,
Claude, and G-iorgione,
the Jatholic space -solor, and the transcendent brown of
-lei.ibra ndt , the col.r of Protestant v/or 1 d-f e e 1 i ng. Jouched
by cosmopolitan materialism its new color scale stands foi
irreligion. Impressionism has descended to the earth--it
is a "rjuur-i to liature.''
The modern artist is a v/orkman, not a creator. lie
sets unbroijen spectrum-colours side by side. Jhe
subtle script, the aance of brush - str oize s
,
give wa^^
to crude commonplaces, pilings and mizings, and
daubing of points, sc^uares, broad inorganic matisos,
Uhe wai tewasher ' 3 brusn and the trowel appear in the
painter's equipment; tne oil-priming of one canvas
is broug^-.t into tne scneme of e:<ecution and in places
left bare. It is a risky art, meticulous, cold,
diS9a3ed--aa art for over -developed nerves, but
scientific to the last degree, energetic in every-
t;iing that relates to the conc[ue3t of technical ob-
stacles, acutely assertive of programme. 59
In the realm of music the last great j'austian art
dial with "I'ristan." Jietzsche's cnurge of dacadence,
theatricalne ss , and t ha like hurled at V/agner and 3ay-
rauth, the "lUng" and "Parsifal" were justified. Here
were motives uoed from a di sere o.i ted ancient mythology, a
ruthless bombardrient of the norves, and a self-conscious
fn-^r.-^ and tov/ering greatness. Indicative of t''- decline
is tne absolute shattering of all the rules and conven-
59. Ibid., E89.
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tions of the centurios. I'hat Form and Jestiny v/hich had
rested so easy upon the ^xjao douls of tho previouj centur
was intolerable for "./a^ner.
iVagner and i^anet are closely related, The Iiapres-
sionistb 0^. ia>-jaus of stro^.cjd -:nd jpatches ox ccj.uj. could
conjure uj a Y/orld--this was the end and culmination of
their art. Wagner could accomplish the same thing by the
use of a mo t i ve
,
iiverything merges in bodiless infinity, no longer
even does a linear m.elody wrestle itself clear of tne
vague tone-masses that in strange surgings challenge
an imaginary space. The m.otive comes up out of ter-
rible deeps. It is flooded for an instant by a flash
of hard bright sun. Then, suddenly, it is so close
upon us that v/e shrink, it laughs, it coaxes, it
threatens, and anon it vanishes into tno domain of
endless distances, faintly modified and in the voice
of a single ob03, to pour out a fresh cornucopia of
spiritual colours. 7/hatever this is, it is neither
painting nor music, in any sense of those words that
attaches to previous work in the strict style. ^0
III. "go:jtslxPOHa::y" politic..:, epochs
This last section of tho present chapter will be
devotvid to a study of the political nistory of tho cultures
We will deal xDrincipally wita tne Classical and .Vestern
Cultures--tnose concerning which v/e have the most adequate
information. As the li:.iits of knowledge per.uit we v/ill
touch upon the names and events in two ot:.3r Culture s--
the j]gyptian and the Chinese, As in the previous section
60. Ibid.. 292-293.
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tho 3tucL7 is divided into three general ei^ochs: Pre-
Gultural, Gnlturo, and Civilization,
Pre-Oultural Period. Speutjler tells us very little
about this era. it is a tiL:!8 of priraitivu folk- -of tribes
and chiefs. As yet "politics" and th "state" have not
emerged. in -^gypt it is the rhinite Period of ^.enes
coverin- the years 3400 .3.0.-3000 3.C.; in China, the
on-n^ x-jriod, 1700 i.O. - 1500 3.G.; ia .xc.^v.ioal
world, the L.ycenean ^ge of Agemeninoii , 1600 U.G.-llOO 3.Ci,;
in the .V/est, uhQ _^runkish Period of Gharleraa^ne , 500-9 jO.
Julture; x^u'r^j i-jriod, -.i-i^ ^^^Uv^raj. ,,oriod is
marked by th^- rise of certain national gruups into states.
A3 in tha cultural st^'di'^s in t:':e previous sectioa io is
necessary uo divide tais epoch into an early and a laua
period, x'he I^arly Period sees the growing consciousness
of political existence and the resultant formation of the
two pri.ne classes of nobles and priosts. it is tno time
of feudalism in . --.ich the country-side and the spirit of
the coui.trynan are foremost, i. eudal economics and pureiy
agrarian valuos dominate the city v/nich is but a market
or a stronghold. It is the age of chivalry v/hen knights
ride out on the irapulso o " religious ideal:. . ./ithin this
feudal state are the struggles between the vassale them-
selves and betv/een tne vassals and the overlords. The
early period ends with t," ^ breakup of th\- traditional
rii
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political forms and a move from feudalism to the aricto-
cratic state.
A sketch of the Uld liiriiidoia in ii^Vpt during these
early political centuriis ortra;/3 tho feudal coaditions
of tne IVth liynasty aad uiij iiicreasini^ pov^erii of uae
feudatories and priesthoods. I'hough the Pharoah was re-
garded as the incarnation of lla» the later d;;7nastie3 v/it-
nessed the break-up of the Ilin^dom into heritable princi-
palities. The Vllth and Ylllth Dynasties were periods of
interrognum in which the throne was often vacant and the
continuity of rulers broken,
'Jhina of the [i^arly Ghou Period is a similar case
in point in which the central ruler ('.Vang) v/as ha id pres-
sed b:' the feudal nobility. In 842 3,G. Li V/ang and his
heir were forcod to flee. Jhe administration of the jJm-
X)ire v/ao carried on by two individual princea. -oro also
was a ti e of interregnum in which tho liouse of Ohou foil,
and the Imperial name became a meaningless title.
I'his Jarly period in tho Classical .vorla. i^ '.^d
Doric. Compared to tne other Cultureo "tne buildiag-up
of feudalism in the Classical worla \vas slov/, static,
almost noiseless, so triat it is hardly re c o _^ni Zu, u SciVe
from the traces of transi t ion. "'^•^ The source of our in-
formation for this era are the iiomerio epics. ^^gamemnon
61. :ipengl-^r, D'./, Vol. II, »i74.
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is illustrativa of a rulsr of a v;ida area v/>io took to the
fiald v/itrj his pe^rs. Jha haraditary court offic^j atrip-
ped the Iling of his rights on<3 by one, finally leaving
to t'--^ ruling house only it.: name. Later portions of the
Hornjric epics portray the nooles invitiing the king to take
his seat and disthroning him. .^r istocratic s^i^noecism was
a j' lomena of this age ^' -i which tho inhnhitants of the
couii Dry side gave up their little towns and villages to
assemble themselves into one community under the rule of
a noble.
x'ne Jarly or Gothic Period of ..ester;! juloure in
its basic outlines is sii.iilar to tnat of the others dis-
cussed. In the pre-Oultural er^:. of the Oarolin^ians .^en
v/are classed as servants, freemen, and n^biea, jut the
early aothic could say;
Jod hath shapen lives thr^e.
Boor and knight and priest they be,°^
Between these two tij.^es a new Culture had been born, Vfiti:
it has come the consciousness of the two prime classes,
the nobles and the priests. Jha peasantry comes into
existence also -t this time as a background estate
, , , the nouri^hinr: estate , . , the root of the
great plant Oulture, which has driven its fibres
deep into I. other .ilarth and darkly, industrously
,
draws all juices into itself and sends them to the
ux:}per parts, \7haro trunks and branches tov/er up in
the light of history. It serves the great lives
62. Ibid.
, o34.
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is one of vaicalajTQ,
-w.
not merely by tno nourishment that it wins out of the
soil for tham, but also v;ith that othsr harvest of
mother aarth--it3 own blood; for blood flowed up for
centuries from the villa^-ea iato tno hi-^h places,
received ti.ere the high forms, and maintained the
hi^'h lives. ^2
'ibis relation betwae.. the peasantry and ohe priue estates
..is::ory "in "hei hi^^h style" begins
in the /ester-j Uultux''Q, as in all Ouii^ro, \;itn the feudal
state, The idea of feudalism is the dominant note in all
Spri ngt ime s
.
I'he up-rising and down-going of feudalism are
closely related, Zyq n in the full bloom of feudalism the
opposition of vassal and lord and of temporal and spirih-
>f^al powers were cut across by national oppositions. »/itr
in the feudal order itself were great decisions pointing
to its downfall. 1084 v/as the data of the Domesday Book
in which the most strictly organized central pov;er was
prescribed, but 1215 was the date of the liagna Carta.
The 3 tat 0 3- ie ner al in 1:302 in Franco was called by tha
baronage in conjuction witi'. the tov.ms and txj o clergy. a
fev/ decades later uerman vassals made the election of the
German lliugship dependent upon txiemselves a,^ electors.
The mightiest expresS-on of txie feudal idea i%
found in the V/estern struggle between iimpire and Papacy
• . • both of Y/hich dreamed of a consummation in
which the entire world was to become an immense
feudal system, and so intimately env/ove themselves
63. Ibid,
,
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into the dream tihat; .. _ th the dacaj of feudal ism, both
fell together from their heights in a lamentable
ruin.S^
As early as 962 Otto the (Jr^at had conoeived the idea of
the ^.oly Homan ilmpire. Before him ia 860 Pope xiionolas I
had dreamed of a papal dernooracy above the princes oi' the
world, Gregory VII set out upon this task and as a result
secured the alio,fiance of England and Sicily and awarded
the imperial crovi/n, Sut ;i littl.3 late. .-3 .ry 11 of :iOhe.a-
staufen was on the ver^ra of accomplishing th:; tasl^: for the
ifimpire. x'he greatest of the popes. Innocent III (119d-
1216) did for a shor'^ .^^ secure thd papal over lordsni^j
of the MOTla, iiowever, uhe papal empire disintegraiied
with 'lis death, j]ven the ajiritual dignitaries, follov/iag
tn^ a;-:^mple of ti.=;ir secular c ou.. ^4 rpart s , S:; i. auoui, to
limit the Pope by making the voice of the general Goui.cil
superior to t':at of the papal lord, jr. 3 olerios at the
councils 0- Jonstanca {l'i:l4j aad _)a3ei (1-^v.lj aotei.ipted
to set themselves up as temporal lords over t:;e Papal
Estates in place ox - ;o-"-i- barons. 3ut th-i idea of the
State as over against linao oi feudalism sided \/ith the
barons and together they carried th day,
'fhe finJil stage of 'Je stern i'eudalism sav; as in the
other Cultures a period of interregnum. In i^ermany the
iiJmpire b3came a venerated shadov/. In Italy it is the ti .e
64. Ibid., ^7^.
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of the condo tu iQri . '7i+-.: t'^e d-'at/^ of '"onific? 7III v/h o
in 1302 had b99 ii ar-- o « .• d - o a.^'^ortiu^: ioudi*j. jjO'./er
of the church, th papacy experienced a centurv of banish-
raeits, anarch:/, and in-f o to nc'^ . . id the houses of
..' x' -^ .J o O J. V 0 u. U 1 o Xiij
land in civil war over the throne,
i'he fall of the ijimxiira arid of the papacy meant the
victory of Zi.'j. ju^te over t;.e ^otij.t,es. In place ox uz^e
feudal union caoiJ the class -3 tate , '.Vithin tue latter
the conception of an individual ruler and th? trail: of the
inheritel v/ill unite to produce t:. j id3_ oz jjynaaty. l'£.i£
is a cosmic pr i noiple --al 1 the state ideas oi* all the Gul-
tnres are 'V t • • n di f i cat i ons of it, c-v-ital takes the
place of tho cas bl-3 and palace; the syMOOji o_ sovereignty/
becomes of pri e importance. The dynastic ideas in China,
ar n a t
kinship of ^ein^ in thesa tnrejo .uiuuros.
The Classical Culture is more u.:ique, jh 3 oldest
kingship had ^o--^-' by both ^ ^ i i - i ^-^^ 3>j
the ri^-ht to transiui o to heirj, jut 'jn-j id^a cauie to be
g[uestioned and underv/ent modification Ui.til the kingship
became an office to bo conferred by the nobles
. The great
offices v/iiicn uael zo be nureaitjiry beoaixie annual. ^^very-
v/here in tho Jlassical Culture it v/as a denial of space
and time and an emphasis upon the here and u^... The city
and the sdiSite became one. The contrast betv/een this
*t
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Culture aad that of thi Wast i3 particularly -oticaaole.
.iOd liaus, au the clooe of trio .jarly ]pariodo of ooth
these Culturec, we see tv/o princiiDles parallel and
contrasted, tna i^'austian-ge nealogical and the Apol-
lonian-oligarchic; tv/o kinds of constitutional law,
of Dike. The one is supported "by an unmeasured sense
of expanse, reaches deep back into the past v/ith
form-tradition, thinks forward with the same intense
wi 11 -t o-e iidure into the remotest future; hut in the
present, too, works for political ef z e ct i ve ness over
broad expanses by well-considered dynastic marriages
and by the truly ii'austian, dynamic, and contrapuntal
politics ti)at we call di-plomacy. I'he other, v/holly
corporeal and statuesque, is self-limitod by its
policy of autarkeia to the nearest and the most im.-
mediate present, and at every point stoutly denies
that which V/es-sern being affirms.
-.ate Period. V/ith the fixin2: of the oAate-idea we
pass t,o the .^at'^ Teriod o-^ "h? "Culture v/hich is characteri
zed by the actualization of ohe matured .3tate-forra. .^gain
is experienced the coaflict of th j tov/n and the country-
side. Out of the former comes tr.e _iiird 1:^3 tate, the bour-
geoisie. A world of states are fashionea in txiio er-.
It sees t:-e climax of the; state-form in absolutism and its
break-up in ..evolution. fhe vica )ry of the "_^.^o^.le" over
the privileged, of the inte lligensia over tradition, of
money over policy, are all but .;:inor symbols of the vic-
tory of the city over the cou.itry.
We havj seen the :tate advance from a feudal union
to an aristocratic state. In place of the old Jstates the
conceptic. o_ the nation is beginning to be set up. It
-
65, Ibid. ,381.
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means that eventually the state will be ^ovornel as nation
and not as class. A^i'ainst ti is necessary evolution the
old noble and priestly classes make one final effort, The
importance of this stru^a^Q lies in tne fact that the
rulers had to call in the cities, txio non-estates , to
help them.
In lilgypt this is the time of the ...iddle l.ingdom.
The Xlth Dynasty had witnessed the overthrow of the baron-
age by the rulers of Thebes and the establishment of a
centralized bureaucracy-state. The Xllth Dynasty was in
severest conflict with the nobles in its effort to found
an absolute state. One ruler barely escaped a court con-
S]^^iracy, and u^:on his d^^ath rebellion was imminent. ^xii-
other was murdered by the palace officials. x'his same
ti.ne saw the citijs reacn the v^lace where they were rich,
independent, and warring. ciupported by a few royal mag-
nates they preserved the dynasty. ieostris III ( Ibo7-lti50
B.G.) completely abolished the feudal nobility. there-
after existed only a court nobility and a sio^-le, admi-
rably ordered bureau-state, But already
. . .
some lamented that people of standing were re-
duced to ,;iisery and that the "sons of nobodies" en-
- joyed "rank and consideration, De:.:Ocracy was begin-
ning and the great social evolution ox the Hylisos
period was brewing,
In Dlassic fjulture the Ionic (650-200 3,G,) is the
66
.
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Late Period, ±ho struggle here, v/here tl^ere was no dynas-
ty to represent the future, too:- t j :orin of a dynastic
embodiment of the rftate-idoa su^jportaa by the non-privi-
leged of the nation, x^his was the x'yrannis, A family or
faction of the nobility aoSumed the dynastic role and was
backed b^ tiie xhir d v-::is tat e , xue jLjviiuui^ v;>^s the ^tata
and the oligarony opposed it as a class. I'ha former re-
ceived the support of the peasant and burgher class. 'jLis
sisth-century i?yrannis brought the city-state to its con-
clusions and created the concept of the citizen. 'Jhe
citizen became a ;^:olitiGal party, and democracy v/as estab-
lished. 'i?he period of fulfillment and the climax of the
state-form for the Classic world v;as the realization of
the pure Polls and the c orrci spondi ng absolutism of the
Demos. It v/as the tii.e of agora politics.
The Late Chou Period i$ the "contemporary" stage
in China, It was the time of the I.Iing-Ghu (685-591 3.G.)
who were protectors of princely origin who exercised power
over a series of states immersed in anarchy. They called
congresses of princos and restored order and the recogni-
tion of firm political principles, information concerning
this era is slight, but opengler concludes:
=
• , . It is beyond all q.ue3tion thau uxiese great
diplomatists were an element working with a devoted
care for the otate and the historical future against
the old Estates, and supported by the younger classes
of mind and money, , , , It is v/ith them that t^e
"people" first emerges as a political q.uanti ty , ^
67, Ibid.. 3Bb.
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In the /('eatarn world thQ " c ontemporary" a^-Q is the
3aro.iU3 Period (1500-1800). iii.ilar stru^-gles "betv/oen
the absolute State and the ariatdcratic State are to be
found here. In i-'rance the Grown after lol4 did not sum-
mon the States -General any lon^jer, thus v/ucii_G ni uae
power of the iiobles. In i^ngland Charles I tried to get
alont; -Tithont Parliament after 16E8. In 'Jerinan^/ the
Thirty loars' Jar, while having profound reli^'icus sig-
nificance, was also a struggle betv/een the imperial pov/er
and the Prondo of the great elactors. Spain hud already
atuainod its i.ighest development in the absoluto stata of
Philip II.
I'he international wars of this tiLO wore struggles
for dynastic aggrandi zment , V/ars were un der oc-.:.ja for the
ei.i.al ta oi on of the royal family. ^11 of the liuropean
countries, with the exception of I^ngland, wtire marked by a
continued growth of monarchial pjov/er. out tne great
crises of this age were in the hands not of the actual
occupants of tha thronos but of great individual states-
men, Spain in its dream of world-dominion in Habsburg
control had the genius of Olivarez in l.ladrid and O'TTate in
Vienna, Opposed to them were V/allenstein who stood for
the 3rapire-idea in fjermany, and .Uchelieu, proponent of
the absolute State in Prance, 2hey wore succeeded hi/ such
as ..azarin in ^.''rance, Gromv;eli in -^nglan.t, uldonbarneveldt
in .olland, and Oii'.e nst ie rna in Sweden,
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Walla ostein be^an v/hero the Ii oha nst auf e n had left
off, jii3 ,army in Germany v/as self-supporting, v/as inde-
pendent of the Estates or princQS, and is regarded h^;
Spenglar as "the first instance in Germany history of an
Ii..perial army of Imperial si^^nif icance. He vias dis-
missed tnrough the influenoe of the princes upon tiie iim-
peror, ne regained bis power but thereafter was closer
to the policy of the i^Jstates. ..ence, in Germany the
absolute emperor state did not realize itself. " x'r.is ,
"
says 3p angler, " v/as tho decisive turn in later German
history ."^g
About 1640 conflicts between Grown and i:]states
brolie out si: ult aneously in -3pain, i'rance
,
and England.
Spain lost forever rortugal, Africa, a,nd India;. but the
kingship v/on unqualified victory. In prance it was the
time of the ..''ronde proper, but, crushed by I.Iazarin, it saw
the further discradiraent of the nobility and oven stronger
pov/er of the royal authority. In iingland alone did the
Fronde (represented by Parliament) succeed. ]ven Grom-
v/ell, in assuming dictatorial powers, encountered con-
tinued resistance, I'he ^iestoration and "Uha Glorious
Revolution illustrate further tne degree to which the
State and kingsaip were controlled,
'J?his is the time of tae actualization of the state-
68. Ibid
.
, 389
.
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form. The oentury and a lialf from 1660 to lfjl4 is the
time of the absolute state. Cabinet politics dominate
the era. The v/ars of the .^ightaenth Century ware suoces-
aion wars and saw the extinction of both lines of he
Habsburgs, xhe nobility is cloistered, nbout the court
and is nov; loyal to the crown, carrying on its v/ars and
organizing its administration, .'his is the period of
Louis ::IV and a little later of . rederick the ^^reat,
England and the iSrapire were the nations in which the
Frondes had won, and they were governed not absolutely
but aristocratically,
iit th-3 time when Cultures is beginning to turn into
Civilization the non-Jstates begin to intervene in affairs
as a decisive and independent force. It uses its strength
for itself and stands as a class for freedom. It is the
begi.ming of the bourgeois revolution. Connected with the
bourgeoisie was the mob of the groat city v/ho, when the
former opposed the old orders
. , . forced itself into their ranlzs, pushed to the
front, imparted most of the drive that wins the vic-
tory, and very often managed to secure the conquered
position for itself . , , ,^0
Influential now as never before were abstract truths, lia-
tionalism with its criticisms and conceptions began to de-
liver tolling blows at the traditional order throught the
medium of public opinion. At th^ same time comes the
70, Ibid.. 400,
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influence of abstract mo ney--nonoy divorced from the prime
values of the land, Jhese t\w f 01*00 3 are i nsei^ar able
.
jL^he study furnishes the ideals, but the counting house
throu<j'h control of the press :i-.nd bj electioneering pre-
pares public opinion. "Intelleco rjjeoos, mone^^ directs--
3 0 it runs in ever^ last act of a Cult ur e -drama , v/hen the
7 1
magal opol i s has become master of the r^'St,"
sides of Jhird Estate politics. Here both came into bein^;
without the destruction of the absolute state. ^rance
received her revolutionary ideas from iilngland even as she
had i^ceived the form of her absolute monarchy from Spain,
'fhe chariicteristic of the devolution is its revolt from
all form. Hence a dictatorship is quite acceptable in
that it acknov/le dges no rules and is hostile to all that
has grown uj), I'he supreme example of ti is is found in
i"*rance
,
beginning v/ith Robespierre and being completed
with iJapoleon, Jhis era in all Cultures is one of decline
of political form and an upspringing of formlaja pov/ers--
designated i^apoleonism froia its most conspicuous esiample.
Both -.-iobespierre and x^apoleon created an accidental regime
the future of which der^endea on a adequate succeoSor
turning up.
iin gland .as t:ie home of botn the ideal and real
71. Ibid 402.
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Qivili zat ion
. At this stage Gulturo paasaa over
into Civilization, '2ha general aspect of the era is that
of cosmopolitan cities in v/hich the people, nov; urban ia
constitution, dissolve into a formless mass or the Fourth
Estate, It is a ti.-.e in v/hich money through the medium
of democracy dominates, and economic powers permeate the
political forms and authorities, This is followed by the
formation of Gaesarism v;hich witnesses the triumph of
force politics over m.onej^. Political forms become in-
creasingly more primitive. The nations decline inwardly
iuto a formless population over which is an ever-increa-
sing crude and despotic imperium. It is a time of indi-
vidual leaders in v/aich priviite and ^-...ixi^ _^j0liGie3 are
the law. Tne various worlds alix^ into that static non-
historical stage best described as ^gyptism, ...andarini sm,
Byzantinism. Jhe imperial power weakens in o.-u face of
you; g peoples eager for spoils and of alien conquerors.
Through the ii.pact of these, prii.iitive human ccnditions
feiake thoir appearance v/ithin the highly civilised mode of
living.
In I:]gypt Tfcv;o centuries lie botv/eyn the XII th and
XVIIIth oynasties. The beginning of th . j era had seen the
collapse of the ancion regime which had r'l'ached its eul-
mi nation under ^eo^tris III; its ond sav/ the beginning of
the i-^ev/ .:impire. _iji3 is tiae iiyksoj period. The Hyksos
are designated by Jgyptian papyrus as "the archer-foil:
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from without" v/hich seems to indicate that the country was
filled ..'it., barbariau morcGnar:/ troops. it '.;as t oiuie
of utmost confusion. ..-in^ sucooeded king, or the names
of kings paralleled each otnar, ubacure usurpers, generally,
people v/itn strange uioles i^iouiuca uiirond, sunj to
reign buD a fev/ daj/s. It is txj.e time ox social revolution
portra;i7ed by the Leiden Pap^/rus.
2hQ higher of-icials are displaced, the land robbed
of Its royalty by a few madmen, and the counsellors
of the old state pay their court to upstarts; adiain-
istration has ceased, documents are destroyed, all
social differences abolished, the courts fallen into
the hands of the mob, The noble classes go hungry
^nd in rags, their children are battered on . the v/all,
and their mummies torn from the grave. ..ean fellows
become rich and s'.vagger in the palaces on t'he strengt):^
of the herds and ships that they have taken from thei
rightful owners. ij'ormer slave-girls become insolent
and aliens lord it. llobbery and nmrder rule, cities
are laid waste, public buildings burned down, I'he
harvest diminishes, no one thinks nov/ of cleanliness,
births are few--and oh, that mankind might cease 1 72
Ihe .lyksos set up state i ^ '.'jstern delta and built a
capital for it. une of tiieix^ leaders, ilhyan, ruled over
all xjgypt and sp)read his fame as far as Crete and the
Euphrates. .ifter hi ensued a general fight of al^ . j
districts for oae rule. ij'rom tnat struggle ..masis and the
jDheban dynasty emerged vicuorious. With x».masis came
Oaesarism. Jne antiq^ue forms were preserved, but they had
CIO meaning. Importance centered in the pov/er of uhe Oaesal
_y^.t from nov/ on is tae "recidive of a form-fulfilled
7 H . A rraan , "I...^ hnw o
r
te eines a g ypt . Trophe to n "
( iaitz. i^reu 3S. ..kad
.
.
1919, ^^p. 904 ,"^et ' s^ci. ) Sited in
J engljr,
, ToTTTl , 427.
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world into or ir.ii t i vi sra , into the c o smic -h i 3 1 or;' 1 9 a s .
Biological stretche3S of ti .3 onc9 mora ta>:a tiia place
vacated b^' historical par io da. "73
2hQ " coii oeiaporary " _i_^uriod in tho Classical Culture
from 500-50 B.C, is liiiawise marked by an a.^^ ox jaigantic
conflicts and thQ transition from Japola oni Sui no Gaasar-
ism. Instead of tradition tnare io thti accident of ^roat
raen--men who can brin^^ a v/eai: people like the Liacedonians
to the heights ov&rnijht and .Van 'vhose accidental death
can plunge a world from a porsonala-y ordered security to
a chaos. ..istory is formless. In the place of form is
the great individual; J.annibal, ^'.Siailius Paullus, Flamii»-
Mlus, the Gatos, the 'iracchi, i.ia.riu3, Sulla, Pompay,
Caesar, and -i.ugu3tus. istory rovolves about q.ue3tions
of u official and eventually purely personal power, Jhe
armies of 300 3,C. wore ^^oraan armies; in 100 3,0, they
were the armies of I.Iarius, Sulla, and Caesar. ;ven the
iwethods of war assumed raw-natural and ferocious f orris in
which it v/as a battle to t:.e finish and exploitation v:ith-
out reserve or restraint by the victor, ^'ha beginning of
Civilization in trie GlaoSicai world saw tne i nt ro due t i oii
of mechanical v/arfare on a large scale and liha use of masa
armies, x'he battle for the xioman Imperium was fought not
betv/een states but between political parties in th^^ city
of .^orae. J-radually the parties became but retinues of the
leaders. Jhe conclusion saw on one side the shear
73. Ibid,, 431,
r•
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omnipotence of the Caesar and on the other the narrow
ideologues who sought to advance their ideals b^' con-
313 i racy
,
In the Chinese world tho transi'«.ion from xiapoleon-
ism to GaesariSLi tooli place xn the 3han-x*wo, the "poriod
of the Contending .itates" (4uO-230J. At th-u Deginniu^ of
the era v/ere seven great powers. ^ century later there
7/ere five. Jhe focus of the o^jposition was between the
Hellenistic, dreaming and v/or 1 d-inpr ovi ng kingdom of Jsu
and the .^oman, hardened, will -t o-po\/er state of 'Jsin,
The struggle continued over a long period of years, a
million rae n falling in battle. The Iling of Tsin adopted
the mystic Jmperor title of the legendary age v/hich e:i-
pressed the clai i to v/orld-rule. G-radually the number of
independent states grew less, and in 221 the ^uperor
Wang-Chen of Tsin became the sole ruler of China and the
iL.perial age began,
Because v;e of the V/est are still in the concluding
phase of our Culture cycle, and because t/.e SDction of
ipengler's philosophy dealing with our age is of most
interest to us, we will devote a se^.^ratj G-.apt.jr a
discussion of the final stages of ^Vesteru Civilization,
-iere the final phenomena of a Culture can be d-^alt v/ith
in greater detail and v/ill serve to trirov; lignt on waat
has previously been dealt with in bold brush strokes.
e<
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ASPJilG^S OP ?R^.3JUT aIID PUTURii KI3'a?0RY
I. Ilj^aALOPOLITAlJ SOGIi^TY
At -the beginning, v/here the Civilization is dovel-
oping to full blcora (today), there stands the miracle
of the Gosraopolis, the ^reat petrifact, a symbol of
the f or mle 33 - -vas t
,
splendid, sr^reading in insolence.
It draws v/ithin itself the being-streams of the n»\/
impotent countryside, human masses that ate v/aftea.
as dunes from one to another or flovj like Icose sand
into the chinizs of the stone. Here money and intel-
lect celebrate taeir greatest and their last tri-
umphs. It is the most artificial, the cleverest
phenomenon manifested in the li^ht -world of human
eyes --uncanny , "too good to be true," standing al-
ready almost beyond the possibilities of cos;;iic
format i on,
1
^.materialism . She phenomenon of magalopolitani sm
is foui.d in all declining Cultures, but here we choose to
discuss it specifically under the caption of Western
Civilization because we as a jpeople are in that very
phase at the moment, Jhe cosmopolis is a complete revolt
from all t>:at is symbolic of nature,
, , , Here the picture is of deep, long gorges be-
tween high, stony houses filled with coloured dust
and strange uproar, and men dwell in these houses,
the li..e of which no nature-being has ever conceived.
Costumes, even faces, are adjusted to a baC/:grouhd
of stone, 3y day there is a street traffic ot strange
colours and tones, and by night a new light that out-l
shines the moon. And the yokel stands helpless on
the pavement, understanding nothing and understood
by nobody, tolerated as a useful tyoe in farce and
provid.3r of this world's daily br.ikd,^
1. opengler, jW, 7ol. II, 4^1,
2. ibi d.. 95,
r
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i-ien think completely in teriis of thingj raeciianical,
waterfall is soejn in torrna of l.ors 3 -pov;
,
pasturi;!^ cat-
tle are seen as potential iuuao aux-^ply, aandvior^. o_ primi-
tive people is contrasted v/ith modern tecimical prooess^iS,
3o ru.is the revolt a^jiainst nature, '\».ll tr:in^b .^^anic
are dying in the grip of or gani zat i oii. ^^a artificial
world is permeating and poisoning the natural."
The period of concentration continues so that one
city beccmes symbolic of the whole. -his capital city
dominates the scene of history;. In Classical Civilization
it was l^ome ; in --^g^^pt, Jhehes; in Islam, jagdad; in modern
Germany, -'ranee, and jingland, jerlin, xaris, and xjondon
r-3 spectivo ly
. . . .
The rise of Uqu iorl: to the position
of ^vorld-city during the Civil V/ar of 1861-5 may perhaps
prove to have do en the most pregnant event of the nine-
teenth century,"^ x'ho city becomes the very v/orld.
Spengler predicts for after 2000 cities laid out for
ten to twenty million inhabitants, spr -ad ovor vast areas
with buildings and traffic com.iunica ti on that would appear
fantastic to tne present-day mind. ,.ife becomes tense and
knows no for:;i of recreation but distraction. ,jo it is in
all v/orld-cit ies of all civilizations. "Cinema, ojjicpres-
sionism, Jheosophy, boi'iii^- contests, nigger dances, poker,
and racing-- one can find it all in iiome."5
3. Spengler, II1\ 94.
4. 3pengler, JW, Vol. I, 99.
5. .ipengler, JV/, /ol. II, 10 j
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j'inally, so i"ar has civilized man baen
carriod from tno soil, ha turns tov.-ix'a u.o-:th, I'he last
man of th^ v/orld city no lon^^or v/ants to liva. an
individual h9 ma:^ cli.i^ to life, but as an a.^jre^^ate ha
turns against it. :.'anily and naMs no longer carr;/ mean-
ing. His reaction a_ainst thei^ tahes the form of sterili-
ty', .t begins with a pr':!dent lir^itation of births. llan
no Ioniser cnoo33S a '..'ouiaa ac a xrrooj. active mother of his
children but as a "companion for life." ^'he type is sym-
bolized by the women of Ibgen who instead of children have
soul-conflicts.
^t triis level all Civilizations enter upon a stage
Y/hich lasts for centuries, of ajppalling depopulation,
i.'he whole pyramid of cultural man vanishes. It orum-
bl83 from tne sumrait, first t ne wor Id-ciu ia s , then
the provincial forms, aiid finally the land itself,
whose best blood has incontinently poured into tne
towns, merely to bolster them up awhile, ^t the
last, only the primitive bl^^od remains, alive, but
robbed of its strongest and m.ost promising elements,
x'his residue is the ]«'ellah ty^e,^
Such a phenom?'ioi is to be fou.d in the last centuries of
all great Civij.i zations. In the Viost the great families
of i'rance were not so much eradicated by the i^evolution
as that they have died out since 1015. Their sterility
has spread to the bourgeoisie and even to the peasantry
since 1870. In England and America the same process pro-
cedes on a large sc:ile. i .i the United otates this is
6. Ibid
. .
105.
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particularly true of" the ^astsrn states v/here the atoci: is
best and oldest. I'he final sta^Q witnesses th - abandon-
ment of the giant cities save x ox- a small fellaneen i)0-gu.-
lation v/ho shelter in them as tne pri...itivo man lived in
caves and pile-dwellings.
i'his, then, is the conclusion of ti^e city's history;
growing from pri:.iitive barter-center to Guu. tura -ci ty
and at last to world-city, it sacrifices first the
blood and soul of its creators to the needa of its
majestic evolution, and then the last flov/er of that
growth to the spirit of Gi vili zat io n--and so, doomed,
moves on to final se If -de struc ti on,
?
Jell ah People . I'he evolution of peoples may be e im-
pressed by the terms: pri-.i t ive s , Culture -peoples , and
fellaheen classifiei as to whether they appear before,
within, or after a Culture. Peoples of a Culture are
ITat ions. i^hey are the only ones capable of having v/orld-
his t ory
.
Life as experienced by primitive :-nd by fellaheen
peoples is".just the zotJlogical up-and-down, a plan-
less hapjjoning without g. al or cadencod march in
tiLie, wherein occurences are many, but, in the last
analysis, devoid of significance,*
? V'ti ^/z aro th'i city building peoples. It is in he
city and megalupis that the nation arises to its fullest
v;or Id-consciousness . .liti.in the nation it is always a
minority grou_:j that represents ohe nation in history,
First the nobility, then the burgher, and tne.i tne whole
p'=)ople believes itself to be t::e champion of the nation.
7. ibid
. ,
107,
8, ibid
.
, 17 0f
.

But a Culture -pe op le is never coinoident v/ith all --that ia
possible only anong the x^riiiiibive and fellaheen peoples.
The spiritual leaders of the fellaneen are the v/orld-
citizens, t. e world-pacifists, tne world-reconcilers.
These leaders are a minority :^to\v-;^ of vastly superior i a-
tellect. ihey are not iaon o- desnia^. out men of reason
and causes. They advance not by the pulse of blood and
b9in:5 but by pure intellect. In th 3 history of intellect
these leaders may stand high, but i /i actual history tiiey
are ineff icients , Under these anti-nationalists
, , , the v;i 11 - t o-powe r has to retreat and make room
for a tendjnoy of which the standard-bearers are most
often men v/ithout original ii..pulse, but alj. the more
set upon their l0e,ic; men at home in a v/orld of
truths, ideals, and Utopias; booiimen who believe that
they can replaoj the actual by the logical, the might
of facts by an abstract justice, iestia^ by reason.
It begins with the everlastingly fearful who withdraw
themselves out of actuality into cells and study-
chambers and spiritual coi^iLiuni tie Si a.jd proclaim the
nullity of tn world's doings and it ends in every
Culture v/itn t la apostles of world-peace . 9
W-orld i..iproving theories result in a formless and history-
lass mass. The success of these world-improvers v/ith
their sentimental and fellaheen ideals means simply that
one nation abdicates historically.., hot in favor of world
peace but in favor of another nation that i.-j.^ not been so
3 9 nt ime nt al
,
Art
.
Art also colijs under the withering blight of
megalopoi it an civilization. Art today is falsehood and
9 . Ibid , , 1 o C'
,
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irapotsnce. It no longer springs from a deep inner neces-
sity- of th ? artists, "but i t-:--^ ";^~-'0'AUCt of industrious
cobblers and noisy fools, \Jho deii-;r-i; to produce somethin
for the market
. . .
."-^^ It must be granted tliat there
has alv/ays been superfluities ainon^ ar ti st s-- tna,t for
every ,j-reat artist tuere were always a nundred super-
fluous ones. 3ut today exist only the superfluous ones--
te - u-:ousand of theiii--v/orki n 5 art for a living. .i.rt
schools could all be destroyed without affecting- art in
the least. We can learn all that is necessary/ to be linowiti
about me gal opoli t an art by stuciying ^i.l exandria.
Our art of today is
a failed music, filled v/ith artificial noisiness of
massed instruments; a faked painting, full of idi-
otic, exotic and shov/card effects, that every ten
years or so concocts out of the form-wealth of
millenia some new "sjfeyle" which is in fact no stylo
at all since everyone does as he pleases; a lying
plastic that steals fro^i Assyria, iiJgypt, and "':!::ico
indifferently. 11
In place of creative and i nt e r; re t i -^e 3ym>>olic "Tni^is is
f ou. J. revivals, borrowings, and new comb i nat i 0 .is . grad-
ually even this desire for change v;ill disappear, and art
will settle down to stocl: forms which are repeated in
unending series. ^±1 art will finally bej pat oernworx:.
oecond ^Religiousness
. I'he spiritual termination
of the '.Vest will be a Second -Religiousness as has been
10. i^engler, JV/, 7ol. I, 293.
11 . rbid.
,
294.
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the case in every other Culture. V/e of the .Vest are as
yet nany generations short of uliat point. The Jecond
lij-x^iousness is marked by a great and deep piety. This
piety is not tne result of an unfolding but ratner of a
cliarin^ away. It is a reversion to the old primitive
firs a -orms. ^.'hj Jecond .{e lig i ous ne ss comes beca.. j u..
the failure of liat i onali sm '^o give an adoq^uate world vievf
A belief in reason and a profound faith in the results of
physical science ends in skopticism ..i.on sciencs reveals
an ultiraate nothing at the heart of things. V/ith the
possibilities of physics exhausted, a yearning for meta-
physics presents itself afresh.
But it is not the religious pastimes of educated and
literature soaked cliques, still less is it the in-
tellect that gives rise to the iecond lie 1 i gi ous ne s s
.
its source is the naive belief tha ises unre-
marked but spontaneous, among the ui^osjs tnat taere
is some kind of mystic constitution of actuality • ,
. -nd an equally n^Sve heart-nee... reverently respon-
ding to the myth with a cult.^^
The ezact for'.: of ouj oecond .ie li gi ous ne ss cannot be de
-
terninod, but it ./ill contain certain elements of ilothic
Christianity such as adventism and thu lilze. That we are
moving in such a direction is to be seen by the fact that
no longer do Id rigidly to the opinions of jarwin,
Gomte, and Spencer as did the ^)est minds of the last
century. In the end 3econd .ieligi ousn'^ ss issues in
fellah-r ' *c ^;,at, though marked u^- superficial
12. opengler, JW, Vol. II, 311.
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changes, ara essentially historyless.
II. TilGKIIIGJ ILT J:\iU32lAK C I VII
I
2a1^ 1 0 11
3pangler well recognized the meaning of technics
ia l^'austian Civilization. The last chapter of The i)3clin<
of th'-; .i J ^ ^ devoted to '"I!he I.lachine," It v;a^ .^..iuj
fitting then that dpengler'o nei^t Tniblicatiou of ii.ipor-
tanoe should oe '.Ian and l'ec-:nic3.
— j^ai.i_ aaa Lri^iii. ..jatern man duri.i^ p^io g
century had two views of the place occupied by techijics
in history, .he idealist saw technics and economics as
standin^^ below and outside of Culture while the aateria^-
>3^st glorified technics and utility as Culture itself.
The former attitude v/as c har^ 1 1 ri ze d by a laol^ of reali-
ty; the latter, by a "devastating shallo\/ne ss . " i/ith the
present century both methods are to be discarded, and
their place to be taken by t ne realization of p.n inexo-
rable Destin^T".
fo understand technics in present ?austian Civili-
zation, it is 'TQCossary to se^^ its be ^i . ^ . '^Technics
is tr. 3 tact ice of livin^:
. , ,
,"13 ^^q^ iruplemeni: or
things but purposive activity is of tna essence of tech-
nics, fechnica is to be seen as one side O- .-..i active,
fighting life. Its path can be traced from tne primeval
1.3. Spengler, iff, 10,
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warrino'S of nov/ aiitinct beasts to tne detsi^^ns of modern
engineers and inventors on iiaoure, Coincidental with
this is tiie fact that raan is a "baast of prey . Idjals
that deny this fact are cov/ardice.
In the hierarchy of life the plant, seen as a mere
theater o- processes, stands at the bottom. In the
animal world ther^ are the herbivores that feed upon the
plant world and the carnivores whoso livin^- consists in
kiliing. Both spacios of animal have a definite tec]:--- -
(lique for carrying on life, This technique, as distinct
from that of man, is generic; and, in being generic, it
is b>:,th unalterao^'^ and impersonal, x.uman tecr.niq.ue is
uniq_ue in tnat it is conscious, alterable, personal,
i nvent ive . ..an occupies his uniq_ue position through the
genesis oi tno i.and , v;hiGn came about as a sudaen muta-
tion, and by virtue of which he can cominaad the v/orl'd
practically. .Vith his hand, his weapon, ann his personal
thiniciug mail became creative . in personaj. aeeas ne is
able to call into bein_, phenomena of x.at ure - - a^^ai nst
L'atu "a, V/ith the creaxiva act the soul of man nov/ forms,
Ivian realizes his destiny and his iDOwer. His soul "stands
in irreconcilable oppjositicn to the whole v/orld, from
which its o\in creativeness has sundered it. It is the
soul of an up s t ar t . " l'^ Jhis opposition is present in
14. Ibid., 42,
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Qverythiag that man does. ;:;verything that he creates is
artificial. Jhe privilege of creation he has taken from
nature, and h.3nce all that creates is in opposition to
nature, ./orld history is
, . ,
the history of a steadily iacreasinc, fateful
rift between man's world and the univer so --the his-
tory of a rebel that grows up to raise his hand
against his mother,
Jhis is the beginning of man's tra^a dy --f or liatura
the stronger of the two, Llan remains dependent
Oii her, for in spite of everytning she embraoes him,
like all else, v/iohin herself. a11 tne great Cul-
tures are daf e at s . Whole races remain, inwardly
destroyed and br"oken, fallen ixito barrenness and
Spiritual decay, as corpses on the field. i'he fight
against JaTure is hopeless and yet--iu will be
fou_ht out to the bitter end,-^^
3y another sudden ..lutatioii c-iue tne power of
ape
9
oh and with it the possibility of "collecoive doing
by plan" or tho onterprise . Jollecoive doing increases
the artificiality of t:. e pro endure, fne i de a ox buildin g
the brae ding of plants and animals, and their cultivation
are all indicative of the trend. iii-ul tane ously v/ith
collective doin^- comes a differentiation betv/ae.i those
who plan and those v/ho carx^ out
. li^ach entails a dis-
tinct techniq^ue and :i certain kind of mp,n. , .'fhere
are men vvhose nature is__to c orama n_who se natu re
is to obey, subject s and objects_ o f_ t ho politic a 1_ ci r
eco nomic process in g^uost i on . " -^^ 3oth the leader ^nu.
the led as members of an organi'zation , a state, bo coma
li.
. Ibid . , 44f
.
16 . laid. , 66,
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increasingly dependent on one another, ..an in nis revolt
against nature ha cones tha slave of h s own creation,
"'j?he Culture, the aggreg-.ta of ar'Giiioial, personal, self
made life -forms
,
develops into a cl^se barred cage for
1
7
those souls ti:at v/ould not be restrained,"
?rom 3000 3,0, and on grev; up the big Cu^Luras,
Their symbol v/as the city, something completely anti-
nat.ral. Here appeared society, artificial gradation
Here luxury and wealth reigned, fhe Faustian Culture,
while not the last of the Cultures, is the most powerful
and passionate, and represents the victory of puro tech-
nical thought over big problems, '.Vithin V/estern Culture
as in every other Culture appear the two primary classes:
nobility and priesthood. The former lives in tn ..jrld
of facts; the latter in the realm ox truths, fhe former
is a destiny; the latter t..iu.i-S in causal'ity,
The one v/ould make intellect tno servant of t. ^or , i^j^
living, t:.e other v/ould subjjct his living to the
service of the intellect, ^ind nowhere has this op-
position ta::e n more irreconcilable form than in the
j'austian Culture, in v/hich the proud blood of the
beast of prey revolts fCV£> the last tii.e against the
tyranny of ure thought, j'rom the conflict betv/eexi
the idjas of Empire and Papacy in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries to t.ie conflict betv/een the
forces of a thoroughbred t radi t io n- -i:i ngsh ip
,
nobili'
ty, army—and the theories of plebeian rationalism,
liberalism, and socialism , , . history is one
sequence of efforts to get ta^j decision,
17, ib id. , 69,
18, I'oid,, 79f,
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In the V/est thsre were Yiliin^s of the mind, as wall
as Villi a^'-s of the blood. I'he former as northern monks
pried deep into nature's secreta hj m-3au3 oi tnj working
hypothesis and thd e:xperimQnt. j^yqt th o idea of perpet-
ual motion ha nted the ip'i^.us t ian mind. Jh3 boast of prey
had as his prospoctive boot;; t.j 3 osl.av .jmo nt and harnes-
sing of the very forces of Jature, Jhe monks v/are fol-
lowed by Goparnicus and i:>alilGO. Jh^ir pl.^co v/as taken
by tns cultured la^ inventor, t.j;.; ^riost 0:-' mach ine.
With rationalism, technics became a materialistic rtiii-
giou, jechnics is leather, 3on, and koly G-h::^t to 03 v;or-
ahipped by the optimistic philistine. 'i!he work of i^hti
inventor is tna expression of his personality. as a
preyin^ animal it is his delight in victory, ke is not
interested in ulility or in the fact that his discoveries
doom the worliers. 3etwe9n the workers and the creators
springs up an anifuosity, but neither can alter the des-
tiny of mach ine - te chni cs which had developed because of
inner spiritual necocsity and is nov/ maturing tov/ard its
fulfillment and end,
i'j:3 kinal3 of jjchnics, As man revolted against
ilature so now is his own creation, the machine, revolting
against him, Jhe Twentieth Century saw t ' Uordic nations
controlling the ,orld. I'heir political power .vas depend-
^ent on their v/ealth and their wealth in turn ux:on their
industrial strength, ..'..ar^.ots and raw materials were
•
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Seoured by means ox amies and navios. jUt nov/ tha
ViQSojrn world has onterad into a pariod oi hi^h uQnsion,
The world has becoue so coinplatal;/ niecnanizeo. and cr^juni-
zed tnat oriings organic are dyin-j v/ithin it. '.Western
Givilizati.n oould stay on the heights as lon^- as engi-
neers are forthcoming. But, says Spengler,
the Paustian thought begins to be sicl: of machines.
A v/eariness is spreading, a sort of pacifism of the
battle with liatura, lien are returning to forms of
life si:.pier and nearer to ilature, . . .
The 7i:ing3^i '^i.o ...ind have turned to pure speculation.
Occultism, Spiritualism, Hindu philosophies, metapiiy sical
iYT-fuirios are tailing th ) place of x^ractical problems and
scienc-:), 2he final stages of the I.Iachine Ago are marked
by three steps: (a) the flight of the born leader from
the mac hi no, (b) the mutiny of the hands, (c) treason to
tecruiico. ^iii iiiti.orto monopoly of the . j^it ..ao oeen
lost. jhe dissemination of industry sav/ the shipment to
all points of the v/orld of 3>-?crQt3, proceoSes, methods,
engineers, and uToaniserd. jjci.nica in tx.e aij,naK^ Oj. txie
"coloured races" v/ill shatter the economic organization
of the ilordic races. _his is the rjason for wides^iiread
unemployment . Jhe lat'jer is not a crisis but ohu bugin-
uing of a catastrophe. The tecrnics of th-; /est are not
an inner necejsity to the "coloured races," and oaca they
have served their purposes they will be discarded.
19. Ibid , , 97.
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'.Vorld V/ars , In the .v'sstsro world the x'^sriod of
Gontanding 3 tat o 3 began with Uapoleon--the first lO make
effactiye the idea of a military and at the same tii.e
popular v/orld domination, Vollov/ing llapoleon was a cen-
tury of immense armaments, The period was married by a
scarcity of revolutions and v/ars because nations in the
e±jYjxiX,i^ iiour feared the co nse q_ue nee s and settle! crises
by congresses.
It is a war without war, a war of overbidding in
equipment and prepareane ss , a war of figures and
tempo and technics • • • • I'he longer tne discnarge
v/as delayed, the more huge became the means and the
more intolerable the c onse que nee a . ^0
With th'3 .<orld '.Yar the iischarge oame and v/ith it ended
the first century of uae x^^riod of Goatendi ng states.
But the World './ar was but the first flash, from the
thunder-cloud that is passing over our age, "I'he great
game of world politics is not over. Only now are the
highest stakes being played for, 3very living nation
must rise to greatness or go under. "21 ;^ur ago is not
to be one of happi ne ss—gre at ne ss and happiness are not
compatible. Human desires and wishes play no part in
world-i;i st ory^ '. j have either to seize greatness or
repudiate it--be a. subject or an object of history. But
20. 3pengler, JW, Vol. i:, 429,
21. Spongier, HJ, ir..

maails of "progress", shallov; opt i ai sra , ad. theo-
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in thass 3tu_ endous times there is a universal dread of
reality. galopc li tan man is spiritually weak in the
face of tho relentless destiny O- -xstory and tallies re-
fuge in solitude, imaginary systems, suicide, hopes,
ideals, or cov/ardly optimism, Again it is tho ageless
conflict betweon the Yikings of the Mind and the Vikings
of the Blood. The former with their rat i onal i sm--v/hi ch
inclr.des idealists, materialists, nud romantic ists--all
see.:
retical schemes to escape destiny. Jhe skej^tic, however,
sees events as facts and r^^=5(']\^i ze a that ihe forcos to sway
the future are those oi o..c; ^^ij^: ti.a will of th^ strong-
healthy instincts, race, the v/ill to x^ossossion and pov/er
Today tnis ijordic feeling is spreading tnroughout tne
world from ^nglaxid uo Jax^an. ...an is ever a beaso of prey
and conflict is the original and basic fact of life itsel:
The iVcrld ;Var was inevitable.
We have entered upon uhe age of world v/ars. It b«ga]
v/ith tho nineteenth century and will outlast the
present and probably jfche ne2ct. It signifies the
transition from th ; eightoentri century v/orld of
states to tr.e Imperium mund i . 2 E
I.Ietternich at the Oongress of "/ienna realized that old
Europe v/as "at tho beginning of its end," and that new
;:^uroxe was "in the state of bocoming," Between those tv/o
eras ch^os must reign. That chaos was forestalled during
22. ibid.
, 24.
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the past century "by the system of balance of pov/er and
armamont races as jotontial warfare , the same ti:ie
the dynastic state yielded to the nationalist stat-j, Jhe
latter, a product of rationalism, is theoretical, form-
less, rulerless, aimless, and \7ith0ut internal destiny.
i...p J i 1 i sm was no longer the high policy of the diplomat
but the means of the economic a^d materialistic business
me:i, ..veil the mass armies of the past century rested on
an economic basis, xhe v/ealth necessary to perpjuaa,te
them lay in an industrial system wnich itself has become
a weapon, '2ne materialistic and plebian forces have aaop
&ea eccncmic ..arfare as a m^jauo ox i.i^.. laore zo tho ir
liking. Jut, holds Spengler,
cannon are in the last report stronger than ooal.
i'here is no telling how ti.is economic v/ar will end,
but it is certain that it will restore to the- State
as authorit y its hist rical rights, based on volun-
tary, and therefore reliable, thoroughly trained,
and highly mobile ar::ii s --and will push bac]^ econo>n-
tifics to the second place where they belong,
iurvey of tlie Hatio.i s. Only one nation can give
its name to '^he im; erium rriundi
.
x|ie powers that are to
wage the final war for supremacy are begin:iin_ .0 .^..ape
themse Ive 3
,
iJations of a new order are about to rise ...
e 1 0 c t i ve af i ni t ie s of men with a common foe ling
about life , , r~men of race ... of strong in-
stincts
. , , men wi'.o feel themsslves born and
called to be masters. ^'^
as, Ibi^.
,
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durvayiag the nations of ooda-' (1924) ipen^ler doubts the
power of _:ii33ia. Jha.t nation cm conduct foreign v/ars
Oiiij iue^xio o- ^.jSujj^^^li^u., ..Uo^i^'s vo-^. foundations
ars Y/eak sinca they are laid upon the theoretical, ra-
tionalistic principles of the V/eGt. liar bast waapon is
econoLiio annihilation and rovolution, Ju,pan 'ha-s a strong
position and can make of the China dsia a Japanese lake.
Japan 1. jlcv/ly encroaching upon China, :h o only count-:ir"
actiii;;^ force beint^ mat is that of Zu^ .lea lia volenti on. If
Japan still possesses its old offensive power as manifest
"b iamurai, c i ; leal v/ith enemy combination.
The United states is one only serious opponent of Japan,
but it is too far av;ay to be dangerous. Besides, Japan
has otantial allies ^ ' atin America. 2h3 nited States
as yet is neither a real nation nor a real state. It is
much like Russia, A vast breadth of landscape bounded by
two oceans makes it safe from inv::.d3r3 an - .^ j-^t'. .
development of any political ouolook. iji^ia ^^Uvioia, lifti
is organized from the economic side. In the United Jtates
also ei^ists a di ct at or siiip that is ^
that standardizes all Americans, ^ for.a of itata capital--
ism is si ilar tn structure >^o ihe State socialism of
.-lussi-, _iU33ia has her "Asia for the ^vsiatics" v/hile the
United States has the .lonroar Joctrine, Cn the political
side t! 3 United States has a navy that rivals Britain's
and has expanded into colonioa, Jecause of her participa-'
1:
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tion in the Vrforld V/ar she had 'become a leading element in
international politics and must play her role aG a State
or ^0 Under. '.Vhether or not this is possible only the
future can reveal. ",»hat is 'hundred per- cent x^merican-
Isn'? A mass existence standardised to a low avera^^e
level, a prii.iitive pose, cr a promise for the future. "^^
England's wealth will not permit her to keep up the pres-
ident rato of armaments. Submarines and airplanes nov/
pur 11 x'^ar poaition as "mistress of Vne seas. 3nRlan d
itself has lost its spirit and race. Complete equality
to the white dominions tooi: fron .England her 1 act vestige
Oj. _^.rxUi'ity. _ or the future ux.. „ ^tin c u .i u r ^ o will
have no more than a pirovincial sio^iif ioi-nco , ^taly as
Ions as i.lussolini lives ma:/ gain a bu3is r a world
power iu ti.e ^.editerraueaii area, bao ;iaoi. _jjrouauiy
"be but an evanescent phenomenon. j^rance
,
too, is x^s-^sin^
j]he predominant Jirondist element Qxr)Tfi33 the desire of a
... people that has become weary and unfruitful
through uncleanness, avarice, an stolidity; a
little money, \/ine and "amour," but no more v/orld
politics, economic ambition, struggles for vital
ai ms . 26
The Jacobin element which embodied the true spirit of
Chauvinism is rapidly disappearing. Spongier' s main
national interest is G-ermany. fhis is her "2iour of
Jecision." Hermans must realize that
25. Ibid., 67.
26. TTTl.
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• • • standing: out of v/orld politics d o es not ^ire
protection fro ra tlio c onse q.u.o nco s of th em • • . , i^he
throv/mj oT the dTce for . ; o r 1 d - ina s t o ryTa s only just
begun. Thar-j will be strong players who finish tha
game, xire there not to be '^ermn.ns as v/ell as others
among them?^'
Glass ./ar , .^ut not only is the present ag one of
world v/ars but also of v/or 1 d-re voiu u i o as , .«e are iix u'hq
very midst of these latter in this era. w'orld-revolution
are of tv/o kinds: one, v;hiGn has been in operation for a
ceiitury, between tne ruling classes of the Vifxiice nations
and thoae below; secondly, one that has only recently set
in, the collective attacl: upon the white races by the
colored pox^ulat i ons . xhe former revolution is the result
of the organization of the cosmopolitan masses by busines
politicians and professional revolutionists for tj.ji- own
ends. itarting with a radical deiaocractio anarchy
,
it
eventuates in a virtual "dictatorship from below." Con-
trary to :'ar:^ian principles, revolution io not the re suit
of economic processes, but is the result of a Culture
that has matured tc Its limits and i no-' d i -3 i n t e t i ng
inwardly. lation when in form is iuarked a uis oinct
difference betv/een rani'S, oociety in fact rests njon the
ineq_uality of men. I'he doctrine of "equal rights" is a
substitution
-_o- ^ornethin^ that has grov/n up naoUj.\-.ixy
and that is furtifiod b^ centuries of tradition. x'ne
noble world is opposed by the hatred of uhe dregs of
a 7 . Ibid . , / 9 f
.
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s oc ia ty
. . ,
political and literary .;ohemia, wastrel no-
"bility, ship-v/ra eke d acadomic ians , adventurers and
speculators, criminals, and prostitutes, loiterers,
and the feeble-minded, mixed with a fgv/ pathetic
enthusiasts for some abstract ideal. '^^
Such as these organize the masses of the city and give
them the power of franchise, freedom of the press, and
terrorism, its ideal is lUhilism tnat see.-:s to destroy
everything of the old Culture and tradition. x'he goal of
the -devolution is the leveling of society. Jemocracy
leads inexorably to Bolshevism. V/ithout going into the
history of the various social and labor movements, it can
«
be said that tho White Revolution has now reached its
goal--it has finally precipitated the world economic
crisis.
ihe world economic crisis of this year and a goo d
many ner^t years is' not, a3 the v/hole v/orld suppo'ses
,
the temporary conseq^uence of war, revolution, m
-
'
FTation, and' payment of deKts . It ha s bee n v/illed .
T.i all essentials it is t he product of the delib erate
work of the
^
leador's^of the proletariat .^*:^
The labor leader emerged as the true victor of
1918. The governments have been dependent upon labor mor^
and more since 1916, and as a result labor has conducted
its class war by extravagant raising of v/ages, reduction
of working hours, taxes on incomes, on family properties,
on industry, and on the peasants. i'urther drains on in-
dustry came in widespread concern for the worker's whole
existence in all kinds of insurance, workers'
287 IbidTyiSr
29, Ibid., 147.
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dwellin_^3, i^lay grounds , convalasconca horaas, librariss,
amusarae at 3 , 3uch a process eventuated in thu eispropria-
tioT of t;:.- v/hole sconoraio sygtam in t'-a intarast of one
class, .7ao- j^roj;^ura 1 ^.j hactic pace in jconoraic
deva 1 opme nt , xo maet the wage demand production had to
"be stapped up and efforts to dispose of tha products laia.
to i.:ipa ri j.li sm and hi gh-poware a. advtdr t i oi ..ith tha
increase in wages came an incraasa in the cost oi pro-
duction and a corresponding decline in the value of nono;,^
'jHh-^ 8iC"oansiou :^inanGe and ..a overstrain of currency
lad i ndubi talDly to the crash of the marliets. V/ith tha
i ndebtadn-' ss of industry constantly increasing and in
danger f going under, tha resultant conse G[.uo nee was a
demand fhat the State e:cpropriate the works.
-^asarisn. '2h j "vor 1 d-ra volut i o n is not ovjr--thQ
most forceful decades are only settiiig in upon us, Jhe
two fronts still exist. One, the "Lef^," is characteri-
zed by majority parties, programs, belief in power of
abstractions to control reality, a leveling instinct, and
laci: of raspoct for property. The other front, Oaa sar i sm
is marked by strong minorities, v/ill to possassioii, race,
and forc^'^ of arms, 1 ascisri is but a transition to C-e-
sarism. The importance of fascism for tha future lays
not in its party but in iu.^ leader.

3^
Llusaolini is first and foremost a statesman, icQ-colf
axid sliaptical, realist, dix^lumat, ixa does in very
truth rule al^ne. . . . Jhe perfection of Gaesarism
is dictat or3hip--not the dictatorsaip of a party,
but that oi' one man against all parties, and, most
of all, above his own, 20
'2i:e two fron'ifS cau c v,'U;.:.'a j >jo u as "Pr a.io i^ni sm"
and "Socialism," th^ latter in its common • meaning as a
"mass ideology v/ith mr.ierial ai.-S." Prusaianism is not
a catchv/ord but a livin^ ideal. It is o i:arac to r i ze d by
disciplined devotion, self -eonaand, freedom through duty.
Contrasted to socialism it demands ti.at the jconomic life
of tne nation shall be disciplined b.y a pov/eriul 3tate.
It entails a precedence of foreign policy over internal
policy. or i ir i -^.n.-il s it n^ans s elf -n i 3 o ipl i ,
Through a Prussian ordering of eziistance a starting point
for the overcoming of the World l^evolution may be found.
Nationalism as manifest in the move nt? of tod..^. _
transition oo;/ard Jaesarisi^. 1 lidi vi auctj-i sm is the true
iiordic life form.
jolorec". _te YOlu ti 0 :i. ot only does '^^e stern Givili-
xation face class war but also race .ar. Jhe latter be-
gan v/ith the Worli v/ar when the colored races (^frica,
India, Islam, China, Japan, Russia) were adr.iitted to the
League and wore allowed to have a say in the disputes of
white races. The V/est lost the V/orld V.'ar in losing the
^30. Ibid.
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reapact of the colored races. already th^ \iQQt has lost
its industrial monopoly to the colored races. 'i!heir Io'wj:
wages c o ntr-? 3 1'^ d with the luxury -./age of the '.Yest have
permitted tho;;i to ^:aia coiitrol of no small amount of
industry. 2hio is the first indication that the white
world supremacy ic threat 3 13 i. '_\h3 colored races hive
useo. t.a3 claso ./ar of o:.-j it-j rac.-s'as . -air ov;n tool,
xhe i;7hite ilevolution has everywhere prepared soil for tne
Colored one. Under natio:ial, economic, and social tentieYi-
(i*fTciea ti.e Jolored .tevoiucion marc.-^s on, *i.ll oj. i uS
manifestations are marked by deep-seated hatred of the
v/hite race and 4n unconditional de te r...i nati on to destroy
it,
Jo oppose t:iis menace the V/est lacks even spirituaj
power. Jven material power is lackin/- as seen by the
sterility, the decay of the family, and tne decrease of
population in the V/est, j?he V/estern race is becoming
weakened by f > restrictions of medicine o^c^.^j. ser-
vice on the former severe natural selection i^rocesses.
To produce a strong race is needed a pri :.itive barbarism
that I'.ys latent in ti 0 Id Culture forms of to .a^ . Ger-
many to lay of all V/estern nations is tho least exhausted
because used sparingly by history, A3 yet the Grerman
people hay -^ot had a fullnoss of lif3. .Vithin them is
to be f ou. d abundant qualities of the best of blood.
Grermany alone has Prussianism as a fact within itself.
••
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CJerraany is tho key country of th worlcL--it is young
eriough yet tc taclile great problems txjat other nations
can o.aj.^ j^i^j defanse'o -,,ju,i .la t.
1^
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One a^:proacr:33 i]>en_ler in j r'^lo of oritic './ith
no small degree ol apprehe osi on. . iii iormidable array of
facts, his ponderous lauguag^-e, and his passionate spirit
of expressio-i a^l tend to iDroduce in the critic an an-
siety and a misgiving that ma/y ^^i^Q nis criticism an
apologetic note, ^nd here a word as to the present mode
of criticism ma,- oa added. It would r ;q."^ii3:e a battery of
skilled specialists in a wide range of fields to approxi-
mate an even partial criticism of Spengler. Yet such
criticism, if liiuitad m^rji^ uo verification of facts
would be in the nature of the sniper who under cover con-
tents himself v/ith tailing pot shots at the enen^r, in-
ateal of this tyi^e of v/ariare , mines must be tu.niJxA Ju,
barrages laid dov/n, and aerial surveys taken. Such criti
cism as \7i adopt h-Dre, then, is not li.aitod so much to
indiviauai facts -xud s;t.jGific -'.e tails but ij concerned,
rather, with general statements and broad judgments,
father than follow any particular aspect of Spongier, we
feel : a a t
... \iQ must take him as a whole. Perhaps it is
just as a whole tnat he offers his heaviest caal-
\enge. In the mere fact that one of the greatest of
living minds and poets could deliver such a }proT)hecy
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lies the weii^ht of his import. '20 i^^nor© him v/ould
ba to pasa over ths leadin^ siu^^la fact of present
inte lleo tual life. 2o answer him, in aoquieaoe ace of
in a valid criticism, is t .ic necessity that faces
QaCii thinking inau today.
Our attempt to formulate a valid criticism of Spengler
will take tv/o main channels. First, a theoretical criti-
cism of his methodology and "basic principle. Secondly, a
practical criticism of the results of such a philosophy,
II. MiiTHODOLOGY
Intuition, The single word that best describes
3pengler*3 method of approach to history is "intuition."
Sympathy, observation, comparison, immediate and in-
v;ard certainty, intellectual flair , , . , Ilov/ these
are the means of historical resoar cn - - p r e c i j:. o 1 y
these and' no otl.ero,^
"
Asain and again ipengler asserts that the esse.itial fac-
tor in the production of history is intuition, inner
vision. Lien do not need to t:.iiii_ iu ui. j vj.o....xj--; .^j-j-
tory for its knowledge is "eternally inaccessible to
learned investigation." ^ieason, cogitation, and any
rational xDrocedure io out ox _^.j.j,ce i.: z..^ j.ieid of iiis-
tory. Because history, the past, cultures, na^tions,
arts, i:.nd even ma'" ^: eipn.tic s are or^^anisms, t:>G^ nnst be
investigated not by systematic methods but by i^hysio-
gnomic methods. ;3ggart, passing judgment of modern
t'-'Ou^-ht iipon t: is procedure, ooncludes;
1, Hale, OJ, 147,
2 . Jp e n
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I.Iodarn scholarship is not at odds with intuition and
vision, but it insists that men should know and con-
fess the sources from which they have derived their
insx:;iration and their facts, Ilodorn scholarship, no
le33 than modern science, relies upon intuition and
imagination, but it demands that all "imaginings" be
subjacted vigorously to the process of verification
—*a doctrine which opengler regards as a distinctive
feature of a declining civili zation,3
Ji ami 3 sal of .Reas on. jut can any philosophy be
constructed or any laeaniaofi^l prophecy be delivered that
denies and e-icludes the factor of reason? Jhe absolute
reality of things cannot be learner, by merely living,
feeling, and relying on intuition, jiiiperieace and idea
cannot be separated nor can imagination and reason, A
siiiiple state of consciousness cannot recogiiize the v/hole
of re al i ty 00 33 rvat i 0 .1
,
examination, and intelligence
are also needed, ^^a relation between certain experiexice
and objects may be unconsciously felt, but one cannot
intuit the totality of the world, Lljre experience pre-
sents itself as an incomprehensible mass of sensations,
ilhesj sensations and our reactions and i...pr.j oo ions gain
meaning only inasmuch as reflective reason wori:s upon
them. But Spengler denies the rational method v/ith its
unjLfying conceptions. In its x^^^QQ P^it th; concep-
tions of intuition, iuch a^jproac^es may have certain
beauty about then, but they are exceedingly vague. .juch
an approac. o^^.i ..over bx'iiij^ au^ true realization unity
3 , lie V , 1 , o 9 d
,
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of law, of principle.
That Span^-lar had a "method, in his madneaa" in
"accepting the approach of iatuitioi and rejecting- that of
reason is evident \^hea one coiaes to "ei-iamine critically
ills philosophy, Mis philosophy, based as it is on an
elaooratG structure of, historical analo^-ies and compari-
sons, 'i:..presses one ^reatly, "But," sug^i^sts V/illiam
Harla-n Hale,
suppose some one should object, for example, to
open^-ler's preposterous dismissal of the lienaissance
as merely a minor eddy in the history of western-
cult ure --"mi nor " only because it obviously lacks any
analogous phenomenon in any culture of the past?
3pengler has, armored himself against any such
criticism, ne has denied tho value of all rationali
ty and scientific examination; one must proceed, he
says, by intuition, feeling, soul. He has "felt"
the -Renaissance thus; v/e bring historical proofs to
the contrary; but of course v;e do not register.
Causality, judgoeat, examination are to i^lay no part
in his theory,' He is not to be tested b," the stand-
;jifard3 of men, iie stands above us, he claims a
superior validity. His work is messianic, not scHol-
Jfarly. oo, while opengler can criticize all other
historians, no on-j can ef f e c ti v-j ly oritioize him.
And yet, is not nis tnaory too built up en books,
on relics, on studied evidences and scholarly frag-
ments of tho archae ol 0 . -i ci; t ' o past?^:
'
^'^y th-l.^al:in^- • li ov; no o j , mu on 1 e s o a p i x ^ o . ^ j
r
and an historian, can renounce re.^^son and dismiss ration-
Mi ty 'vithout ,?3ttl ng into rather serious di i -" i cul t i 3 s .
Such a ono v/ill certainly not v/rito phil o ^ u_i_w.y or ^.i^^'^jory
--at least not in the conventional sense, 3ays .< , x^.
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3t3wart: "L'o c-iua 3 -and-al'f e c t philosophy for him any
mora, hut a mystical belief in destiny; history to
''i'-'"' ?-l to the stars, lot to the belly of mani opo.i .-
lor Vj'j comas so metaphyoical and mystical in many oi his
conclusions that they lie in t .0 realm of faith where
t'-.
_
h i:?it'.3r
_
roved no:" refuted, 0 far
j_^siii^jLdr wandOi i.'xOJi L.iAe paoiiij o— re>j.oOti oauu o_^?3n3
himself to tx: :. criticism of jjeoa ,<hii.ple "o- ^rand poeti-
cal ^ - -'lEliinj? , = , , unbuttressed by any r ivid .
J, J. >..wii.yell comes to a siiuil^r conclusion;
I'his is my th-maicin^-; it is poetry. In uhe hands oi
ipen^j^ler it is massive and splendid poetry because
the structure of his thoujht is architecturally
magnificent, powerful in outline and beautiful in
derail, Jevertheless, it is a dream structure and
should not be take .1 for reali-ty.?
itrr.ctur.il ,'^al la.oi e 3
.
If "tall stories" be repea-
ted a sufficient number of times the,, come eventually to
be talzen for truth by '3.. j raconteur, ^ o_...-Li-ir process
seems to operate in tiio case of the thinker, .i<, dream
structure or idea comes to be mistaken for reality. This
fact, th J crux of Spengler'o logical difficulties, is
well -summar i ze 1 by Idward Shanks: "i/hat is necessary is
to distinguish between Jr, opengler's livi^^? idea and his
elevation of it to a complete and final
_^
..i _ sophy
,
5, xiev, 1.
6 , iie V , 1 , 4 ^ ,
?• Art, 1, f.o4,
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Spangler haa fallen into "the universal fallac;/," what
Bov/na^ oallad the "fallacy of ohe uxiiversal." ^icin to it
is the "fallacy ox abstraction." Jha essence ox ohese
structural fallacies "consist in overlooking urm trut-. of
metaphysical individualism and in mistaking class terms
for things or the classif.'ing processes of our thoujht
for the processes of reality."!'^ It iz necessary in
human thought to classify things and put them into cate-
gories lO-T convenience and easy reference. But v;hen one
regards these classifications as actual and real, he is
treading logical quicksand.
j?hat "Spengler has connitted these very orrors his
critics have not been slow in pointing out. 3,ev/is Ilum-
ford, while emphasizing thj need for general and class
terms, clearly states the latent d,.i.i_jr i .i ui. . i- i.^^^j,
unfortunately, all categories tend to become inde-
pendent and rigid in the mind of the thinker; and
3p angler's are no exception to this rule. His cul-
tures not merely have a separate existence; they
become insulated in j.is mind like islands separated
bj perilous seas.H
iluraford amplifies the criticism;
It is the same with Spengler's division between
Jestiny arid Causality, betv/eea nobility and priest-
hood. Country and City: the categories themselves
9. Borden p. Bowne --I'JK
1' h 3 0 r y of J o u gh t an d k n owled ge
Chapter g;i "oonie Btructural i^allacies .
"
Jo./ x'ori;; American Book Company, 189 7.
10. knudson, PP, 188f.
11. -i3V. 2, l''i9.
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aro cListinot, but in life, as oar:iuel Butler reminds
us, everything is mixed v/ith a little of the opxjosita
and if the mind is not continually tc stultify it-
self, it must become conscious of its owii native bias
and reintroduce gradation, intermixture, fluidity,
into all of its formal divisions. Spongier fails,
totally, to make this correction, . , , ( Categoric s )
are conveniences of thought but they have never
8:Kisted in actuality, ""/ithout interacting and re*»
spending to the ideas or conditions created by each
other,
. . , There are in life an infinite number of
gradations, although the necessities of speacfe,
thought, and action, compel us to ignore most of
them,
. . , oi^engler's crucial mistake is to ^farry
this fixed intellectual separation on to a heroic
plane of error, -^^
Chant and Joyce reach similar conclusions from the
standpoint of aathrox:)Ologi3 ts , stating open>-,ler'a main
thesis, tney conclude;
This QAOuld not be condemned off-hand on scientific
grounds, but the artificial simplification of the
past into the hard b/a^i^ck and white of such a picture
can never bear more than a relation of cousinship to
the carefully qualified gray of scientific truth, 13
'./aldo ?rank looks at Spengler through the medium
of Leibnitz, He sees Spengler' s cultures as laonads. ijach
has its own life and djath. Jach can out impede the
othe rs th er e is no i nt e r^De ne t rat i o n or mutual understan-
ding or cause and affect relationship, j'rank concludes;
iJow the trouble with these organisms is that they
are placed in vacuo. 'he are described as evelving
their destiny she erly out of themselves, without
relational struggle, drama, reaction, interference.
And yet they are aiso describod as having the nature
of biologic organisms: i.e., they have youth, maturi-
ty, old age; they hc-ve a specific life span. But no
organisms known to man exist in t::is utter isolation.
One and all, they arise from other organisms like
1;^, Ibid., 140.
12. Art. 1, 766,
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them, tha^ live in a continuum of interaction with
other or^^anisms liice them, they ^ive birth before
death or in death to other organisms like them. j?he
Culture -organisms of ix'Q-iolQ^ not seem to be real-
ly alive: tr.ay are mere synthetic constructions of
the autiior.l*^
A few pages on in the same article ij^ranic further writes;
'2he Culture-organism is a notion abstracted from
human life. It i^ an abstraction. And abstractions
are needed for intellectual worK, ... 'Jha danger
rises when we forgot that abstractions are of use
qua abstractions.
Indeed, the idea of the periodic rise and fall of
man is probably an abstraction. Yet it is justified
so long as v/e employ it either to criticize the past
or envisage a greater future. 3oth of these acts re-
q^uire the analytic method: ^nd anal:"3i3 is_ abstrac-
tion. ^5
Deductive lie t hod . Still c o iS i de r i n the '^^^ odolog-j'
that v;ould eventuate in such a pr.ilosophy as Spen^ier^s
v/e come to t:ie conclusion that at bottom it rests on a i
repudiation of the inductive method. In j^:assing this
\
judgment the author is in harmony with the majority of
critics, There are some atau ich defenders of Jpengler
who insist tr.at his ph i lo c; l
_^;.-y
... does not rest on deductive logic; its author
came to his conclusions only after an extensive
study of the facts and di t not manipulate his mate-
rial to suit his priv te preconceptions
.
But a philosopher v; ^.o
,
c ontemp tuo suly dismisses reason and
who in his own investigation insists upon iiituition as
the only valid method of investigation would h^irdly be
l^x. ^i^Jv. 1,
15. ibil,,.
16 . xi.non.
,
,
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on- to "ccmg to his coaclusions onlj aj'tor an extensive
stud^; 0- ZiiQ -'acts," .tao-^i-' _^ „^ _ o j ^ j..-
ri^id inductive method proceeding; from scientific obaer-
vation substitutos for it a method of intuitive in-
duction, ti.eory that id arrived at this method is
applied to the actual historical happenings, 'fhou^'h
Spengler disparages reason and rational procedure of an;^^
kind, tho testing of his theory in one presence 02. the
various bodies of facts constitutes a process of verifi-
cation. The deductive method is used b^ all scientists:
and against its usage v/ithin prescribed limito nothing
can be said. If theory and fact fit together in the grea";
-aajorit:- cases without any viol^^nc^ being done to the
latter, it v/ould appear that th'' tneory v/as rjasonable
and that a case could be made for it,
s elected Ja t
a
. .^11 historians 'lust croooD certain
facts ana omit otaers, axid, in this iic,nt, all aistory-
writing must bo viewed as something of an art. .jut when
an historian selects only tnose facts v/hic.^ bear out his
ov/n conclusions of v;hat history must be and ignores from
consideration those which seemingly contradict his i^re-
ccnceived sche;ae
,
t:. resulting product is apt to differ
radically from the original reality. ^nd here a word
from Hale is important,
xhe whole use of selectea ..xstorical data to prove a
universal thesis is a dangerous business; it may act
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as a boomerang. Its force lies in the first impres-
sion; one is surprised, intoxicated, carried away
by the revelation of hitherto unsuspected relation-
ships. And the comparison or jui^taposi ti on of facts
alv/ays carries apparent clarity and strength. But
when" one begins to go from t::3 facts he has mention-
ed' to those he has not, then the jos^ousness may
pass 17
We may illustrate this accusation by a specific example,
Duri n ; thG cour'se of our p rese ntt? t i on 3;^:e n^:ler ' s asser-
tion Giiat tne Classical Culture is static and li ited to
the "here and nov/" has been frequently noted, ipen^^ler
introduces a vast array of data that ap ijare n tly validates
his conclusions. But open^jler has ignored such Classical
modes of perpetuation as tx^e Grreak epita^^h, the Grreek
tombstone^, the ex^heoic oath, the' cult of the vestals,
and the reconstruction of temple sites, uox does ij^.eng-
ler mention that Ilenophanes observed fossil fish and drew
correct inferences as to the rise and fall of the land in
ages past, Parmonides was greatly concerned with the
vast promises of "Becoming," Pythagoras regarded the
circle as perfect as never endiu^, ^^lato's chief problem
was to prove the er.istence of eternal heavenly patterns,
and Zeno was interested in infinite divisibility,
? 3 fallacy oi ipenglor^s assertion that the Greek^
possessed bo idea of ti.ne is best shown in a lengthy
article b:' Herman Hausheer on "Plato's Conception of the
17, CJ, i:.f.
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•
-B'uture as Opposed to Spengler's," In it he attempts to
prove that
Plato had not only a general notion of the future;
hut ha assigned diverse raeanin^ to the coneept. . , ,
1, as an unspeoifio Liode of time, E, as a mode of
technical iiapr ovements , i3,as a mode of organic
evolution, 4. as a mode of
,
physical chranology, I;, as
a mode of pnysical growth, 6. as a mode of moral
evolution, 7, as a mode of intellectual development,
and 6, as a mode of political pr o^re ss , -^^
After examining each one of these concepts carefully and
in comparison with Spengler's o./a statements, Hausheer
conclude s:
It follows from the above considerations that
Spengler's flat assertion of the .jreeks not posses-
sing any sense of time and future is invalid in its
major contentions, and that his ov/n viev/s are a
direct modern extension of the Heraclitean, and in
part, of the Platonic conception of ti::ie.l9
V/arpin. ..x^^or:", liot o.il.- ..u^ J.^jiigler, as
we have -already shov/n, do violence to trut" " o:.;ittin_:
those facts which do not fit into his scheme hut siome-
tiraes the facts th uioj^v to suffer.
our specific example to the .^rabian Culture, the probl ims
of which occupy od qu.arter O"^" the second volTi.ne of
there wis so little coincidence betv/ee.. theory and fact
that a new theory of pseudomorphosi s had to be foriaulated
to cover tr..' c-^e i.i ^aescion, Pseudo..:0-'pi.ociio is ci term
18
. Art . 1 , ^ jih .
19. Ibid., 224.
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us3d in mineralology to describe x^rocaas by Vifhich the
rainsrals a^-'b; dad i i a roc'': stri-.tnTn ara "•.'a3'"!9d out, and
Yolcaiic arup 0 i 0 -IS cuuaa uhaso ollowo 1:0 o-j liiiea
other materials. 'J^hase new materials often assume dia-
tor "'"rms and shapes. Speg^-ler adopts t'- is f \ _''^_re tc
explain uhe "accidents" that have entered into uiiu x-oaxu
of ory and which threaten to destroy his schOLie of
"•^ devolopment,
3y the terra "historical pseudomorphosis" I propose
to designate those cases in which an older alien
Culture lias so masoively ovor the land that a young
Culture, horn in triis land, cann:t get its breath
and fails not only to achieve pure and specific
expression-forms, but even to dev^loj) full;' i^s ov/n
3elf-consciou3ne3S,20
Such a prooedure seems to warrant the criticism of Uuraford
who accuse- ^--^ o£ "op: . ... Dojecti-j roof
He maiies up axd iii)ry and science as he ^oas alon^. "-^
I'nis danger in opengler v/au suggested by Uumiord i
earlier raviaw.
Once one generalizes the facts of history into a
finished pictmre, one ru: 3 the risk of delivering
further ga ne ral i zat i 0 PiS by a Caesarian operation, at
the sacrifice of the facts that bora them. 22
l^eturning to our
-o ns i der at i on of the Arabian Cul-
ture we discover ...a'j j_^j-.i^jler .-OxCJd to a^^..ii ^
history has made mistakes in the past. "I'he Pseudomor-
phosis began with Actium; there it should havo boan Antony
•
20. ipengler, DW, Vol. II, 189.
21. -iev. 3, 104.
22. :^.-jv. 1, 36 8.

who v/y i. M 2 . "Should" 30
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ipoa^ler^a thesis raight be
proTen. o-on^ler ia facid with tho same problem that con
frcaujo. .vu^uo ti ii.3— that oi c o:;j1; i ui j ^ ''ace i .-ant " u.id " .iutu
ral'' dev^lopmont. In Spengler'a case, to bring together
the "accident" of historical facts and the "natiiro,!"
scaeiae o:. niz u.-u ..le tax^hys icai theory, i j -oj.cjc.. to
assert that history may be "false or artificial." "ji^also
or artificial" because it does not fit in v/ith the pre-
conoeived notions of his theory, i.'ow such a process is
neither philosophy nor history. It is the logical result
of an investigator who rejects rationality and inductive
reasoning and who, with an intuitive insight ox the pro-
cess of history, builds dr')am structures that are assertec
to be real an 1 for j foundations of which selected and
chiseled stones are chosen. I'he whole argument seems to
point to a man who is interested in proving a. theory
rathoT """'^an in discovering truth, Teggart v/ell-summari zes
this basic inconsistency in 3pengler,
Spengler makes use of materials, in themselves of
great interest, derived from recent authorities, but
on the basis of these materials he strives by every
artifice of assertion, to uphold a theory which the
enumerated facts disprove. Is it not to be v/ondered
at, then, that :;.e i should be per plexed and skeptical
wnen confronted with such a distortion of rational
procedure? What the facts adducod by jpougler snow
is tr.at the 'Arabian Culture' was the product of a
'native' culture subjected to a succession of in-
trusive cultural influences. Had he examined the
facts v/ith the intent of finding an hypothesis, in-
23. Spengler, _jW, Vol. II, 1^1.
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ataad of i.-iposirif^ upon them his ov;n 'intuitive'
plaaatiou, he would have discovered tnat humaii ad-
vancement has been due to 'contact,' not to 'devGlop-
iiient'--but then "jecliae of the ..eat" should, n^ver
..ave been written, ^4
Sub je c tiv i sm . It must be i^-r^nx,ed. that it is vir-
tu^^^y i...possible to bo absolutely objective in -istor^;--
that the writing, of history involves certain subjective
and personal attitudes. 3ut Speagler carriss the sub-
jective approac:: to an 3:ctreme. l.iu, entire method re-
volves about a p-jrsoaal standard. Often "the less he
knows about the particular phase of ni story with which he
is deaxi.ig tne more utterly arbitrary and accidental does
his classification become, "25 Spengler lacks information
concerning nany of the e':'Oc"*':S O'^-' history, but on the
baois 01' iiis ov/.i s oanaa- xi j \r± Ly 6 tho iiiotor^; of the
period as it v/ili bo, was, or should have been, The in-
adequacy of his data and t ho c onse c;ue nt ir^l weakness of
his v^hole j^e ne rtwli ije ^ syot^^m is soresseo. b^. .jaaii.-S,
Vie have here the remarkable spocuatole of a botaniat
magisterially formulating a law of the life and
growth 0. plants on ^he strength of nine specimens,
thr'je or four of v/hich he has seen only through
field glaiasea, one of which was accidentally sown
in a cellar -and another of which has only burst
the seed case.^G
Internal Contradictions . Jefore x^assing on to a
consideration of t .e practical v/eaknesses of opengler's
p ilosophy some of his theoretical contradictions must be
24, .'.ov. 1, 59 9.
S5. Anon,, l^he ::3V/ .itatesman
,
27^19260,
26. liev. 2,
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notad. 'i?h8 first of those is suggestsd b:; an anonvmous
English raviov/er who sees as t h i fundamental defect in Dr,
3pen_lor'3 >:;/otgm the fact
. . .
that its conclusions stand in amazing contra-
dictions to its premises. It is put forward' as "the
philosophy of the future. . . . the only philosophy
which is v/ithin the possio ili tie s of the West-jiuro-
pean mind, in its next stages," So this '.7est-
j]uropean mind, whose outstanding q^uality is its
emancipation from the viforld of sense, its concen-
tration on all possihlo relationships, its pursuit
of the infinite, is to "be summed up in one philosophy
and that philosophy rigidly daterminist, 27
A sicond consideration, of a more tr.eoretical
.i:u,L,Lt-o, ij tuau .."i-il.j o_j^oat^xjr denies "i-.e j oluts ne s s of
any idea or truth and declares the world to be one of
eternal flu::, he "bases his v/hole philoso;^-^:Ty upon the
ab 3 olutie ne s o oz one assumption-- t::o lu'.'J o~ kiorjji.oi j^y .
otill another contradiction has been pointed out
by Hale,
-'he philosophy scorns all mechanism and materialism,
and sees each culture as the product of one thin^
only: of the soul of man awakening from the sur-
rounding chaos. 3ut this vaunted all-productive
soul actually produces nothing, since, as we have
seen, it becomes completely distinguished after
every short period, Jhe cul'iures and their souIg,
disappear, but the world goes on, a mechanical pro-
cess, a wholly material thing. 3oul culminates in
soullessness,^8
Again 3pengler insists t at no heritage is left by
any of the separate cultures. ;e tells iis that their
meaning can never b-s at'.aine l by anyone outside of them.
27. ^non. , Lon d on 'fimes, ( Literary Juppleraent),
December iij, 19E6, 942.
2o. i.ale, Qj, 1.5.
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ilvan history itsQlf is poworlass to revoal thsir soul.
But .Spanglar's whole ..hilosophy is hr-s^d on his profou;id
beli-af tx.at ne oaii uude rs taou. bx.o vor^/ soul -mo an i ii^ of al
of the Gulturos despite tha barriers oi tima and space,
HQ first denies th-it .ve can "ever penetrate ixito the
Classical, uag^jian, or ladiaa soul and miaa aua ^aen
builds a towering philosophy v/hich is baoea compleoely on
his ability/ to pienetrate into the essence of th'.'se aliezi
cultures,
III. Px^AC'^IGAL HESUL:?3
3e la t i Yi sm. '.Vj turn now from a criticism of
Spangler's methodology to an examination of some of the
end -products of his svstam. The first of tr.eso are his
relativism -,nd pluralism v;hich, if carried to their e::-
tremes, aventuata in skepticism and solipsism, Spengler
attributes to each cultur - :uclid3a-'i c omple te noss .
He has it that aach culture possesses its own mathematic,
its o\/n art, its ovja form of the state, etc. as his ^jrit
isn i nt tjrpre t ers say, "a11 ideas that matter, all feeling^
that have vitality, all oruths, ev^n when apparently eter
nal , are relative only to tneir period u,ud must bo judged
as such."^^ 3pon^ler axso insists tnat other cultures
can scarcely comprehend much less assimilate taese id-aas.
ioldard and iib uons, JC, id9
,
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All of which cau38a Mumford to remark: "Ha writes as
though the difference between Apollinian and Faustian maa
were a difference of species, instead of what it really
is, a difference of mode, "30
Pluralism . William Benjamin Smith points clearly
to a danger that here confronts Spengler, . • 3y over
accent he is tempted to fall into unfortunate Pluralism
and to lose hold of the Oneness of the world. . . ,"31
But Spengler seems to utilize a basic monism in his
thought. He never does tell us why, if each culture is
so unique and so radically different from all others,
there exists such a strict analogy in the forms, seasons,
and life-spands of all of them. If Spengler' s long drawn
out series of analogies, oomparisoas, and contrasts have
any meaning at all, must it not be because there is some
deeper unity underlying the cultures themselves? It must
be granted that the human spirit takes forms and that
these forms die. But the human spirit is the constant,
and philosophy cannot abstract its various forms and mani
festations from each other.
Spengler, as we have stated before, denies inter-
relation between the cultures. I'he consequences of such
a denial for Carl Joachim ?riedrich makes up a serious
criticism to be passed on Spengler,
30. dev. 1, 368.
31. Art. 1, 611.
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The moat sarious criticism wr.ich Spsngler' s thought
hag encountered centers around the problem of the
relationship between "cultures." For if, as he
maintains, these growths are entirely unrelated ao
far as their essential forming processes are con-
cerned, the same might with equal justification be
maintained for the group souls contained within a
Liulture. in fact, this process of isolation on the
basis of genuine "souls" and their organic life
might (and perhaps philosophically musoj be logical-
ly pushed to the point of complete individualistic
solipsism. 2^
Inadequate Concept of Society
.
Spengler's rela-
tivism and pluralism can both find a basis in the fact
that he does pay adequate attention to the concept of
society. It must be granted that even individuals can
build up ti'^ie and space worlds which have no existence
apart from the selves that construct them. But how can
the tirae and space uniformities of the symbolic world,
the Laws of Nature, be explained? Is it not because man
is a "variable constant?" Cultures cannot be regarded as
"being spontaneously generated. Every community owes its
culture to some other community. "To separate them from
one another, as it v/ere in watertight compartments, is
quite arbitrary. To consider the cultures of different
races in isolation is a mere abstraction,
. ,
,"33 a
philosophy of history cannot be content with considering
the various cultures as separate entities. A true per-
spective of history can be secured only by considering
32. .^ev. 1.
33. Ghant and Joyce, Art. 1, 766.
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mankind, as a v/hole. A nobler edifice of history can be
erected than that based on a series of independent nation
al cultures. All of the cultural achievements of the
world cannot be confined to some eight to twelve culture-
peoples each of whom are responsible for a complete and
independent civilization. Such a scheme of history makes
little place for cultural interaction and admixture or
for the cooperation of several peoples in a single
civili zat ion.
In the place of the isolated cultures of Spongier,
Willia.ii Benjamin Smitn sets the idea oi the "Communal
Soul."
'j?h9 fact is that tne great Symbol is social as
wall as Individual. The Cons "cruct ive Souls are
fundamentally one both at any given mom=int of time
and througn the long stretches of human and even
planetary history. iSach is a wavelet of the One
universal wave. The individual hu;aaa consciousness
is not the final form to which uonaciousness may
attain, x'he LJomnunal Consciousness Divine lies far
ahead on the path that we are all stumbling along,
it is the goal of histc;ry, if there is any goal, if
we are not whirled on forever in an endless, unmean-
ing circle.
. . . Only in this Gummunal Conscious-
ness, germinal as yet, lies the eternity even of
mathematical truth, the meaning of morality and
sympathy and love, as well as the promise and the
potency of "the parliament of man, the federation of
the world. "^'^
A mere formula for the life cycle of individual
peoples is not enough. The laws of cultural interaction
must also be understood, using Spenglerian terminology.
34. Art, 1. 618,
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the last period of a cul ture -cycle
,
Civilization, is the
time at v/hich that civilization is most open to external
influence. Seen thus the .^oman-ne llenistic period was
not so much aa era of decay as it was of syncretism.
During those centuries the influences of the liast and V/es^
flowed together to form practically a new civilization.
When the two streams again separated it was with a pro-
found influence upon the future. The culture of the ^ast,
Islam, carried on the philosophy of Aristotle while the
West took unto itself profound truths of the religion of
the Levant. Aristotle and (ialen went to India v/ith the
Moslems and to Scotland and Scandinavia v/ith the Chris-
tians, Roman law alil-ie lived on in the medieval canonist^
and the ulema of islam. The tradition of Israel was pre-
served both in the x^oran and in the Christian 3ible. wad
Spengler but been a greater student of sociology he would
have realized that cultures ar-o not so much the result of
development as they are of interaction.
Inadequa te Concept of ^a n. i^ot only does Spengler
have an inadequate conception of society, but his view of
man is also to be criticized. Doubtless there is consid-
erable truth in Spengler- s portrayal of man as a beast of
pray. The fact of wars; of racial, religious, and class
conflicts; of shortsightedness and Itvity; of supersti-
r.
1!
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tions and follies; of animal appetities and criminal
tendencies all seem to point to Slangier' s conclusion.
But these facts are not the whole story.
kan is cruel and selfish; but do these traits accoun"^
for the family, the tribe, the state, the nation,
the international organizations mail has called into
being? Llan is selfish, yet his benevolence is a
reality to be seen on every side. I.Ian is solitary,
in a sense, but he is also gregarious and social.
He seeks the companionship of his fellcv/s in a hun-
dred ways, through clubs, lodges, churches, political,
parties, groups, unions, what not, Man fights, but
he also cooperates. He kills, but he also saves,
lie has passions, but among them is a passion for
truth, the passion for righteousness, ne is vain
and egotistical, but he goes to the stake for his
ideas, and these ideas are often abstract and
general. 2^
Can' man be envisaged as a thorough beast of prey
in a world which has a place for peace movements, world
parliaments, and world tribunals? inhere there a.re v;orld
campaigns against white slavery, habit forming, drugs,
peonage, and dreaded diseases? Where armament reduction
and li-iiitation treaties, war renunciation pacoS, arbi-
tration and conciliation agoncies exist? Where oapi tali sij]
i«r being challenged; old econamic doctrines being revised
laws being. adjusted; the aged, women and children being
cared for; cooperative organizations being extended; mo^
;e?)Olies bein^ controlled; public ulilities being regulated
conservation movements being fostered; the redistribution
of wealth being attempted; and reform movements in general
35. Yarros, .iev. 1
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are lookerl upon with favor?
Da termini sm
.
Continuing a stud;/ of tho results of
Spengler's philosophy that have a more personal connota-
tion, we turn next to his determinism. His English in-
terpreters, Messrs. Goddard and Gibbon, tell us:
¥/e have to admit then--and why fuss about thd ad-
mission? --tha t we are not entirely free beings, that
according to the epoch in which we are born will be
our capacities and our ambitions I if we have any),
that we are to some extent puppets in the hands of
something beyond ana above us, v/hether we call it
fate or the Immanent Intent; this evea the greatest
have felt, assuming that something other than they
was working in and through them, What we have to do
is to accept these limitations and do our best with-
in those bounds. 36
Again,
We have to believe that a civilization is an organ-
ism like other organisms, that its course is pre-
determined. , . . V/e are part of a greater v;hole
which lies within the hands of powers greater than
ourselves to raise or cast down. 37
All past cultures according to Spengler have followed a
definite cycle eventuating in a downfall. xieasoning on a
"what has-been will-be" basis our future is mapped out
for us, and we are but to play our parts in the inevitably
outcome of the drama of destiny. In the final days of
our civilization the problem of determinism will crop up
more and more, but it can be finally solved only by a
resort to mysticism or a failure of interest in it.
An answer to this oyclic determinism of Spengler
36. CG, 2af,
37. Ibid. , 214.
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is suggested by P. G. 3. Schiller.
It is true, no doubt, that nations and civilizations
rise and fall, but that they all do so may be a
series of coincidences, and due to different causes
in each case. And even if the same causes do oper-
ate in all cases they need not be anything recondite;
the decline and fall of a civilization may alv/ays be
due to human stupidity and to a reiteration of the
same fatal blunders, rather than to the blind neces-
sity tf an inexorable "law." We should reckon more-
over v/ith the possibility that the cosmic "cycles"
are really spirals and v/ith the irreversibility of
all cosmic processes, v/hile allov/ance must also be
made for the fact that, as we have seen, no "law"
can provide for or guard against the intrusion of
real novelties, the "accidental variations" to which
even mechanistic Darwinism has to trace back the up-
ward urge of " e volut i on . " 38
Spengler in his "Introduction" says:
And I can only hopi that men of the new generation
may be moved by this book to devote themselves to
technics insteaa of lyrics, the sea instead of tho
paint-brush, and politics instead of epi stemol ogy , 39
It is as if Spengler wanted to see his hypothesis prag-
matically justified. opengler's tasi. throughout his work
is a practical o^e. ne v/ishes to plot out i-he descending
curve of V/estern Civilization so as to impress upon the
present generation the crisis through v/hich it is passing
and the true tas^: that lies before it, x'here is in speng-
ler' s view no need for artists, philosophers, and poets.
There remains only the practical task of conserving in
these realms. What is needed in this and coming ages are
men of "Roman hardness," engineers, financiers, and or-
38 . Ibid. , xiiif.
39. Spengler, DV/, (STol. I, 41.
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ganizers. We are destined by "birth to a particular cen-
tury, country, people, religion, and class.
It is riot
destiny
se Ive s
•
and actions,
as the
to
This
adapt our-
_
within our power to choose,
is something to v/hic^ we have
It dooms us to
ihere are no "me n-in-themselve s" such
philosophers talk ahout, but only men of a
certain situations, views
9
tirad , of a locality, of a race, of a personal cast,
who contend in battle v/ith a give n world and v/in
through or fail, while the universe around them
moves slowly on with a god-like unconcern. 40
IThe most bitter answer to the whole Si^engleriaa
cycle of determinism cornes from Y/illiam narlan Hala,
ipangler is not merely a determinist, a fatalist,
he is a conscious and deliberate opponent of human
principles; he represents something ultimately iieph-
istophelian. ... In Spenglerian theory the deads
of man are c reative --yes, indeed; the doul is the
genosis of all things. jut the whole movement of
creation is toward decay: each deed, instead of
being the fulfillment of a possibility, is the elimi4
nation of one. I'hat is, since the cycle of culture
is predestined and automatic, each work of art, each
discovery of science, each summary of philosophy, is
merely an automatic step further away from the prim-
itive soul to thj decaying intellect. . . . Each
progressive fact of life in a culture is negative in
that it leads inevitably and irreversibly toward the
quick death of that culture and ti:e unredeemable
extinction of its soul. Each great creative act is
a step into creative death; a culture asserts it-
self chiefly to destroy itself.
... The effect of every deed reaches toward
d^ath: the act of advance or progress is the move
, into decay. I'he more deeds there are--the more there
is written and thought and painted and played--the
faster will come the complete collapse. As Kobinsou
Jeffers said ... "You making haste haste on decay.
The more you do the quicker «^ou become undone. Wnat
then? The only rational ansv/er would be, Do iiothing.
40. Spenglar, UT, 15f.
41. GD, 159ff.
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A less passionata reply is suii^gested by William
I^athansoa. He begins by reminding his readers that thougli
Spengler discards causality from the affairs of human life
|ae substitutes dastin»j in its place, i'hough Hathanson
accepts the Spenglarian distinction betv/een causality and
destiny, he regards it iopossible to predict with posi-
tive certainty the future of a nation or nations. i,xOviag
on to a positive argument, he finds the only alternative
to causality to be the liergsonian view of creative evolu-
tion. He agrees with Bergson in holding that though the
entire past is an influence and guide, it by no means
determines the future. The future does not simply evolve
out of the past, but it is being eternally created by the
universal spirit. Seen thus, the present dubious state
of affairs is a cause of our destruction rataer than a
symptom of it.' This destruction is not unavoidable.
V/here there is life there is hope; and still more
hope is there v/here there is spirit. Life, and above
all, spirit, in its innermost esaenca, due to its
creative power v/orks by destini^ and wisdom, and not
by cause and effect. The slightest spiritual effort,
therefore, the slightest real spiritual willing,
planning, and deciding, may create an entirely new
chain of causes and effects that the human mind,
especially in its off-shoot known as logic, will
formulate into new laws, and thus aunul all previous
determinations and predeterminations. ^2
Pessimism
.
growing out of Spengler' s determinism
and closely linked with it is a deep mood of pessimism.
42. Ilathanson, Art. 1, 574f.
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Again for a description we tur^i to Kale.
Western man--whOGe deepest essence, according to
Spengler, is typified by the striving and straining
of Jj'au3t--suddenly must deny his entire soul, go
"back on his v/hole development, and surrender all the
spirit which he held most cherished.
This is his last word, ... He ends ... "by
plunging us into a confusion far greater than any
from which he may have lifted us, Y/e must renounce-*
not our too proud emotions, but our entire v/ill to
do and to create. Wa must submit--not to laws of
man and order anu. society, but to the blind unac-
coui.table cycls of mechanical nature, \iQ must die--
uot in the atLem^jt to fulfill our great and tragic
ambitions, but in the blank necedSity of decay, ^3
However, pessimism is denied by Spengler, Hather
we should accept the inevitable and embrace our destiny.
Such procedure is the mark of highest wisdom. Though we
are in the winter of our Culture there is yet much to do.
Creative art is finished, but industry and the practical
taaks of administration remain. 3y cultivating a Roman
hardness we may retain our civilization on a relatively
high level for centuries, j3y consciously accepting a
tragic destiny witl- all of its implications and possibili-
ties we may rise to thi most complete affirmation of life
that is possible.
Speogler himself complained of "the almost univer-
sal misunderstanding" of his book. A good part of this
he attributed to the title, "Some people confound the
decline of the ancient world with the sinkin;5; of an ocean
liner. If we apeak of fulfillment ( Vollendung j , the
43. CD, 161f.
1
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pessimism disappears, "'^'^ Speagler goes on at length to
analyze his meaning.
When in 1911, ui.der the impression of Agadir, I dis-
covered my "pessimism," an uniiagi native optimism
lay heavy on the world. To-day I would choose an-
other formula to attiacl: the equally unimaginative
pessimism. I am the last person to dispose of his-
tory in a phrase. On the other hand, as regards
v/hat is called the goal of mankind, I am indeed a
T^essiraist. I see no progress, no goal. I see no
spirit, and ever less a unity of striving, feeling,
and understanding in this mere concourse of human
beings. I sea only aim within the history of a givsii
cycle. And here, too, the tasks are historical, not
ethical. That is only pessiL.ism to the man who re-
gards history as a highroad on which humanity trots
along, alv/ays in the same direction. I am no pes-
simist. Pessimism means seeing no more tasks to
fulfill, whereas I see so many that I fear that
there will not be enough time or men to perform them,,
A Roman hardness is beginning, anl soon there v/ill
be room for nothing else. .Ve shall not make another
(i-oethe, out we may yet make a Caesar, 45
Ralph Tyler Fleweiling mitigates the pDSSimism of
Spengler by denying any real decline.
In a cyclic concept of history, decline is oaly
apparent as it portends an early rise. un such a
consideration the..e could be no real decline, only a
returning cycle incapable of real change. Disaster
in such a case is only apparent. It is this reali-
sation that accounts for what is sometimes called
oriental stolidity. Rise and decline are robbed of
their meaning, 46
However, if language and the meaning of words are to have
any validity at all, the charge of pessimism must stand
against ipangler. If we were to accept Spengler' s philoS-
jTophy and with it a garbled and changed system of word-
44. Gooch, G, 333.
Ibid
. ,
333f. ^'rom Pessimismus ? , Publ. 1921.
46. "FTewelling, DW, 23.
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meanings, we might be able to visualize his philosophy as
being something other than pessimism. iiut v;riting from a
non-Spenglerian point of view and retaining the conven-
tional meanings (bf words the charge of pessimism must
stick. As to riewelling's suggestion, it seems to have a
tinge of philosophic Pollyannaism about it,
j£thical and Spir it ual Implications. The ethical,
religious, and spiritual dangers manifest in a philosophy
such as Spengler's are manifest. xieligious faitr. is but a
manifestation of culture. A man striving to find his God
is merely seeking to escape from a life oi' freedom back
into one of vegetal servitude. Ideals are cov/ardioe.
Pride in achievements of the age are but shallow enthu-
siasms. Skepticism is tha last worthy philosophy of our
age. We conclude with nihilism.
The philosophy of doom avoids the rational . . .
and it avoids the human. It denies the continuity
of deed, matter, and law. it casts out the enduring
fact of human v;ill, energy, man's onward thrust.
All that it holds as true is the isolation of moments
and the cessation of activity. Starting from the
biological plan of individual life, it ends by re-
fusing any biology of the life beyond mere individ-
uals, rJeginning with the enthronement of the soul,
it concludes with the overthrow of the soul's en-
durance ,47
Spengler's philosophy suggests an attitude of re-
signation, a contentment with the brutish forces dominant
in life, a refusal to humanize the contents of existence.
47. Hale, CJ, 162.
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He calls us to action without thought and to civilization
without cultural form,
iilvery writer who becomes a hac^:, every industrialist
who becomes a mere money-maker, every politician v;ho
permits chicane and stupidity and false motives to
pile up the explosives for another v/ar, every trade-
unionist v/ho betrays his class--eacii and all of these
will find their apology in Spengler, . . • I'he local
and immediate effect of apengler's history is likely
to be a bad one, in that it v/ill . increase the number
of spiritual suicides in our ge neration, '^Q
As yet man has happily failed to read the future. It
would be deplorable if men by doing so would persuade
themselves that ours is a decadent period, and that there-
fore they should conduct themselves as a decadent people.
I
48. Mumford, l^ev. 2, 141.
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CHAPT3H VI
COHCLUSIOiJ
We have covered considerable ground in our study
of Spengler. In an introductory ehapter we viewed the
general field of philosophy of hiSDory, selected the par-
ticular aspect we were to direct our attention to, and
became acquainted with Spengler, In a second chapter we
launchad into his intricate metaphysical theory and soughl
to gain a basis for our study of the actual history. In
a third chapter we opened up the realms of past history
and studied at some length Spengler' s interpretation of
the intellectual, cultural, and political aspects. A
fourth chapter brought our historical attention into our
own day and projected it into the future in an effort to
foresee the workings of destiny. In a fifth chapter we
subjected Spengler to a critical test--a criticism that
was not always sympathetic or appreciative. We found him
failing in many regards, but yet we could not help but be
impressed by the feeling that here embedded in this Ti-
t/an's philosophy was a message for our age. In this
final chapter we seek to discover that mes3agQ--to find
the truth in Spengler' s philosophy.
The Personal liquation. The -personal equation must
be considered as an integral factor in any scheme of his-
toric decline and deoay, Wa have suggested tnat Spengler
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apparently wrote v/ith a practical end in view and as if
he wished to see his hypothesis pragmatically justified.
But can we not with our modern and unique historical
sense keep from sin/iing into the living death of megalo-
politan civilization? Spengler perhaps may be right when
he says that we near the end of our civilization, Even
such a present day optimist as John Dewey admits that
it is of course, conceivable that the present culture
is to collapse; in its present economic form it
surely will in time--and probably with only a fev/ to
mourn it. But the total destruction , , , of all
factors in civilization will occur only if all the
rest of us--from levity and routine rather than from
a sense of tragedy--agree with Spengler that human
desire and thought are impotent. It does not help
to say that we are completely in the grip of an over*
whelming cosmic force, when in reality we are faced
with the problem of what we are to do with a tool v;e
have ourselves created.
1
If modern man has reached the abyss can he not by
virtue of his infinite view ask, "V/here do vi^e go from
here?" He will not be easily convinced by "only" argu-
ments and "only" v/ays out. x'he philosophy of pragmatism
and the factor of personality are too powerful to be so
easily dissuaded, Leon "Whipple characteristically ex-
presses it,
"So," we say, "that's the v/orst, xhat^s hundred per
cent, V/ell, where do we go from here?" It would be
just like i'austian Lan, assigned by Spengler to die
without hope, like a xloman Stoic and a ^^erman aris-
tocrat, to get bored v/ith the job and nonchalently
ask Fellow-Stoic Spengler for a light for his cigar-
ette to pass the ti:ne of night till doom struck. The
1, ..ev. 1, 582,
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light might show him a crevice in the blank v/all and
presently he'd be puttering in his fool v/ay , and
find t he v/ay out .^
Ancient and luodorn Civilizatio ns . VTe cannot be-
lieve that Western civilization has already lost its
creative power, and that therefore it is doomed to stag-
nation and petrifaction. I'he analogies drawn between
modern Western culture and those of the ancient Orient,
while often revelatory and thought-provoking, cannot be
taken as absolute truth or as due to God-given prophetic
insight. Too great differences exist between the ijlast
and the V/est to permit the drawing of such strict paral-
lels. The culture and the civilization reached by the
iVest are, despite all that Spengler says, of a greater
calibre and a higher nobility than those hitherto attained.
May not the '.Vest by virtue of these pass on to something
even greater and nobler? V/hy cannot another culture grow
up anew in tha midst of V/estern Civilization?
The curse of all previous final states is that they
have been replaced by vigorous but abject barbarisms.
May we not, perhaj^s for the first ti.ie, make the
transposition consciously, from a finished civiliza-
tion to a new and budding culture? kay we not retain
a little of our painfully acquired techniq^ue, wnilst
we renew the life, v/ithout which that technique is
so empty and sterile?"^
The difference between ancient and modern civiliza-
tions is 30 important that it warrants further discussion.
The most distinctive characteristic- of modern civilization
2. .{QY. 1, 48.
3. Uumford, dev, 1, 369.
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is that it is an age of applied science. 3y means of
science and its technique Western man has "been able to
render the modern world well-nigh spaceless and ti.;eless--r
at least to the extent that the time schedules of the past
can no longer be applied to the present age, The civili-
zations of the past have decayed often because of their
predatory nature. The only means by which their cultures
could be maintained was b:; an unjust dependence upon
those who shared not in their benefits. The v/orld has
ever been built upon false economic and moral forces that
were inherently unjust and hcince rendered precarious all
civilizations tiiat embodied them. i.iodern industrial prob-'
lems have had their counterparts in tne savag^e raid and
slavery of past civilizations.
Modern civilization can escape its Winter by the ap-
plication to social and political life of that same
intelligence which in the physical sciences is en-
abling us to escape from the routine limitations of
narrowed confines in ti..ie as well as space, which
are the two fundamental bases of life itself. The
failure of analogies grows apparent when one looks
forward mindful of these possibilities already dawn-
ing in what may be the first real springtime of
civilization after all.
There is, therefore, anotnex- perspective than that
of Spongier, which sees the present moment not as
the end of a process but as the first beginning of
the passing of barbaric life."^
Tv/o Modea of Salvatio n. Attempts to save the pre*-
/ent Western civilization may take tv/o avenues of approach.
4. Shotwell, .irt, 1, 28 7.
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The application of "that same intelligence" to our modern
political and social life may be in the nature of purely
mechanical action in v/hico "we work somehow on the mate-
rial v/orld" ao as to prevent decline. i.^essrs. Goddard
and Gibbons, thiniiing in terms of openglerian organisms,
can see salvation only through a biological knowledge by
means of v/hicn the proportion of the sexes, intelligence,
practical ability, skilled and unskilled labor may be
controlled. In fine, "we may have a wonderfully regulated
society of ecto-genetic human beings, whose life is or-
dered according to the edicts of state or international
advisers and doctors. "5 3ut if this be the only way out,
the majority of thinking men would cry, "On v/ith the
showj" If the course of world-civilization has taught
anything, it is that technics is not enough,
A second possible way out is suggested, one pro-
pounded by most of the clerical critics of Spengler who
, , , assume that salvation may come to us, if we
so v/ill it, because the birth of Christ has given
new spiritual power to the world. If the world makes
use of the gift, the vitality of V/estern civilizatior
will remain and a new phase wi.ll begin, ^
ifhis is decidedly more in harmony v/ith the suggestions ia
the previous section. ^fter all, the only things inhax,
keep man from living a sheer animal existence are idaals,
5. GG, 218,
6. Ibid., 218.
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and in the long run they are tha only means by which any
civilization can keep from turning bacii on itself in hope-l
less decline. Thus 3een, ideals are not cowardice nor an
escape from reality but a triumphing in the face of des-
tiny itself and an assertion that reality can be changed.
Decline or Destiny . It v/ould itself be a sign of
inner decay if Spengler, despite his many inconsistencies,
fails to awaken within modern man an apprehension, an un-
easiness, a questioning. Perhaps that which is of most
value in Spengler is his challenge to thought and action.
We are forced to realize that his prophecy not only is
possible but is more than plausible. no civilization,
not even that of the V/eso, contains v/ithin itself the
germs of i;;jnor tali ty , Since 1914 botn ^urope and America
have gone a long ways toward destroying themselves. If
Western civilization continues in its present course, it
will well merit tha death that av/aits it,
Uur destiny is in the balance. Within all civili-
sations of today there are forces that are moving in the
direction of a more extensive megalopolitanism and Cae3ar4
ism. Life in all areas is becoming more rigid and mechan4
ical , The most destructive forms of civilization with
its congested cities, its slum proletariat, its threatenjs
ing internecine warfare is upon us, Y/estern man may
choose Detween Civilization and death or passionately
assert Culture and life.
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If we seize our destiny, we may pass through a short
"open" v/inter, and emerge again into spring. If we
continue to follow it mechanically;^, inertly, in the
world-weary mood of so maay of our contemporaries,
Wao live, if at all, on dead hopes and mouldy pana-
ceas; if we give ourselvos over to technique, matter-f
of -fact. Spiritual hardness, glorification of what
is--then, probably there will be no spring.
7
Spengler is for the modern age neither a guide nor
a philosophy but a challenge and an indictment. ^ greatei
than Spengler made a siiuilar indictment two thousand yearti
ago. "What shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the
whole world and lose his own soul?" '.*hat shall it profit
a people, if they shall gain the highest civilization
known to history, and in so doing lose sight of the cul-
tural values, of the ideals of life?
7. Shotwell, Art. 1, 287.
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The thesis opened with a definitiori of and a brief
survey of "Philosophy of History," a statement of the
problem, a biographical sketch of Spengler, and an ac-
count of the plan of procedure. Spengler begins his
philosophy v/ith a criticism of the conventional idea of
linear progress. This he regards as artificial, as fal^^e-
g^ly assuming the existence of universals, and as mistak-
enly viewing the 'Jest as the culmination of world history.
His ov/n view is that of Goethe who saw everything as or-
ganic*. History as organic is to be known--not by the
super imposition of formal lo^ic, causality, and ideal
possibility--but by sympathy, inward certainty, and in-
tellectual flair. niatory as organic also shares in the
processes of birth, growth, maturity, and decay. I'he
denial of universal ideas puts in the place of a single
linear development a aeries of distinct Guipures. liach
of these organic Cultures passes tnrough the same pattern
of growth, development, and final decay. The similarity
of the basic Culture pat-cerns makes it possibile ;.o iden-
tify Tliuiquely occuring events within chronologically par-
allel forms. It also provides for the reconstruction of
the past and the pre -de termination of the future.
I'he prime phenomena of history are cultures. The
l^nquiry of history is the study of the expra ss i on-me :ia
•
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apptsaring in the so Cultures, A Culture comes into exist-
ence v/hen a great soul av/akens out of the pr oto-spir itual-
ity of boundless humanity. I'he whole process comes about
suddenly as if b;/ a mutation. But the breaking away of a
Culture froEQ the formless and boundless makes it become a
f :irm, a bounded and mortal thing, and subject to a defi-
nite history, A Culture consists in a spocific attitude
of mind toward the external world. I'his attitude of mind,
the soul of the Culture, contains within it certain in-
herent possibilities which are realized and fulfilled,
I'he fulfillment of a julture is both its cliiiiax and de-
cline. I'he realization of a Culture culminated in the
hardened and mortified Civilization, History is the pro-
cess of the actualization of a Culture.
The world-view or soul of each Culture is discov-
ered b:/ assumi ig a metaphysics that regards everything as
symbolic, x'he pri. e symbol of a Culture is its conceptioi
of extension. The child or the primitive man does not
have a grasp of the meaning of the external v/orld. This
comes about v/i th the awakening of the soul. What the
nature of the external v/orld shall be depends upon an
implicit x)estiny within the individual which unites him
with a particular Culture, Tho dominant idi'a oi the cul-
ture, in the course of its development, is expressed in
one form after auoibhe r--eac.- successive form being the
•ore satisfactory. In the course of time tae idea
t1
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finally becomes roalizad in all the forms that are pos-
sible to the type of mind tnat conceived it. At this
stage the vital Cultux-e gives way before a mechanical
Civilization,
3pengler substantiates his metaphysical system by
a massive amount of historical data from varied fields of
human activity. In the spiritual-intellectual realm he
traces the progressive realization of several Cultures
from the Spring of myth and legend and scholasticism
through the Summer of reformation, pure philosophy and
the great conclusive systems of thought into the final
downgoing of Winter with its materialism, e t hical -so c ial
ideals of life, and marked by the degradation of abstract
thought and the spread of a final world-sentiment.
In the realm of culture the same procoss is fol-
lowed from the Pra-Gultural period v/ith its chais of
primitive eiKpression forms, mystical symbolism, and naSve
imitation into the period of Culture in v/hich the world
feeling first takes sha_ e in an unself conscious manner
and then passes to the formation of a group of arts that
have become self-conscious and in the hands of the great
masters to be terminated in the period of Civilization in
which strict creativeness disappears, style gives way to
taste to become an era of rapidly changin-; fashions, re-
vivals, and borrowings that is ended with a meaningless
and pretentious architecture and a static art of fixed
p
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forms
.
Polit);cally the cycle begins in the pre-Cultural
period with the organization of tribes and chiefs. The
period of Culture is characterized by the rise of the
which the city is si..iply a market or a stronghold. I'he
disollutiou of the patriarchal forms followed by a period
of anarchy sees the nobles and priests transformed into
or replaced by statesmen who are subject to tae idea of
the dominant state. I'he Third listate comes into being,
and the tov/ns supercede the countryside, The 3tate-idea
actualized, it breaks up, often in revolution. The period
of Civilization sees an essentially urban populace
characterized by the masses and the domination of money.
The great powers are either in actual or potential war.
The constitutional power of the nations is replaced by tha
informal sway of individuals which process leads to Gae-
sarism, Force politics wins the victory over money, and
the passive peoples become the prey of the individual
leaders, Gradually the mass of people relapse into a
primitive condition above whom are a small number of
highly civilized anl intelligent men.
the paper censored his method of approach which is marked
by the dismissal of reason and the acceptance of intuitive
insight as tha v/ay of historical truth. his intuitive
nobles add priests, and a life in and of the country in
A critical analysis oi Spengler which terminated
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method carries hi:a beyond tho realm of reality and even-
tuates in shoer mythology. 'x'he deductive method forces
Spengler to base his entire thesis upon selective data
and causes hi;, to give a false aspect to a whole era of
world history. The end oroducts of his philosophy:
relativism, pluralism, incomplete notions of man and
society, determinism, pessimism, and the dire ethical and
spiritual implications also were examined and confirmed
the conclusion that his was neither the true nor adequate
philosophy for the present age,
rsut despite the many fallacies and ii -poverishments
of Spengler' s thought; his prophetic pronouncement should
give a declining civilization cause and the opportunity
to forestall his thesis.
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